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Abstract

An uncertain behaviour is in the nature of many physical phenomena. This uncer-

tainty has to be quantified for a meaningful prediction by a computer-aided simula-

tion. A stochastic description of the uncertainty carries a physical phenomenon over

to a probabilistic model, which is usually solved by numerical schemes.

The present thesis discusses and develops models for challenging uncertain physical

phenomena, efficient numerical schemes for a quantification of uncertainties (UQ),

and a sustainable and efficient software implementation.

Probabilistic models are often described by stochastic partial differential equations

(SPDEs). The stochastic Galerkinmethod represents the solution of an SPDE by a set

of stochastic basis polynomials. A problem-independent choice of basis polynomi-

als typically limits the application to relatively small maximum polynomial degrees.

Moreover,many coefficients have to be computed and stored. In this thesis new error-

controlled low-rank schemes are presented, which in addition select relevant basis

polynomials. In this manner the previously mentioned problems are addressed.

The complexity of a UQ is as well reflected in the software implementation. A sus-

tainable implementation relies on a reuse of software. Here, a software architecture

for the simulation of probabilistic models is presented, which is based on distributed

generic components. Many of these components are reused in different frameworks

(and may also be used beyond a UQ). They can be instantiated in a distributed sys-

tem many times and are interchangeable at runtime, where the generic aspect is pre-

served.

Probabilistic models are derived and simulated in this thesis, which for instance de-

scribe uncertainties for a composite material and an aircraft design. Among other

things, several hundred stochastic dimensions or a long runtime for simulations

arise.
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Zusammenfassung

Ein unsicheres Verhalten liegt in der Natur vieler physikalischer Phänomene. Diese

Unsicherheit muss für eine sinnvolle Prognose durch eine Computer-gestützte Sim-

ulation quantifiziert werden. Eine stochastische Beschreibung der Unsicherheit

überführt ein physikalisches Phänomen in ein probabilistischesModell, das üblicher-

weise durch numerische Verfahren gelöst wird.

Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt und entwickelt Modelle für anspruchsvolle und mit

Unsicherheit behaftete physikalische Phänomene, effiziente numerische Verfahren

für eine Unsicherheitsquantifizierung (UQ) und eine nachhaltige und leistungsfähige

Software-Umsetzung.

Probabilistische Modelle werden häufig durch stochastische partielle Differential-

gleichungen (SPDGLn) beschrieben. Die stochastische Galerkin Methode stellt

die Lösung einer SPDGL durch eine endliche Menge an stochastischen Basispoly-

nomen dar. Eine problemunabhängige Wahl von Basispolynomen beschränkt die

Anwendung typischerweise auf relativ kleine maximale Polynomgrade. Des Weit-

eren müssen viele Koeffizienten berechnet und gespeichert werden. In dieser Arbeit

werden neue fehlergesteuerte Niedrig-Rang Verfahren vorgestellt, die zudem rele-

vante Basispolynome selektieren. Auf diese Weise wird den zuvor beschriebenen

Problemen entgegen gegangen.

Die Komplexität einer UQ schlägt sich ebenso auf die Software-Umsetzung nieder.

Eine nachhaltige Umsetzung setzt auf die Wiederverwendbarkeit von Software.

Hier wird eine auf verteilten und generischen Komponenten basierende Software-

Architektur zur Simulation probabilistischer Modelle vorgestellt. Viele dieser Kom-

ponenten werden in verschiedenen Frameworks wiederverwendet (und mögen auch

außerhalb einer UQ zum Einsatz kommen). Sie können mehrfach in einem verteil-

ten System instanziiert und zur Laufzeit ausgetauscht werden, wobei der generische

Aspekt erhalten bleibt.

Probabilistische Modelle beispielsweise zur Beschreibung von Unsicherheiten in

einem Kompositwerkstoff und einem Flugzeugentwurf werden in dieser Arbeit

hergeleitet und simuliert. Dabei treten mitunter mehrere hundert stochastische Di-

mensionen oder lange Simulationslaufzeiten auf.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The field of scientific computing is concerned with a computer-aided simulation of

physical phenomena to obtain useful predictions of their behaviours. A mathemati-

cal model to describe the meaningful characteristics of an appropriate phenomenon

is necessary to that end. It may formulate the relation between the actions on a phys-

ical system and its reactions [128]. The reactions are usually the unknowns — the

solution —, for which the model needs to be solved to enable a prediction.

Plenty of physical phenomena obviously exhibit uncertain characteristics or in other

words uncertain parameters, for which the uncertainty has to be modelled for a

computer-aided prediction. In contrast, a mathematical model of a physical phe-

nomenon may be uncertain through a lack of knowledge. In both cases, a stochastic

formulation of the uncertain parameters leads to a so-called probabilistic model.

Probabilistic models and their simulations reveal a number of issues which need to

be addressed. A mathematical description for the probabilistic model needs to be

established first. This indicates to construct models for the associated uncertain pa-

rameters, which may be obtained in a discrete manner approximated by numerical

schemes. When the probabilistic model is established it needs to be simulated. The

simulation may as well simulate or simply use the models for the uncertain parame-

ters. Howsoever, numerical schemes are also usually involved there. Needless to say

the mathematical representations and numerical schemes applied for the modelling

and the simulation need to be implemented for a computer-aided handling.

Usually, the simulation of a probabilistic model is highly complex and asks for large

computational power and memory supply. (This may be already the case for the

modelling of the uncertain parameters.) Efficient mathematical representations and

numerical schemes are developed and reflected in efficient data representations and

1



Chapter 1 Introduction

algorithms. The latter may possess parallel or distributed features to exploit the avail-

able hardware resources. Codes relevant for an efficient computation are usually im-

plemented in programming languages with high performance support. A software

system to simulate probabilistic models needs to handle the mentioned complexity

in a preferably sustainable manner.

The next sections provide brief descriptions of the fields of interest and the corre-

sponding contributions of this thesis. A subsection at the end of each section sum-

marises the particular contributions. Numerical schemes to simulate probabilistic

models are outlined in Section 1.1. The realisation of sustainable software with an

emphasis on the simulation of probabilistic models is addressed in Section 1.2. A

couple of challenging probabilistic models are introduced in Sections 1.3 and 1.4.

1.1 Numerical Schemes Based on Probabilistic

Models

Uncertain and location-dependent characteristics of a probabilistic model are repre-

sented by random fields [5, 6, 206]. In practice, these fields are mainly discretised

by a truncated polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) [217, 73, 128, 129, 146] or a trun-

cated Karhunen-Loève expansion (KLE) [125, 73, 128, 129, 98].

For a quantification of uncertainties statistics of the solution may be directly com-

puted, or a surrogate model for the solution may be determined, from which then

statistics can be computed. When statistics are directly formulated as integrals— fre-

quently and in this thesis of high dimension—, numerical integration schemes can be

applied. These schemes are based on a sampling of the integrand. In this context they

may be summarised under the term of direct integration schemes [128, 99]. Monte

Carlo (MC) methods [37, 124, 126, 172] are robust examples for such schemes, their

convergence is independent of the dimension but known to be slow. Faster con-

vergence may be obtained by the following schemes, at least up to a higher dimen-

sion. While MC methods are based on random sampling, Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC)

methods [37, 172, 123] are based on number theoretic point sequences. In contrast,

the Smolyak algorithm [71, 70, 169, 170, 52, 99] constructs a sparse grid of sample-

points from a number of one-dimensional quadrature rules.

A surrogate model is usually obtained through a projection of the solution onto a

finite set of stochastic basis functions, which are here stochastic polynomials. Such

2



1.1 Numerical Schemes Based on Probabilistic Models

a projection may be formulated by a number of integrals [145, 123, 122], which may

be approximated by the previously mentioned integration schemes. The stochastic

collocation schemes [11, 153, 66, 216, 20, 24, 26, 208, 62] do not follow an integral

description but also determine the surrogate model on the basis of samples. The

stochastic Galerkin method (SGM) [73, 129, 128, 12, 217, 127, 3, 57, 130] projects

a weak formulation of the problem onto a solution space.

Schemes which search for a sparse set of stochastic basis functions or a subspace

of low rank to describe the solution were recently developed. These approaches are

embedded in projection schemes, stochastic collocation schemes, or in the SGM. A

sparse set of stochastic basis functions is focused in the context of stochastic collo-

cation schemes [26, 25, 24, 153, 154, 66, 56], and the SGM [54, 201, 23, 111, 143].

Low-rank approaches are published in the context of projection schemes [122], and

the SGM [158, 130, 111, 143, 103]. Another publication [55] may be associated to

stochastic collocation schemes.

However, combined approaches in which a low-rank representation for the solution

in a sparse set of stochastic basis functions is obtained are rarely addressed [111,

143].

The content of this section is extensively discussed in Chapter 2.

1.1.1 Contributions of this Thesis

The approaches in [111] are a contribution of this thesis. A scheme with successive

rank-one updates is derived for an SGM-discretised stochastic linear elliptic problem,

so that the expectation of the total potential energy of the problem is minimised.

It is referred to as the basic variational low-rank approach with successive rank-

one updates (VLR-SR1U scheme), and is comparable to a special scheme in [158].

The resulting low-rank approximation is suboptimal in the sense that it is not the

minimiser of the expectation of the mentioned energy. A corresponding optimisation

scheme — the variational low-rank optimisation (VLR-OPT) scheme — is derived,

which may be used as an independent tool to optimise an approximation of fixed

rank. It extends the basic VLR-SR1U scheme to optimise a current approximation on

the fly (during a rank-one update) or not until a final rank is reached. Additionally,

the residual-based solution space estimator (RBSSE scheme) is introduced to rate

stochastic basis functions not yet used for their ability to describe the solution (the

idea is comparable to [143]). That scheme also extends the basic VLR-SR1U scheme

3



Chapter 1 Introduction

to enable an adaptive construction of the solution space. The contributed schemes are

in detail presented in Section 2.7.2.

The numerical behaviour of all schemes is discussed in the context of a stochastic

stationary groundwater flow problem in Section 4.1.4. There, the basic VLR-SR1U

scheme and its extension by the VLR-OPT scheme are compared to direct integra-

tion schemes like (Q)-MC methods and the Smolyak algorithm in different config-

urations. The VLR-SR1U schemes are efficient, they converge faster than (Q)-MC

methods, but cannot beat the best configuration of the Smolyak algorithm. Further-

more, the ability of the RBSSE scheme to choose relevant stochastic basis functions

for the description of the solution is demonstrated. The basic VLR-SR1U scheme

and the VLR-OPT scheme are also applied to a laminated composite structure with

a linear constitutive law and an uncertain material, see Section 4.2.2.4. However,

for an accurate approximation in the considered solution space a relatively high rank

is required. A flexible generic implementation for the schemes in the context of a

component-based software architecture is presented in Section 3.4.5.

1.2 Software Reuse in the Simulation of

Probabilistic Models

The development of software systems exclusively from scratch meets the require-

ments of computational sciences less and less. The reuse of software [135, 187, 64,

176] is a promising approach to keep complexity within manageable bounds, see

Section 3.3.1. The concept of software components [45, 197, 97, 106, 114, 93] iden-

tifies a systematic reuse of software, which encourages the development of maintain-

able and extensible — and consequently sustainable — software systems, see Sec-

tion 3.3.3. A software component may be understood as a software unit consisting of

an interface — the component interface (CI) — and an implementation and is exclu-

sively specified by its CI. In this thesis a software component is interchangeable and

may be distributed. The distribution enables one to exploit the hardware resources

in a heterogeneous environment for a potentially extensive computation. It comes

along with a late binding of a component, namely at runtime. As a consequence,

components can be interchanged at runtime, which increases the flexibility inside

the software system. The third-party software solutions for uncertainty quantifica-

tion in [58, 189, 165, 86, 53, 171, 120] do not follow a component-based approach.

Another concept for software reuse is the generic programming [144, 45, 180], see

Section 3.3.2. It is here understood as a programming paradigm to implement an

4



1.2 Software Reuse in the Simulation of Probabilistic Models

algorithm on the basis of generic types. For a compilation the generic types are

specialised by concrete types. In this manner, the same implementation of the al-

gorithm is used for different concrete types, between which an inheritance relation

does not need to exist. While generic programming happens on the implementation

level, distributed software components put their emphasis on the runtime level. The

idea of distributed generic software components combines the mentioned concepts

through the possibility to declare generic CIs [40, 162, 161, 160], see Section 3.3.4.

A generic CI is one with generic type declarations. This idea is recent and probably

not widely known, as only a few component-based architectures support generic CIs

[151, 162, 40].

The simulation of probabilistic models involves the simulation or at least the con-

struction of deterministic models. The simulation of deterministic models is not a

recent discipline, and usually addressed by a number of well-engineered third-party

codes. Such simulation codes are preferably used in the context of this thesis. On

the one hand, a software system for the simulation of probabilistic models should be

quite general, matching a wide variety of problems to be solved. On the other hand,

third-party simulation codes for deterministic models may be quite individual.

The content of this section is extensively discussed in Chapter 3.

1.2.1 Contributions of this Thesis

A software system for the simulation of probabilistic models is proposed here, which

enables the use of third-party simulation codes for deterministic models, but is not

fixed wired to a special one of these codes. Quite the contrary, the software system

receives the application-specific semantics of the probabilistic model at the latest

possible instant of time, namely at runtime. As a consequence, the software system

is configured at runtime towards a concrete probabilistic model and a corresponding

(third-party) simulation code for deterministic models without the requirement of re-

compilation. The general appearance of a simulation code for a deterministic model

is analysed in the context of different numerical schemes for the simulation of prob-

abilistic models, and is then described by a component interface corresponding to a

distributed generic software component, see Section 3.4.4. The binding to a concrete

implementation at runtime induces the application-specific semantics to the software

system. Probabilistic models of different application-specific subjects are simulated

here by the proposed software system. For each probabilistic model a different third-

party simulation code for deterministic models is used, see Section 3.4.4.2.
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Distributed generic software components are the main architectural concept of the

software system and used for many concerns other than the simulation of a determin-

istic model. These concerns are reflected either by single components or composi-

tions of components. A number of components are reused in different contexts and

may be instantiated multiple times for a distributed computation. Some components

may also be reused beyond the simulation of probabilistic models, see Section 3.4.3.

The concept of distributed generic software components is identified here to enable

a transfer of the generic support from the implementation level to the runtime level,

which maybe would not have been expected, see Section 3.3.4.

Numerical schemes for the simulation of probabilistic models are developed and im-

plemented on the basis of generic types. The implementation enables a quite flexible

configuration. The configuration can be done in different concerns separately, so

that the implementation can be adapted to a special heterogeneous runtime environ-

ment or to special properties of the system to be solved, so that these properties are

efficiently handled, see Section 3.4.5.

The proposed architecture is already introduced in [109, 108, 110].

1.3 Uncertainty in Laminated Composite Plates

Laminated composite plates consists of jointly glued layers and are widespread

nowadays. Their location-dependent uncertain characteristics are a challenge to

accurate computer-aided simulation. These uncertain characteristics like Young’s

modulus, the shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio were recently described by random

fields. In [155, 39, 148, 43] Gaussian distributed random fields are chosen for the

description of those characteristics. There, the SGM is applied to simulate the asso-

ciated problem, the MC method may be used for a comparison. It is mostly not clear

to which extent measurement data enter the uncertainty descriptions in these works.

A parameterised model for a non-Gaussian positive-definite matrix-valued random

field is presented in [193], which describes an in general inhomogeneous anisotropic

material for an elliptic problem. The corresponding parameters are identified through

experimental data. In [139], samples of the uncertain Young’s modulus are obtained

through experimental data, which result from a set of loaded structures of identical

kind and identical geometrical dimensions. These samples are used in [138] to con-

struct a non-Gaussian random field for Young’s modulus represented by a truncated

KLE. The random variables of the KLE are, at this, discretised by truncated PCEs,

where the PC coefficients are determined through an identification process.
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Alternatively, the composite material can be directly observed through photographic

images of test specimens which are not externally loaded. A usually non-Gaussian

mathematical description for the uncertain composite material is then derived from

these images. This is done in [18, 76, 31] through the moving-window technique

(MWT), with which a rectangular window of fixed size is shifted over a given image

to scan the composite material. The scanned material at a current window position is

mapped onto a finite element model of the same size as the window, and a sequence

of load tests identifies the essential material properties for that model. The material

is assumed to be homogeneous, and as a consequence each window scan leads to a

sample of the uncertain material properties. Statistics can be obtained on the basis of

these samples.

None of the above publications deal with a fully anisotropic and uncertain local ma-

terial tensor of the composite material in a three-dimensional geometrical domain.

This is, however, done for a laminated carbon-fibre-reinforced composite material in

[94], in which distribution and covariance functions for the local material tensor are

constructed through the MWT. Additionally, model reduction techniques are applied

to handle the extensive amount of arising data. Further publications about that work

are in preparation, a summary is also presented in Section 4.2.1.

1.3.1 Contributions of this Thesis

The distribution and covariance functions in [94] for the fully anisotropic and un-

certain composite material in a three-dimensional geometrical domain are used to

construct non-Gaussian random fields for a description of the composite material.

The author of this thesis is intensively involved in that task.

The composite material is formally divided into virtual interlayers. These interlayers

cover the geometrical areas, where the assumed sources of uncertainty are located,

namely the voids within the matrix (adhesive) and irregular borders between fibre

and matrix layers. A non-Gaussian random field for an interlayer is exemplarily con-

structed from the input statistics (the given distribution and covariance functions).

This reveals a computationally extensive task. Numerical experiments demonstrate

that a concrete interlayer requires a comparatively large stochastic dimension of up

to six hundred to capture an acceptable accuracy. The corresponding random field

is expressed by different representations. The representation — which is first of all

obtained — is a generator, which is non-linearly dependent on a Gaussian vector.

The generator assures the positive-definiteness of the material because it approxi-

mates the matrix logarithm of the local material tensor and then applies the matrix

7
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exponentiation. This generator can be simply sampled and is used to obtain the other

representations. The second and third representations are provided in the form of a

truncated PCE and a truncated KLE. Each of the three representations may be used

in any numerical scheme based on sampling like direct integration, projection, or

stochastic collocation schemes (as long as the truncated PC and KL representations

are positive-definite). The truncated PCE or KLE may additionally be applied within

an SGM discretisation.

The exemplarily constructed interlayer is used for the description of the fully

anisotropic and partially uncertain material of a laminated composite structure with

a linear constitutive law. A delamination between the mentioned interlayer and the

overlying layer is additionally specified. The structure is simulated by a basic MC

method. The variance of stresses in the area of the delamination is comparably large,

which may essentially influence a progression of the delamination. This demon-

strates the purpose of an uncertainty quantification. A regression approach is applied

to describe the solution in stochastic polynomials up to first order. This projected so-

lution maintains most of the variance and converges faster than the MC method. The

basic VLR-SR1U and VLR-OPT schemes are applied for the same stochastic solu-

tion space to search for an accurate low-rank approximation. However, they indicate

that an accurate approximation requires a relatively high rank.

The modelling of the composite material and the simulation of the composite struc-

ture are discussed in Section 4.2.

1.4 Uncertainty in the Preliminary Aircraft

Design

In the multidisciplinary field of aircraft design [177] nowadays the main challenges

are the reduction of noise, emission and costs, the improvement of transport capacity,

engine performance and safety [173], and the possibility of short take-off and landing

[175, 83]. Aircraft design consists of several phases which need to be sequentially

passed until an aircraft can be manufactured. The preliminary design phase compares

various aircraft configurations to search for an optimal design, which is then pro-

cessed in further phases [89]. Concepts of the preliminary design phase and applica-

tion cases are, for instance, published in [105, 89, 91] and [190, 81, 188, 90, 211].

The process of aircraft design reveals many stages at which uncertainty enters
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[215, 219, 132]. The model of an aircraft or a corresponding component part may be

considered for uncertainty quantification. An appropriate probabilistic model may

include probabilistic models for subcomponents (for instance the wing box) or sub-

processes (for instance the aerodynamic analysis). Statistics of a probabilistic model

are often determined through a basic MC method [192, 147, 215, 47, 133, 50]. Alter-

natively, importance sampling [131, 134], latin hypercube sampling [51], or a first or

second order Taylor expansion [77] may be used. The simulation of a deterministic

sample of the probabilistic model is usually computationally expensive. As a conse-

quence, response surface methods are frequently applied [50, 133, 134, 104, 131, 47]

to obtain computationally less expensive surrogatemodels. A surrogate model is rep-

resented through a regression equation which usually contains linear and quadratic

terms of the stochastic input variables as well as corresponding second order inter-

action terms. The coefficients of the regression equation are computed through the

outcomes of a set of performed (or simulated) experiments. The experiments are sys-

tematically selected through a design of experiments (DoE) [142]. The DoE defines

for each stochastic input variable a fixed set of levels to which an experiment can be

configured. When each level combination between the stochastic input variables is

considered, the DoE is a factorial design. In contrast, a fractional factorial design as-

sumes, that only a fraction of the experiments which results from the factorial design

is enough for a solution of acceptable accuracy. Literature reviews about methods

for the quantification of uncertainties in the field of aircraft design are published in

[219, 221].

The flight of an aeroplane can be divided into the take-off, the cruise, and the landing

[16, 88]. At each of these stages the speed of the aeroplane differs. As a conse-

quence, there are different requirements on the wing. During the take-off the speed

is comparably low, therefore a wing has to induce a high lift, while the drag should

be kept as low as possible to get major acceleration. By contrast, the cruise requires

a small drag, and the landing needs a high lift to establish a low speed. Therefore,

the shape of the wing needs to be adapted to provide the different physical charac-

teristics. This is obtained through adjustable flaps, which are attached to the wing

to adapt its shape [16, 101, 88, 178, 175]. Furthermore, a blown flap system may

be applied, which blows the propulsion air over the flaps, so that the lift additionally

increases [16, 175].

1.4.1 Contributions of this Thesis

A deterministic reference model of a future civil aircraft with an active high-lift de-

vice is provided by a cooperation partner. The high-lift device is based on a blown

9
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flap concept combined with fuel-efficient turboprop engines. Here, the robustness

of the reference model towards noises is quantified through the introduction of a

probabilistic model for the aircraft and its simulation. Parameters of the aircraft

design which mainly influence the relevant design characteristics are stochastically

described. A basic MC method provides statistics about the probabilistic model and

indicates the aircraft model to be robust. An evaluation of the probabilistic model

for a sample of the uncertain parameters is very expensive. As a consequence, a

surrogate model is constructed which needs less samples of the probabilistic model

than the MC method to provide statistics of the same quality. The surrogate model is

simply a truncated PC representation, at which the PC coefficients are computed by

a regression approach. The modelling and the simulation of the probabilistic aircraft

design are presented in Section 4.3.

The simulation of a deterministic aircraft sample is performed by the simulation

code PrADO. The component implementation coPrADO is developed to use PrADO

inside the frameworks of the distributed generic component-based software archi-

tecture. coPrADO was implemented by the author of this thesis and enables one

to call many instances of PrADO in a distributed system. It is presented in Sec-

tion 3.4.4.3.

1.5 The Structure of this Thesis

This thesis is structured in five chapters. The first and last chapters represent the

overall introduction and conclusion. Each of the other chapters additionally provides

an own conclusion in the last section of the chapter. In some cases, a group of

subsections may also be summarised in a separate subsection.

Chapter 1 briefly introduces the fields of interest associated with this thesis. Numer-

ical schemes for the simulation of probabilistic models are addressed in Chapter 2

which also includes the here developed numerical schemes to obtain a low-rank ap-

proximation of the solution in an adaptively constructed solution space. Chapter 3

presents the software realisation for the simulation of probabilistic models which is

based on distributed generic software components. The numerical experiments are

presented in Chapter 4. The modelling and simulation of the laminated composite

and the aircraft design — introduced in the last sections — are also discussed there.

Chapter 5 summarises the contributions of this thesis and provides an outlook.
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Chapter 2

Numerical Schemes Based on
Probabilistic Models

This chapter concentrates on numerical schemes for the simulation of probabilistic

models, at which the uncertainty inside the models is represented by random fields.

The predominant numerical schemes are direct integration schemes [37, 124, 126,

123, 71, 170, 52, 99], projection [145, 122] and stochastic collocation schemes [11,

153, 66, 216, 20, 26, 208, 62], as well as the stochastic Galerkin method (SGM)

[73, 128, 12, 217, 127, 158, 54, 130]. The approaches contributed here belong to the

latter numerical scheme and focus on a low-rank approximation of the solution with

successive rank-one updates optionally in an adaptively constructed solution space

[111].

Random fields and an understanding of probabilistic models are presented in Sec-

tions 2.1 and 2.2. Direct integration schemes are discussed in Section 2.3. Projection

and collocation schemes are outlined in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. The SGM is addressed

in Section 2.6. Corresponding successive rank update schemes — to which also the

contributed schemes belong — are presented in Section 2.7.

2.1 Random Fields

An uncertain and location-dependent characteristic of a probabilistic model can be

represented by a random field [5, 6, 206]

ν : X × Ω→ R,(2.1)
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whereX ⊂ R
d is the geometrical space, and Ω is the set of elementary events of the

probability spaceP := (Ω,F , P ). F ⊆ 2Ω is the σ-algebra and P (ω) the probability
measure. In extension to Eq. (2.1), the randomfield may have values in a vector space

like in the numerical experiments of Section 4.2.

Series expansions of random fields and their truncations are discussed in Sec-

tion 2.1.1. Separated representations in general and rank-r approximations for the co-

efficients of the discretised expansions in particular are addressed in Section 2.1.2.

2.1.1 Expansions and Their Truncations

The polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) [217, 73, 128, 129, 146] and the Karhunen-

Loève expansion (KLE) [125, 73, 128, 129, 98] are possibilities to represent a random

field. The PCE describes the random field in orthogonal polynomials defined on mu-

tually independent random variables, while the KLE is a spectral decomposition of

the random field involving uncorrelated random variables. When the random vari-

ables of the KLE are dependent ones each random variable may be represented by

the PCE to obtain a description in independent random variables. Both the PCE

and the KLE are truncated for computational practicality. There are different ap-

proaches to choose a finite set of orthogonal polynomials for the truncated PCE. A

finite set is here called basic when the choice depends only on an upper bound for

the polynomial order. The number of polynomials in such a set — and consequently

the number of terms within the truncated PCE — grows rapidly when the stochastic

dimension or the upper bound for the polynomial order is increased. Many of the

involved polynomials may not have a significant contribution in describing the ran-

dom field so that they could actually be neglected. More sophisticated approaches try

to find a set with few polynomials which describe the random field significantly (or

at least far less polynomials than a basic finite set contains). A corresponding trun-

cated PCE may be addressed under the term of a sparse polynomial chaos expansion

[201, 26, 54, 56, 23, 66, 153, 111, 143, 87].

The PCE and the KLE are discussed in Sections 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.1.2. Basic finite sets

of orthogonal stochastic polynomials are presented in Section 2.1.1.3, and sparse

PCEs are considered in Section 2.1.1.4. Finally, an analytical transfer from the trun-

cated KLE of a Gaussian distributed field to the PCE of a lognormally distributed

field is derived in Section 2.1.1.5. (The latter is used in the numerical experiments in

Section 4.1.)
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2.1.1.1 Polynomial Chaos Expansion

An arbitrary random field ν of finite variance can be described through a PCE [217,

73, 128, 129, 146]

(2.2) ν(x, ω) :=
∑

α∈I .

να(x) ψα(θ(ω)),

which converges in the L2 sense. The orthogonal polynomials {ψα}α∈I . are de-

fined on a random vector θ = (θ1, . . . , θm, . . . ) consisting of mutually independent

random variables. να is the geometrical coefficient function corresponding to poly-

nomial ψα. I . := {α ∈ N
(N)
0 | |α|1 < ∞} is a set of multi-indices, where only

finitely many integers of a multi-index α := (α1, . . . , αm, . . . ) are non-zero and the
modulus of a multi-index is defined as

(2.3) |α|1 :=

∞∑

i=1

αi.

The factorial of a multi-index is introduced by

(2.4) α! :=

∞∏

i=1

αi!.

The use of a multi-index to indicate a multi-dimensional polynomial (and the cor-

responding coefficient function) is traced back to the common construction of the

polynomial: it results from the product of one-dimensional polynomials, which are

defined in the single random variables of θ:

(2.5) ψα(θ(ω)) =
∞∏

i=1

ψαi
(θi(ω)).

Thus, the multi-index indicates the one-dimensional polynomials used for each di-

mension. (There is usually a one-to-one correspondence between the indices of a

multi-index and the orders of the one-dimensional polynomials. That is also assumed

here.)

Originally, the orthogonal stochastic polynomials were Hermite polynomials defined

on Gaussian random variables [212]. An exponential convergence of the appropriate

PCE could be demonstrated in [217] for Gaussian fields. This is traced back to the

fact that the weight function—with respect to which the polynomials are orthogonal

— is exactly the same as the probability density function of the Gaussian random
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variables. However, the convergence of the mentioned PCE may be significantly

slower for non-Gaussian fields [217]. As a consequence of this, other polynomials

were associated with other random variables so that the probability density function

of the random variables matches the weight function of the orthogonality relation

of the polynomials; an example are Legendre polynomials and uniformly distributed

variables. Such polynomials in combination with their associated random variables

are discussed in [217]. At this, the broader term generalised polynomial chaos ex-

pansion [218] may be used, but here it is simply called PCE.

When Eq. (2.2) is multiplied by ψβ (β ∈ I .) and integrated over Ω, then the orthog-
onality relation of the polynomials leads to the formula to compute the coefficient

function νβ :

(2.6) νβ(x) =
E (ν(x, ω) ψβ(θ(ω)))

E

(
ψ2
β

)

with the expectation operator E(·) :=
∫
Ω
· dP (ω).

For practical issues, a PCE is discretised through a truncation. The truncation leads

to finitely many terms, which are indexed by the set Ic of multi-indices. c means the

restriction rule (or condition) under which the truncation is obtained. The truncated

PCE provides an approximation for ν:

(2.7) ν(x, ω) ≈ νc(x, ω) :=
∑

α∈Ic

να(x) ψα(θ(ω)).

The finite set Ic restricts the stochastic polynomials to a dimension ofm (m <∞),

so that Ic ⊂ N
m
0 . Some basic finite sets are presented in Section 2.1.1.3, and more

sophisticated ones are discussed in Section 2.1.1.4.

When the truncated PCE in Eq. (2.7) is additionally discretised in the geometrical

space by finite element basis functions {φi}i∈{1,...,NX} then the fully discretised

random field can be written as

(2.8) νhc (x, ω) :=
∑

α∈Ic

NX∑

i=1

νi,αφi(x)ψα(θ(ω)).

The coefficients {νi,α}i∈{1,...,NX},α∈Ic may be represented in form of a vectorw ∈
R

NX ·NS or a matrix W ∈ R
NX×NS with NS := |Ic| (cardinality of Ic). In that

case, the geometrical basis functions and the stochastic polynomials are composed in
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vectors φ := (φ1, . . . , φNX
)T and ψ := (ψα1 , . . . , ψαNS

)T , so that Eq. (2.8) can be

restated as

νhc (x, ω) = (ψ ⊗ φ)T w = φT W ψ with(2.9)

w := (ν1,α1 , . . . , νNX ,α1 , . . . , ν1,αNS
, . . . , νNX ,αNS

)T ,

W :=




ν1,α1 · · · ν1,αNS

...
. . .

...

νNX ,α1 · · · νNX ,αNS


 .

That means thatw results from stacking all columns ofW in sequence to a vector.

2.1.1.2 Karhunen-Loève Expansion

The KLE [125, 73, 128, 129, 98] describes a random field ν in a spectral representa-

tion

(2.10) ν(x, ω) := ν̄(x) +

∞∑

i=1

√
λi νi(x) ξi(ω).

ν̄ is the expected value of ν. The random variables {ξi}i∈N are uncorrelated and

centred with unit variance. The λi’s are the decreasingly ordered eigenvalues of the

Fredholm eigenproblem [128, 129, 98]

(2.11)

∫

X

covν(x,y) νi(y) dy

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:(Aνi)(x)

= λi νi(x),

where the νi’s are the corresponding eigenfunctions and covν is the covariance func-

tion of ν. The eigenvalues are non-negative and have a decreasing order, as the

operator A is symmetric, positive semi-definite, and compact on L2(X). The KLE
best approximates the variance with the fewest terms in comparison to all other ex-

pansions of the random field [129].

When ν is a Gaussian field the random variables {ξi}i∈N are Gaussian as well [128].

Handling with Gaussian random variables is practical, as uncorrelated automatically

means independent, and consequently Fubini’s theorem [191] is applicable.

To get the same applicability for uncorrelated but dependent random variables

{ξi}i∈N, the PCE can be used to expand each ξi in orthogonal polynomials defined
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in independent random variables: ξi(ω) :=
∑

α∈I\{0} ξi,α ψα(θ(ω)). (the constant

polynomial identified by multi-index 0 := (0, . . . , 0, . . . ) can be left out because the
ξi’s are centred). Then, Eq. (2.10) becomes

(2.12) ν(x, ω) = ν̄(x) +
∞∑

i=1

√
λi νi(x)

∑

α∈I\{0}
ξi,α ψα(θ(ω))..

When the PCE
∑

α∈I . να(x) ψα(θ(ω)) for ν is additionally given as an input [98]

the coefficients {ξi,α}α∈I\{0} for the i’th KL term can be computed by

(2.13) ξi,α =
1√
λi

∫

X

να(x) νi(x) dx.

For practical issues, a KLE is truncated:

(2.14) ν(x, ω) ≈ νm(x, ω) := ν̄(x) +

m∑

i=1

√
λi νi(x) ξi(ω).

When the uncorrelated random variables are discretised through truncated PCEs

with stochastic polynomials identified by the set Ic and the geometrical functions

— the expectation and the eigenfunctions — are discretised through finite elements

with NX geometrical basis functions, Eq. (2.14) results in the fully discretised KLE

[98]

(2.15) νhm(x, ω) :=

NX∑

j=1

ν̄j φj(x)+

m∑

i=1

√
λi

NX∑

j=1

νi,j φj(x)
∑

α∈Ic\{0}
ξi,α ψα(θ(ω)),

where νi = (νi,1, . . . , νi,NX
)T is the eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue λi.

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are obtained when solving the symmetric general

eigenvalue problem

(2.16) MCM νi = λi M νi,

which results from a finite element discretisation of the eigenproblem in Eq. (2.11).

C is the corresponding covariance matrix and M the mass matrix. When an ap-

propriately discretised PCE νhc with coefficient vectors {να}α∈Ic is available as an

input [98] the coefficients {ξi,α}α∈Ic\{0} can be computed by

(2.17) ξi,α ≈
1√
λi
νT
α M νi.
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This formula results from a finite element discretisation of Eq. (2.13).

The discretised KLE in Eq. (2.15) can be rewritten in a vector- and matrix-based

notation. For this purpose the eigenvalues are combined with the geometrical co-

efficients: ν̃i,j :=
√
λi νi,j . For each eigenvalue these weighted coefficients are

composed to a vector ν̃i := (ν̃i,1, . . . , ν̃i,NX
)T (i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}) and analogously

for the stochastic coefficients: ξi := (ξi,α1 , . . . , ξi,αNS
)T . The coefficients of the

discretised expectation and the geometrical basis functions and stochastic polynomi-

als are also treated in this manner: ν̄ := (ν̄1, . . . , ν̄NX
)T , φ := (φ1, . . . , φNX

)T ,
ψ := (ψα1 , . . . , ψαNS

)T . Then, Eq. (2.15) becomes

νhm(x, ω) = ν̄T φ +

m∑

i=1

φT ν̃i ξ
T
i ψ(2.18)

= ν̄T φ + φT Ỹ ZT ψ,(2.19)

= ν̄T φ + φT Y Λ ZT ψ.(2.20)

The i’th column of Ỹ is given by ν̃i and the i’th column of Z by ξi. In Eq. (2.20)

the matrix Λ is a diagonal matrix storing
√
λi in its i’th diagonal entry, so that the

i’th column of Y is specified by νi.

2.1.1.3 Basic Finite Sets of Orthogonal Stochastic Polynomials

Some basic finite sets of orthogonal stochastic polynomials — which may be used

for a truncated PCE — are considered in this section through concrete realisations

for Ic. These are the sets of multi-indices

Imax := {α ∈ N
m
0 : max

1≤i≤m
αi ≤ p},(2.21)

Imod := {α ∈ N
m
0 : |α|1 ≤ p}(2.22)

with parameter p. Thus, the polynomials indexed by Imax are of maximum order

m · p, whereas the ones indexed by Imod are of maximum order p. Table 2.1 shows

the number of multi-indicesNS = |Imod|— where operator | · | specifies the cardi-
nality — for the set Imod, when both the stochastic dimensionm and the maximum

polynomial order p are varied. NS linearly increases withm for p = 1, but for higher
maximum polynomial orders the increase grows rapidly, see Figure 2.1. This is even

far more dramatic for the set Imax. The parameter p alone is obviously not a good

choice to restrict the set of multi-indices. More sophisticated choices are discussed

in Section 2.1.1.4.
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H
H
H
H
H

p
m

5 10 15 20

1 6 11 16 21

2 21 66 136 231

3 56 286 816 1,771

4 126 1,001 3,876 10,626

5 252 3,003 15,504 53,130

Table 2.1: Basic finite sets of orthogonal stochastic polynomials indexed by Imod:

the growth of |Imod| is presented, when the dimension m and the maxi-

mum polynomial order p are varied.
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Figure 2.1: Basic finite sets of orthogonal stochastic polynomials: the growth of

|Imax| and |Imod| is presented in Figures (a) and (b), when the dimen-

sion m is increased for different settings of the parameter p. The expo-
nential function is displayed for comparison purposes.

2.1.1.4 Sparse Polynomial Chaos Expansion

When a random field has an inner sparse structure, and an approximating PCE is

constructed for a basic finite set of stochastic polynomials like in Section 2.1.1.3, then

many coefficients — and consequently terms — of that PCE may be insignificant. In

that case, the relevant PC terms construct a so-called sparse PCE. Definitely, a sparse

PCE is a means against the rapid growth in the number of terms inherent in a “basic”
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2.1 Random Fields

truncated PCE, when the stochastic dimension or the maximum polynomial order is

increased. A number of contributions are presented in the literature, non-adaptive

and adaptive ones. The next passage discusses non-adaptive contributions [201, 26].

The remaining passages consider the adaptive approaches and divide between an a

priori [54, 23] and an a posteriori adaption [24, 25, 26, 56, 66, 154, 153, 111, 143, 87]

(the a priori adaptive approaches can be found in the second next passage).

A non-adaptive sparse PCE is introduced for stochastic elliptic problems in [201] and

described by the set of multi-indices

(2.23) Iµ,υ :=

{
α ∈ N

m
0

∣∣∣∣∣ |α|1 ≤ µ ∧
m∑

i=1

χN(αi) ≤ υ
}

with the characteristic function χN. The sum of indices per multi-index is restricted

to µ; the number of non-zero indices per multi-index is restricted to υ. However,

when the parameters µ and υ and additionally the stochastic dimensionm increases

the number of multi-indices grows quickly as well [23]. Another sparse set of multi-

indices is used in [26] and defined by

(2.24) Ip,q :=



α ∈ N

m
0

∣∣∣∣∣∣
|α|q :=

(
m∑

i=1

αq
i

) 1
q

≤ p





with 0 < q < 1. This set may be denoted as a hyperbolic one. That denotation is

motivated by the hyperbolic shape, which results when the multi-indices are plotted

in anm-dimensional space and parameter q is decreased.

In [54] the PCE for the solution of a stochastic elliptic problem is computed on a

coarse geometric mesh to identify the stochastic polynomials of a sparse PCE. This

set is then a priori used to obtain the solution on a fine mesh. Such a coarsening can

be virtually performed until one geometrical degree of freedom (DoF) remains, that

means the geometrical space so to speak disappears. That concept is introduced in

[23], the resultant purely stochastic model is called “zero-dimensional model”. A

sparse PCE for the solution of that model is determined. The corresponding stochas-

tic polynomials are then used to a priori describe the solution of the actual problem.

The initial set of multi-indices — from which few are finally chosen — is Iµ,υ . In
both publications the SGM is used to discretise the problems (see Section 2.6).

The next adaptively constructed sparse PCEs are located in the context of stochastic

collocation schemes (see Section 2.5). First, the approaches are discussed, which are

(or can be) assigned to a regression approach (see Section 2.5.2). Then, approaches
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Chapter 2 Numerical Schemes Based on Probabilistic Models

are shortly mentioned which are associated with a sparse grid collocation. A sparse

PCE is iteratively and incrementally built up in [56] through a residual-based rating

of the stochastic polynomials. Initially, the set of polynomials for the description of

the solution only contains the constant polynomial. In each iteration the remaining

stochastic polynomials — which are not yet used — are rated. The one which indi-

cates the most contribution for a more accurate description of the solution is added

to the set of used stochastic polynomials. Then the problem is solved to obtain the

updated solution. Such iterations are performed until the estimated error falls below

a threshold. Another a posteriori adapted regression approach is published in [24].

In each iteration of the adaptive process, a “forward” and a “backward” step are

performed. During the forward step some remaining stochastic polynomials are one-

by-one added to the current set, and each time the corresponding system is solved. A

stochastic polynomialwith little impact on the solution is discarded. During the back-

ward step the stochastic polynomials — which were chosen in the previous iteration

— are discarded one-by-one, and each time the corresponding system is solved as

well. When a discard strongly decreases the quality of the solution, the correspond-

ing stochastic polynomial is again added to the current set. Both previous approaches

do not adapt the number of collocation points during their processes. An extension

of the algorithm in [24] — so that the number of collocation points is adapted — is

presented in [25]: while latin hypercube samples are used in [24], nested latin hyper-

cube samples are used in [25]. An improvement of the algorithm in [25] is proposed

in [26] to reduce the number of required samples. A similar strategy like in [25] to

select stochastic basis polynomials is presented in [66, 153] for the stochastic sparse

grid collocation scheme (see Section 2.5.1).

Adaptive residual-based selections of stochastic basis polynomials combined with

a low-rank approximation of the solution are used in [111] in the context of the

SGM. That approach is a contribution of this thesis and extensively presented in

Section 2.7.2. A similar approach is chosen in [143], but a different minimisation

problem is solved than in [111] to obtain a low-rank approximation.

The scheme in [87] adaptively constructs a sparse PCE under the assumption that

only univariate and bivariate PC terms are of interest.

2.1.1.5 Transformation from a Gaussian to a Lognormal Field

To satisfy well-posedness for a given problem the uncertain parameter may need to

be positive. This cannot be directly modelled by a Gaussian field, but a Gaussian field

can be transformed to a lognormally distributed field through an exponentiation. An
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analytical computation of the coefficients of a PC representation for the lognormal

field is in the following derived from a truncatedKLE of a Gaussian field as in [72].

Theorem. A truncated KLE γm of a Gaussian field γ is described through

(2.25) γm(x, ω) := γ̄(x) +

m∑

i=1

√
λi γi(x) θi(ω),

where the random variables are mutually independent Gaussian ones. It can be

transformed to a lognormally distributed field κ by the exponential function

(2.26) κ(x, ω) := eγm(x,ω).

When κ is represented by a PCE

(2.27) κ(x, ω) =
∑

α∈I .

κα(x) Hα(θ(ω)),

then the PC coefficients {κα(x)}α∈I . in Eq. (2.27) can be analytically computed by

(2.28) κα(x) =
eγ̄(x)

∏m
i=1 e

1
2 (

√
λiγi(x))

2 (√
λi γi(x)

)i

E (H2
α)

for non-normalised Hermite polynomials {Hα}α∈I . and E(·) :=
∫
Ω
· dP (ω) (com-

pare [72]). If the PCE is to be expressed in a set of normalised Hermite polynomials

{Ĥα}α∈I . ( ∀α ∈ I . : Ĥα := 1√
E(H2

α)
Hα ) the corresponding coefficients {κ̂α}α∈I .

can be simply computed by using the coefficients of Eq. (2.28):

(2.29) κ(x, ω) =
∑

α∈I .

κα(x)
√
E (H2

α)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:κ̂α(x)

Ĥα(θ(ω)).

Proof. Using Eq. (2.25) in Eq. (2.26) and embedding the result in Eq. (2.6) (to com-

pute a PC coefficient) leads to

(2.30) κα(x) =
E

(
eγ̄(x) +

∑m
i=1

√
λi γi(x) θi(ω) Hα(θ(ω))

)

E (H2
α)

=:
κ̃α(x)

E (H2
α)
,

see [72]. For the Hermite polynomials the denominator is analytically known by

E
(
H2

α

)
= α! [128, 98]. Consequently, the numerator κ̃α stays to be analysed. In the
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first step the multi-dimensional Gaussian measureP (ω) is resolved through variables
(η1, . . . , ηm) =: η:

κ̃α(x) =

∫

Rm

eγ̄(x) +
∑m

i=1

√
λi γi(x) ηi Hα(η)

1√
(2π)m

e−
1
2

∑m
i=1 η2

i dη

=
1√

(2π)m
eγ̄(x)

∫

Rm

(
m∏

i=1

e
√
λi γi(x) ηi − 1

2η
2
i

)
Hα(η) dη.

In the second step the multi-dimensional Hermite polynomial Hα is expressed

in its tensor product representation of one-dimensional Hermite polynomials

{hαi
}i∈{1,...,m}: Hα(η) :=

∏m
i=1 hαi

(ηi). The product can be extracted from the

integral due to Fubini’s theorem [191]:

=
1√

(2π)m
eγ̄(x)

∫

Rm

(
m∏

i=1

e
√
λi γi(x) ηi − 1

2η
2
i

) (
m∏

i=1

hαi
(ηi)

)
dη

=
1√

(2π)m
eγ̄(x)

m∏

i=1

∫

R

e
√
λi γi(x) ηi − 1

2η
2
i

i hαi
(ηi) dηi.

Next, the square is completed (in the exponent), and a substitution η̃i := ηi −√
λi γi(x) follows (compare [72]):

=
1√

(2π)m
eγ̄(x)

m∏

i=1

∫

R

e
− 1

2

[

(ηi −
√
λiγi(x))

2 − (
√
λiγi(x))

2
]

hαi
(ηi) dηi

=
1√

(2π)m
eγ̄(x)

m∏

i=1

e
1
2 (

√
λiγi(x))

2
∫

R

e−
1
2 (ηi −

√
λiγi(x))

2

hαi
(ηi) dηi

=
1√

(2π)m
eγ̄(x)

m∏

i=1

e
1
2 (

√
λiγi(x))

2
∫

R

e−
1
2 η̃2

i hαi
(η̃i +

√
λi γi(x)) dη̃i.

A shifted non-normalised one-dimensional Hermite polynomial hn(x + y) of

order n can be written in a binomial Appel sequence [198]: hn(x + y) =∑n
j=0

(
n
j

)
xj hn−j(y). Applying this form to the occurring shifted Hermite poly-

nomials hαi
(η̃i +

√
λi γi(x)) = hαi

(
√
λi γi(x) + η̃i) simplifies the whole formula,

as it leads to integrals of the Hermite polynomials in the Gaussian measure, which
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are zero excepting the case of the constant Hermite polynomial hα0 (j = i):

=
1√

(2π)m
eγ̄(x)

m∏

i=1

e
1
2 (

√
λiγi(x))

2

·

∫

R

e−
1
2 η̃2

i




i∑

j=0

(
i

j

) (√
λi γi(x))

)j
hαi−j

(η̃i)



 dη̃i

= eγ̄(x)
m∏

i=1

e
1
2 (

√
λiγi(x))

2
i∑

j=0

(
i

j

) (√
λi γi(x))

)j
·

∫

R

1√
(2π)m

e−
1
2 η̃2

i hαi−j
(η̃i) dη̃i

= eγ̄(x)
m∏

i=1

e
1
2 (

√
λiγi(x))

2
(√

λi γi(x))
)i
.

2.1.2 Separated Representations and Rank-r
Approximations

Recently, efficient separated representations for variables or coefficients of random

fields were proposed through a finite sum of decompositions [158, 130, 111, 143,

122, 55, 103]. Related publications without an explicit application in probabilistic

models are for instance [13, 60, 22, 7]. The next two passages introduce the topic

of separated representations, the subsequent passages shortly outline the mentioned

publications.

A separated representation [41] for a generic function f(y1, . . . ,yn) can be written

as

f(y1, . . . ,yn) ≈
r∑

i=1

g1,i ⊗ · · · ⊗ gn,i (y1, . . . ,yn).

It may be a proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [159, 158, 157, 42, 41] or a

proper generalised decomposition (PGD) [159, 42, 41]. An essential property of a

POD is as follows: a truncated POD with r terms is optimal with respect to a given

norm from some inner product, that means no other decomposition with r terms
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is better with respect to the considered norm. As the POD is another name for the

singular value decomposition (SVD), the singular vectors are orthogonal with respect

to the chosen inner product, which explains the word “orthogonal” in POD. Another

name for the SVD is the Karhunen-Loève expansion (KLE), see Section 2.1.1.2.

The PGD is the result of a greedy (locally optimal) algorithm, and therefore neither

necessarily globally optimal, nor are the vectors usually orthogonal.

Here a separated representation for the geometric and stochastic coefficients of a

discretised PCE νhc (x, θ) = φTWψ (compare Eq. (2.9)) is focused as in [158,

130, 111, 143]. In other words, a rank-r approximation for the coefficient matrix

W ∈ R
NX×NS is to be determined

(2.31) W ≈ Ŵ :=

r∑

i=1

gi h
T
i = GHT ,

where gi ∈ R
NX and hi ∈ R

NS are column vectors and r ≤ min{NX , NS}. (The
summands are tensors of second order.) Furthermore, the sum may be formulated in

a product of the matricesG ∈ R
NX×r andHT ∈ R

r×NS , at which the i’th column

ofG is specified by gi and the i’th column ofH by hi.

The rank-r representation has two advantages, which are essential for a low-rank

representation ofW , that means r ≪ min{NX , NS}. On the one hand the memory

requirement reduces from NX × NS floating point variables to r × (NX + NS)
floating point variables. On the other hand a more efficient computational handling

is enabled. For instance, a matrix-vector product reduces from NX scalar products

to r scalar products and vector scalings:

(2.32) Ŵv =

r∑

i=1

gi h
T
i v =

ai:=hT
i v

r∑

i=1

giai =
bi:=giai

r∑

i=1

bi,

with v ∈ R
NS and ai ∈ R. Consequently, only r × (NX +NS) multiplications and

(r− 1)× (NX+NS− 1) additions are required instead ofNX ×NS multiplications

andNX × (NS − 1) additions. The discretised KLE (compare Eq. (2.19)) is already

such a low-rank representation of a random field through tensors of second order

under the assumption that the KL eigenvalues decrease quickly.

In [158, 130, 111, 143] a low-rank representation with tensors of second order for

a separated representation of the geometric and stochastic coefficients is proposed

for the solution of a stochastic elliptic PDE discretised by the SGM. In [158] (see

Section 2.7.1) a low-rank approximation of the solution is obtained through a min-

imisation of the expectation of the total potential energy inherent in the considered
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problem. There, successive rank-k updates lead to the approximation of a demanded

rank r (or a demanded accuracy). However, a successive rank update is identified

to be suboptimal [158], so that additional global updates may be required to reach

the demanded accuracy. In [111] a successive rank-one update is derived, which also

tries to minimise the expectation of the total potential energy. The proposed algo-

rithm is furthermore applied onto projections of the considered problem to derive an

optimisation algorithm for approximations of fixed rank. Additionally, an adaptive

construction of the solution space is performed (see Section 2.1.1.4). The approaches

in [111] are a contribution of this thesis and explicitly discussed in Section 2.7.2. The

combination of a low-rank approach and an adaptive solution space construction is

also the focus in [143], however the L2-norm of the residual is minimised to obtain

a low-rank approximation.

In [130] a low-rank representation for the solution is embedded in an iterative scheme

to solve the linear system resulting from an SGM discretisation of a stochastic elliptic

PDE. The corresponding operator of the system is represented through a sum of

tensors. This sum leads to a rank increase of the arising matrices in each iteration.

An SVD is applied to reduce the matrices back to a low rank, where the truncation is

error driven. In this context other iterative schemes and tensors of second or higher

orders are focused in [13, 103], at which [13] performs a truncation to a fixed rank.

In contrast to the rank optimisation schemes proposed in [158, 111], an efficient

gradient-based scheme is presented in [60]. In [121, 122] a separated representation

for the geometric coefficients of the solution and the responses of samples is used in

the context of projection schemes (see Section 2.4). A separated representation of

the random variables in a probabilistic model is proposed in [55] to break the curse

of dimensionality coming along with a full tensor sample grid.

2.2 Probabilistic Models and Their Simulation

A mathematical model for a physical phenomenon describes the essential properties

of the phenomenon, so that the corresponding behaviour can be well predicted. The

process of deriving a mathematical model exhibits simplified formulations. Relevant

uncertain properties of the phenomenon itself or an uncertainty which arises through

the mentioned simplifications can be reflected by a probabilistic model, that means

through stochastic descriptions of integral parts.

The probabilistic model may appear differently for an uncertainty quantification, de-
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pending on the techniques for its simulation. A probabilistic location-dependent

model may be simply understood as a random field u(x, ω), which can be evaluated

for samples of the variables. Then, the model acts like a black box. Schemes for its

simulation, which are based on sampling, are for instance direct integration schemes

(see Section 2.3), projection schemes (see Section 2.4), and stochastic collocation

schemes (see Section 2.5). These schemes are often referred to as non-intrusive ones

[145, 26, 66, 20], as they only require an access in the black box manner.

A probabilistic model may also appear as a system on which external actions — the

sources/sinks— on the system cause reactions— the solution— of the system [128].

Then, the solution u is to be found, so that the equations

L(x, ω;u) = f(x, ω) with x ∈ X\∂X,
B(x, ω;u) = b(x, ω) with x ∈ ∂X,(2.33)

almost surely hold [216, 62]. X and ∂X are the geometrical domain and its bound-

ary. L describes the relation between the uncertain sources/sinks f and the uncertain

solution u on X\∂X under the conditions B at ∂X . The SGM (see Section 2.6) is

applied on that appearance of the probabilistic model and is frequently referred to as

an intrusive scheme [145, 26].

An example for the previous understanding of a probabilistic model is provided by a

stationary groundwater flow problem with an uncertain hydraulic conductivity [128,

129]. It is described by the stochastic linear elliptic partial differential equation

−∇x · (κ(x, ω)∇xu(x, ω)) = f(x, ω), x ∈ X\∂X(2.34)

n(x) · (κ(x, ω)∇xu(x, ω)) = t(x, ω), x ∈ ∂XN(2.35)

u(x, ω) = uD(x, ω), x ∈ ∂XD(2.36)

defined onto the bounded geometrical domain X with boundary ∂X . It holds

∂X = ∂XD ∪ ∂XN and ∂XD ∩ ∂XN = ∅. ∂XD and ∂XN are the boundaries for

the essential (Dirichlet) and natural (Neumann) boundary conditions. The hydraulic

head u, hydraulic conductivity κ, essential boundary conditions uD, natural bound-

ary conditions t, and source/sink term f are assumed to be uncertain and therefore

represented by random fields.

2.3 Direct Integration

Statistics for the solution of a probabilistic model may be formulated by integrals,

which are then directly approximated by (numerical) integration schemes [128, 99].
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2.3 Direct Integration

The most popular integration schemes for high dimensions are Monte Carlo (MC)

[37, 124, 126, 172] and Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) methods [37, 172, 123] as well

as the Smolyak algorithm [71, 70, 169, 170, 52, 99].

An integral to obtain stochastic moments for the solution u(x, ω) of a probabilistic
model can be written as

(2.37)

∫

Ω

s( u(x, ω) ) dP (ω),

where the function s is associated with the stochastic moment to be computed. When

for example s(u(x, ω)) := (u(x, ω))i for i ∈ N holds, then the integral describes

the i’th location-dependent absolute stochastic moment. Without loss of general-

ity it is assumed that the uncertainty inside u has been mapped onto independent

uniformly distributed random variables η(ω) := (η1(ω), . . . , ηd(ω)) in [0, 1]d, so
that u(x, ω) = u(x,η) holds. Then, the integral in Eq. (2.37) is identified as a d-
dimensional one. The geometrical space is not essential for the further considerations

in this section. To simplify matters the geometrical variable x is discarded, so that

only a random variable u(η) stays. Accordingly, the corresponding integral to be

approximated can be reformulated in

(2.38) Id :=

∫

[0,1]d
s( u(η) )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:f(η)

dη.

A numerical scheme Ql,d to approximate Id can be generically written as

(2.39) Id ≈ Ql,df :=

nl,d∑

i=1

wi,df(ηi,d).

At this, the function f is sampled at the points {ηi,d}i∈{1,...,nl,d} (ηi,d ∈ [0, 1]d), and
the significance of each sample-point is expressed by the weight wi,d (the volume of

the sample space is here one but may be otherwise formally embedded within the

weights). The level (order) l of the numerical scheme identifies the number nl,d of

sample-points. In some cases, the level and the number are the same.

Different numerical schemes satisfying Eq. (2.39) are discussed in the following sec-

tions. The (Q)MC methods are addressed in Section 2.3.1, then the Smolyak algo-

rithm follows in Section 2.3.2.
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2.3.1 (Quasi)-Monte Carlo Methods

MC methods [37, 124, 126, 172] sample the variables of the integral in Eq. (2.38)

randomly. The basic MC method simply applies a random number generator for the

sample space and computes Eq. (2.39). The weights in Eq. (2.39) are then homoge-

neously 1
n
, at which n := nl,d (to simplify matters) is the number of sample-points.

The MC method is popular due to its attractive properties: the convergence is inde-

pendent of the dimension; its simple idea results in a robust scheme easy to imple-

ment with the opportunity of straight forward parallelisation or remote distribution.

Its numerical error ǫ can be estimated for a large n by ǫ ≈
√
σ2YN√

n
, at which σ2 is

the (constant) variance of the integrand f and YN is a standard Gaussian random

variable [37]. It is obvious that σ2 needs to be bounded. The convergence rate can be

summarised as O(
√
σ2√
n
). This reveals the disadvantage of the MC method, because

it indicates a slow convergence. It may be demonstrated by the associated empirical

formula: one digit more accuracy requires one hundred times more sample-points.

More sophisticated MC methods aim to reduce the variance of the integrand to ac-

celerate the convergence behaviour [37, 124, 126, 172].
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Figure 2.2: Sample-points of a uniformly distributed random generator: Figure (a)

shows 100 sample-points, Figure (b) shows 1, 000 sample-points.

Figure 2.2 presents ensembles of sample-points for the basic MC method generated

by a uniformly distributed random generator [32]. This ensemble shows a property to

which random samples tend: clustering and gaps. A cluster means an area at which

many sample-points were generated; a gap means an area at which no sample-points

were generated.
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QMC methods [149, 150, 37, 172] differ from MC methods in the generation of the

sample-points (the weights stay untouched). While MC methods use random num-

ber generators QMC methods apply number theoretic point sequences. The idea is

to avoid the mentioned clustering and gaps by using points which are more homo-

geneously spread over the sample space. QMC methods have a convergence rate

of O(‖f‖BV

n
(logn)d), where ‖f‖BV is the bounded variation norm of f [99, 37].

Obviously, they are almost independent of the dimension except for a logarithmic

factor. Thus, QMC methods may offer a better convergence behaviour at least up to

an already high number of dimensions. Furthermore, the convergence depends on

the smoothness of the integrand, indicated by factor ‖f‖BV .

Number theoretic point sequences for QMC methods are, for instance, published by

Halton [80] and Sobol [29]. The Halton point sequence is defined by

ηi,d = (φb1 (i), . . . , φbd(i)) ∈ [0, 1]d, i = 1, 2, . . . ,

at which b1, . . . , bd ∈ N>1 are pairwise coprime numbers. bj is usually chosen to be
the j’th prime number. The radical inverse function φbi constructs a fraction from

the number i = (dkdk−1 . . . d1d0)bi =
∑k

j=0 djbi
j
expressed in the base bi with

dj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , bi − 1} and is given by

φbj (i) = (0.d0d1 . . . dk)b =

k∑

j=0

djb
−1−j.

It is conspicuous that the Halton sequence does not contain the number of sample-

points n inside its generation rule. That means: a running QMC sampling by Halton

can be flexibly extended to more sample-points when the currently estimated error

is not satisfying. The Sobol sequence [29] constructs its sample-points from XOR

connections of binary fractions. Figure 2.3 presents ensembles of sample-points cor-

responding to Halton and Sobol sampling. A recent QMC number generator is pub-

lished in [123]. There a tensor product of layered two-dimensional grids of sample-

points leads to a d-dimensional grid.

Latin Hypercube sampling [136, 172] underlies another idea than the previously dis-

cussed (Q)MC samplings. Each dimension of the sample space is partitioned in n
segments, which results in nd cells. A successive elimination of rows and columns

finally leads to n sample-points. As a consequence, the sample-point generation is

independent of the dimension. When a random input variable has a dominant appear-

ance compared to the others the Latin Hypercube sampling may perform well.
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Figure 2.3: Sample-points of QMC methods: Figures (a) and (b) show 100
and 1, 000 sample-points obtained by the Halton sequence, Fig-

ures (c) and (d) show 100 and 1, 000 sample-points obtained by the Sobol
sequence.

2.3.2 The Sparse Grid Method

A multi-dimensional quadrature rule may be constructed from one-dimensional ones

through a tensor product. A full tensor product suffers from the curse of dimension,

that means the number of sample-points grows exponentially when the dimension

increases. Sparse tensor products are used by the Smolyak algorithm [71, 70, 169,

170, 52, 99] to counter that curse. Another name for the Smolyak algorithm is “sparse

grid method”, under which a generalisation is proposed in [71] (however, that name
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also refers to the hierarchical interpolation scheme in [36, 35]).

Section 2.3.2.1 addresses some one-dimensional quadrature rules commonly used

to construct high-dimensional rules. The Smolyak algorithm is presented in Sec-

tion 2.3.2.2.

2.3.2.1 One-Dimensional Quadrature Rules

This section presents some one-dimensional quadrature rules [69, 28, 141, 166, 167,

202, 70, 172] and their properties.

A univariate integral I1 of a function f times a weight function w is formulated by

(2.40) I1 :=

∫

[0,1]

w(η)f(η) dη

with a uniformly distributed random variable η. A one-dimensional quadrature rule

Qk,1f of order k ∈ N approximates I1 by a sum of nk,1 many weighted samples of

f [69, 116, 28, 172]

I1 ≈ Qk,1f :=

nk,1∑

i=1

wi,1f(ηi,1),

where wi,1 is the weight corresponding to the i’th sample-point ηi,1.

A quadrature rule may even exactly integrate when f is a polynomial. That property

allows to rate the quality of a quadrature rule by the so-called polynomial degree of

exactness [70, 169, 69], which is the degree of polynomials up to which an integra-

tion is exact. Also, if f is a polynomial the integrandmay be much different due to w.

Consequently, a specific w leads to a class of integrands exactly integrated. Two dif-

ferent kinds of weight functions are regarded here: w(η) := 1 or w(η) := 1√
2π
e−

η2

2 .

The latter is the Gaussian measure, the corresponding sample-points are in (−∞,∞).
When sample-points of the first weight function should be considered in association

with a Gaussian measure they can be translated by the inverse of the normal distribu-

tion function.

Popular one-dimensional quadrature rules are the Gaussian ones [69, 28, 172]. Their

construction is based on a set of orthogonal polynomials associated to the particular

w. The sample-points for the nk,1-point quadrature rule are then the roots of the or-

thogonal polynomial of degree nk,1. The related degree of exactness is 2nk,1 − 1.
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The Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule is based on w(η) := 1 and orthogonal Legen-

dre polynomials. The Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule in this thesis is based on the

Hermite polynomials with respect to the Gaussian measure.

A pragmatic estimation of a directed error for such a quadrature involves a second

quadrature of higher order [71]. It can be defined by the difference formula

(2.41) ∆k+1 := Qk+1,1f −Qk,1f.

Successive difference formulas along with the definition Q0,1f := 0 can be used to

get the corresponding higher-order quadrature rule:

(2.42) Qk+1,1 =

k+1∑

i=1

∆i.

Eq. (2.42) is a so-called telescoping series [71], as all elementary summands (ex-

cepting the first one Q0,1 and the last one Qk+1,1) cancel each other out due to the

increment by one of index i. This formulation is taken on in the next section.

The significant costs of a quadrature is usually identified by the function evaluations.

The estimated error defined in Eq. (2.41) includes two quadratures. Assuming that

Qk+1,1f and Qk,1f contains nk,1 + 1 and nk,1 sample-points which are all distinct,

then a total of 2nk,1+1 function evaluations are required. Even if more sample-points

are involved, the degree of exactness stays. A so-called nested quadrature rule [70] of

an arbitrary order k+1 contains the sample-points of order k next to additional ones.
This identifies the sample-points to be so-called nested. At least nk,1 + 1 additional

sample-points are necessary to increase the degree of exactness [141]. However, this

means a total of 2nk,1 + 1 sample-points just as in the previously mentioned non-

nested case, but the degree of exactness may be improved. A Kronrod quadrature

rule [141, 166] is a nested quadrature rule using nk,1 + 1 additional sample-points

for an order k + 1 and increasing the degree of exactness to 3nk,1 + 1 when nk,1

is even, and 3nk,1 + 2 when nk,1 is odd. The Kronrod-Patterson quadrature rule

[167] extends the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule to a Kronrod one and uses odd

numbers of sample-points. It is proven that a Kronrod extension does not exist for

the Gauss-Hermite quadrature rules [95]. Nevertheless, alternatives exist to construct

nested quadrature rules also for the Gauss-Hermite one, admittedly with a lower

degree of exactness than a Kronrod one [115]. The Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature rule

[28, 70] is a further nested rule at which the weight function yields w(η) := 1. The
corresponding sample-points are the extrema of the Chebyshev polynomials of the

first kind; the degree of exactness is nk,1 − 1 (here nk,1 means all sample-points,

not only additional ones). Even though the degree of exactness is less than half of
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the one from Gaussian quadrature, in practice Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature is often

observed to similarly behave as the Gaussian one [202].

2.3.2.2 Smolyak Algorithm

The Smolyak algorithm [71, 70, 169, 170, 52, 99] constructs a sparse tensor product

of one-dimensional quadrature rules so that higher order quadrature is applied in few

dimensions while at the same time low order quadrature is applied in most dimen-

sions. In this manner the curse of dimension associated with a full tensor quadrature

is addressed.

The difference consideration of one-dimensional quadrature formulas in Eq. (2.42)

can be transferred to d-dimensional integration schemes. Then, the tensor product of

the mentioned difference formulas are summed up for different levels of the quadra-

ture [71]:

(2.43) Id ≈ Qk,df =
∑

k∈I
(∆k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆kd

)f.

The i’th index ki of the multi-index k := (k1, . . . , kd) ∈ I ⊂ N
d refers to the

one-dimensional quadrature rule applied in the i’th dimension. The involved tensor

product of quadrature rules is defined as

(Qk1,1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Qkd,1)f :=

nk1,1∑

ik1=1

· · ·
nkd,1∑

ikd=1

wik1 ,1
· · ·wikd ,1

f(ηik1 ,1, . . . , ηikd ,1).

The multi-indices need to yield also an “increment by one” rule as in the one-

dimensional case to fulfil the telescoping series. Consequently, for each valid multi-

index k also each multi-index is valid which only differs from k by a decrement of

exactly one index (as long as the decremented multi-index is still in Nd):

(2.44) k ∈ I ⇒ k̃ ∈ I : k̃ := k − ei ∧ ki > 1, i ∈ {1, . . . , d}.

ei is the unit vector with the i’th component equal to 1. Eq. (2.43) together with the

demand on the multi-indices in Eq. (2.44) defines the general sparse grid construc-

tion [71]. This notation contains the so-called isotropic Smolyak algorithm as well

as the anisotropic Smolyak algorithm.

The (isotropic) Smolyak algorithm [71, 70, 169] is a sparse construction obtained by

the set of multi-indices I := {k : |k| ≤ l+d−1}with |k| :=∑d
i=1 ki and the given
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order (level) l. The related convergence rate is described by O( 1
nr (logn)

(d−1)(r+1))
for functions with bounded (mixed) partial derivatives up to an order of r [71]. Con-
sequently, the Smolyak algorithm profits from the smoothness of the integrand and

reaches even exponential convergence when r → ∞. Furthermore, it is almost in-

dependent from the dimension except for a logarithmic factor. Surely in very high

dimensions this factor becomes a problem. Either way the isotropic Smolyak al-

gorithm considers all dimensions equally. That is suboptimal when the integrand

contains different degrees of information in the particular dimensions.

The anisotropic Smolyak algorithm [71, 170] treats the dimensions with different

importance. In this context, [170] a priori chooses the sequences of one-dimensional

quadrature rules for each dimension differently. An adaptive algorithm to automati-

cally construct an anisotropic sparse grid is presented in [71] and considered in more

detail in the next passage. [107] introduces a modified Smolyak algorithm for func-

tions with (blockwise) symmetric arguments. This strongly reduces the number of

required function evaluations and even leads to dimension independence at least up

to a certain order. [52] constructs the Smolyak algorithm for dimension d := c·b
(c ∈ N) from b-dimensional (randomised) QMC rules.

As already mentioned the authors of [71] propose an adaptive sparse grid construc-

tion to sample the integrand with respect to the corresponding importance of the

particular dimensions. For this purpose the multi-indices are related to two disjoint

sets, the old and the active ones. Initially, the old set is empty, the active set contains

the first multi-index k1 := (1, . . . , 1). The corresponding error is computed by the

intrinsic difference formula of the sparse grid construction. Then the multi-index is

transferred to the old set. The increment of exactly one index of k1 leads to a new

multi-index; this is done separately for each index resulting in a total of d new multi-

indices. These multi-indices are — so to speak — the one-index-increment neigh-

bours of k1. They are declared as active and their errors are computed as mentioned.

The active multi-index with the highest error is assumed to indicate the dimensions

in which a finer resolution is required. In the subsequent iteration this active multi-

index kǫmax
is transferred to the old set. Each one-index-increment neighbour of

kǫmax
is added to the active set for which all one-index-decrement neighbours are

elements of the old set. Such iterations are performed either until a given estimated

error is reached or a given time and effort is exceeded.

A nestedness of underlying one-dimensional quadrature rules is maintained by the

Smolyak algorithm. In this thesis the isotropic Smolyak algorithm is applied with the

Gauss-Legendre, Gauss-Hermite, Clenshaw-Curtis, or Kronrod-Patterson quadrature

rule. A delayed Kronrod-Patterson quadrature rule [170] is also used. At this, the

sequence of different levels for the Kronrod-Patterson quadrature rule is delayed by
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Figure 2.4: Smolyak algorithm based on one-dimensional quadrature rules with

weight function w(η) := 1: the figures show the constructed sparse

grids regarding Gauss-Legendre (Figures (a) and (b) with 137 and 1, 009
sample-points), Clenshaw-Curtis (Figures (c) and (d) with 145 and 1, 537
sample-points), and Kronrod-Patterson (Figures (e) and (f) with 129 and
829 sample-points) quadrature rules.
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Figure 2.5: Smolyak algorithm based on Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule with Gaus-

sian measure as the weight function: Figures (a) and (b) show the men-

tioned rule with 139 and 1, 012 sample-points.

repeating levels. As a consequence the increase of the number of sample-points is

reduced when incrementing level l. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 display some constructed

sparse grids.

2.4 Projection of the Solution

A truncated PCE —
∑

α∈Ic uα(x) ψα(θ(ω)) — for the random field of a solu-

tion u(x, ω) can be obtained by determining each coefficient function (compare with

Eq. (2.6))

(2.45) uα(x) =
E (u(x, ω) ψα(θ(ω)))

E(ψ2
α)

through an integration [145, 123, 122] (E(·) :=
∫
Ω
· dP (ω) is the expectation op-

erator). More precisely, while the denominator is usually analytically known, the

enumerator is approximated by direct integration schemes (see Section 2.3). As a

consequence the described projection scheme is non-intrusive.

In [121, 122] the scheme is applied to get a representation of fixed low rank which

approximates the solution. There, new deterministic samples can be used — on the

fly, so to speak — to improve the quality of the low-rank approximation.
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2.5 Stochastic Collocation Methods

Stochastic collocation methods [11, 153, 66, 216, 20, 24, 26, 208, 62] approximate

the PCE for the solution of a corresponding probabilistic model through model eval-

uations at a number of sample-points, the so-called collocation points. A general de-

scription for these methods is presented in the following. Two methods in particular

are shortly outlined in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, namely a stochastic Lagrange inter-

polation [11, 154, 153, 66] and a least squares regression approach [20, 24, 25, 26]. A

further scheme — not explicitly considered here — adaptively decomposes the sam-

ple space in subdomains, in which the solution is approximated through a stochastic

collocation scheme [208, 63, 62].

A stochastic collocation method to approximate the solution u can be formulated

by

u(x, ω) ≈
∑

α∈Ic

uα(x)ψα(θ(ω)) =: uc(x, ω)

uc(x, ωi) ≡ u(x, ωi) + ǫi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , np},
(2.46)

where the first equation indicates the truncated PCE with NS stochastic polynomials

{ψα}α∈Ic (defined on a random vector θ of mutually independent random variables)

and corresponding geometrical coefficient functions {uα}α∈Ic . The second equation

states that the approximation uc needs to satisfy the exact solution u in each of the np

collocation points θi := θ(ωi) except for a small error ǫi ∈ R. The approximation

uc is an interpolation if ǫi = 0 holds for all i.

To simplify matters a geometrical operator τ is applied to u(x, ω), restricting it to a

random variable uτ (ω):

(2.47) uτ (ω) = τ(u(x, ω)).

τ may for example extract the solution at a special geometrical location or may inte-

grate over (a part of) the geometrical domain. Then the stochastic collocation method

applied onto the restricted solution can be written as

uτ (ω) ≈
∑

α∈Ic

uαψα(θ(ω)) =: uτc(ω)

uτc(ωi) ≡ uτ (ωi) + ǫi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , np}.
(2.48)
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This formulation can be expressed in a linear system

(2.49)



ψα1(θ1) ψα2(θ1) · · · ψαNS

(θ1)
...

...
. . .

...

ψα1(θnp
) ψα2(θnp

) · · · ψαNS
(θnp

)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Ψ



uα1

...

uαNS




︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:u

=



uτc,1
...

uτc,np




︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:uτc

,

where Ψ is like a Vandermonde matrix and uτc,i := uτc(ωi). The system is under-

determined, determined, or over-determined if np < NS , np = NS , or np > NS .

When the stochastic collocation method is applied to the non-restricted solution

u(x, ω) in Eq. (2.46), the coefficient functions {uα}α∈Ic need to be discretised in

the geometrical space. For this purpose linear finite elements are applied here lead-

ing to NX geometrical DoFs and corresponding linear basis functions. For each

geometrical DoF a linear system like in Eq. (2.49) can be formulated separately:

Ψu(k) = u
(k)
τc is the linear system corresponding to the k’th geometrical DoF. Then

the entire system to be solved can be written as a block diagonal system:

(2.50)




Ψ 0 · · · 0

0 Ψ
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . . 0

0 · · · 0 Ψ







u(1)

u(2)

...

u(NX)


 =




u
(1)
τc

u
(2)
τc

...

u
(NX)
τc



.

The choice of stochastic polynomials influences the condition number of the coeffi-

cient matrix in Eq. (2.49). Thus it may become an additional problem to find useful

polynomials. Two different kinds of polynomials can be considered: polynomials

whose orders are not interlocked with the number of collocation points, and poly-

nomials whose orders are interlocked. Non-interlocked basis polynomials are for

instance multi-dimensional Hermite polynomials. (In the latter case reasonably θ is

a Gaussian vector.) Then the collocation points may be obtained throughMC, QMC,

or Smolyak sampling techniques. Interlocked basis polynomials are for instance

given in the Lagrange interpolation discussed in the next section.

A further detail in all mentioned collocation schemes is that higher order basis poly-

nomials may lead to oscillatory behaviour especially at the boundary of the underly-

ing space— a problemwhich is more difficult to control in the context of interlocked

basis polynomials, as the polynomial order is linked to the number of collocation

points. A regression approach on the basis of an over-determined system may be
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used to counter the undesirable oscillatory effect. A stochastic Lagrange interpola-

tion and its sparse construction are addressed in Section 2.5.1. A regression approach

for an over-determined system is presented in Section 2.5.2.

2.5.1 Stochastic Lagrange Interpolation

A stochastic Lagrange interpolation is applied in [11, 154, 153, 66, 63, 62]. It is an

interlocked interpolation. Its basis polynomials are directly constructed from a set of

collocation points {θi}i∈{1,...,np}. At this, a Lagrange basis polynomial corresponds

to a collocation point so that consequently np = NS holds. A particularity of La-

grange collocation is that the coefficient of a Lagrange basis polynomial is directly

the response uτ (ωi) of the corresponding collocation point θ(ωi). Accordingly, no
linear system needs to be solved, as the coefficient matrix Ψ of Eq. (2.49) is simply

the identity matrix: Ψ := I. This is a strength. However, the number of colloca-

tion points is equal to the order of a Lagrange polynomial. Therefore the Lagrange

interpolation is prone to the mentioned undesirable oscillatory behaviour.

A full tensor construction inside the Lagrange interpolation [11] means that the set

of points to construct each Lagrange polynomial is the set of all collocation points.

That underlies the curse of dimension, and consequently the scheme is not applicable

for higher dimensions. For higher dimensions the Lagrange polynomials can be con-

structed in a sparse manner. That is denoted as the stochastic sparse grid collocation

[154, 153, 66]. However, the corresponding collocation scheme does not anymore

fulfil the mentioned characteristic of an interpolation to satisfy the exact response at

the collocation points. The sparse construction is exactly a Smolyak one (see also

Section 2.3.2).

The isotropic Smolyak construction — in which each dimension is considered with

the same attention — is especially presented in [154]. For (strongly) anisotropic

solutions this is not optimal, as collocation points could be put aside in dimensions

of less information content (while additional sample-points could be added in di-

mensions of more information content). For such cases the Smolyak construction is

performed in an anisotropic manner in [66, 153], in which a corresponding adaptive

algorithm is presented as well (this algorithm was introduced in [71] for numerical

integration and is shortly outlined in Section 2.3.2.2).

A stochastic Lagrange interpolation scheme is used in [63, 62] to approximate the so-

lution in the subdomains of an adaptively decomposed sample space. A comparable

scheme which is constructed from sparse tensor products of one-dimensional basis
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functions and supports an adaptive refinement of the domain discretisation and the

polynomial order is presented in [36, 35]. It is not explicitly introduced for stochastic

purposes but implicitly covers that topic.

2.5.2 Least Squares Regression Approach

The least squares regression approach in [20, 24, 25, 26] tries to determine the coef-

ficients {uα}α∈Ic of Eq. (2.48) by solving the normal equationΨT
Ψ u = Ψ

T uτ

of Eq. (2.49) with an over-determined system (np > NS) and uτ :=

(uτ (ω1), . . . , uτ (ωnp
))T instead of uτc . Algorithms to adaptively construct a sparse

PCE through such a regression approach are presented in [24, 25, 26] and shortly

considered in Section 2.1.1.4.

The normal equation may be solved by a QR decomposition [74]. However, when

Ψ
T
Ψ is rank deficient, the QR decomposition with column pivoting, or a singular

value decomposition (SVD) may be used [74]. The latter is applied here and shortly

outlined in the following. The SVD ofΨ is Ψ = UΣV T with a diagonal matrix Σ

— storing the singular values — and orthogonal matricesU and V . Substituting the

SVD in the normal equation and rearranging the resulting equation yieldsΣ2û = b

with û := V Tu and b := V T
Ψ

Tuτ . When a possible rank deficiency is taken into

account, the formula ends in

ûi =

{
bi
s2i

for si 6= 0

0 else

u = V û

(2.51)

with the i’th component bi of vector b, the i’th component ûi of vector û, and the

i’th singular value si.

2.6 Stochastic Galerkin Method (SGM)

The stochastic Galerkin method (SGM) [73, 129, 128, 12, 217, 127, 3, 57, 130]

discretises the weak formulation of a stochastic partial differential equation in the

stochastic space to obtain an approximation for the solution.
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Theweak formulation— or shorter: the weak form— is demonstratively derived and

discretised in Section 2.6.1 for the stochastic stationary groundwater flow problem

(see Eq. (2.34) ff.). The non-Gaussian hydraulic conductivity is described once by a

truncated PCE and once by a truncated KLE, and the resulting linear systems to be

solved are obtained in Section 2.6.2. Some annotations about how the linear systems

may be solved are outlined in Section 2.6.3.

2.6.1 The Weak Formulation and the Discretisation of the
Solution

The stochastic stationary groundwater flow problem in Eq. (2.34) ff. is rearranged

in its residual representation, weighted by a test function v, and integrated over the

geometric and stochastic spaces, so that the problem can be reformulated by

E

(∫

X

(
∇x · (κ(x, ω)∇xu(x, ω)) + f(x, ω)

)
v(x, ω) dx

)
= 0

∀v ∈ V
(2.52)

with u ∈ V := H2
0 (X) ⊗ L2

p(Ω) and E(·) :=
∫
Ω
· dP (ω). To simplify matters,

the essential boundary conditions are assumed to be zero. The weak formulation

a(u, v) = l(v) with the bilinear form a(u, v) and the linear form l(v) is obtained
by a partial integration and the utilisation of the divergence theorem [181]. It can be

written as

E

(∫

X

κ(x, ω)∇xu(x, ω)∇xv(x, ω) dx

)
=

E

(∫

X

f(x, ω)v(x, ω) dx

)
+ E

(∫

∂XN

t(x, ω)v(x, ω) dx

)

∀v ∈ V ′

(2.53)

with u ∈ V ′ := H1
0 (D)⊗ L2

p(Ω) [129, 128]. The symmetric bilinear form has to be

positive-definite. The divergence theorem introduces the relation of the flux t at the
boundary ∂XN to the solution in the geometrical domain. As the name “weak form”

stipulates, the solution u has less requirements, as it only needs to be differentiable

once.

The solution u is now discretised by finitely many ansatz functions (basis func-

tions) {ζk}k∈1,...,N to obtain an approximation for u: u(x, ω) ≈ uh(x, ω) :=∑N
k=1 ukζk(x, ω). In the context of the SGM the ansatz functions are also used
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for the discretisation of the test functions. In this manner the weak form in Eq. (2.53)

is transferred into a finite dimensional space V ′
N ⊂ V ′:

E

(∫

X

κ(x, ω)

( N∑

k=1

uk∇xζk(x, ω)

)
∇xζl(x, ω) dx

)
=

E

(∫

X

f(x, ω)ζl(x, ω) dx

)
+ E

(∫

∂XN

t(x, ω)ζl(x, ω) dx

)

∀l ∈ {1, . . . , N}.

(2.54)

The ansatz functions— and consequently the test functions— can be represented by

the tensor product of ansatz functions separately for the geometrical and the stochas-

tic spaces: ζk(x, ω) = φi(x) ·ψα(θ(ω)) with i ∈ {1, . . . , NX}, α ∈ Ic,NS := |Ic|
andN = NX ·NS . Accordingly, Eq. (2.54) becomes

NX∑

i=1

∑

α∈Ic

ui,αE

(
ψα(θ(ω))ψβ(θ(ω))

∫

X

∇xφi(x)κ(x, ω)∇xφj(x)dx

)
=

E

(
ψβ(θ(ω))

(∫

X

f(x, ω)φj(x) dx+

∫

∂XN

t(x, ω)φj(x) dx
))

∫
∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , NX}, β ∈ Ic.

(2.55)

The hydraulic conductivity is discretised in the next section.

2.6.2 Discretisation of the Material Parameter Field

A discretisation of the hydraulic conductivity κ has not been considered until now.

Because the hydraulic conductivity is a positive material parameter it is represented

by a non-Gaussian random field [129, 98]. For the sake of simplicity, homogeneous

essential boundary conditions, zero natural boundary conditions, and a deterministic

source/sink term are assumed. This configuration simplifies Eq. (2.55) to

NX∑

i=1

∑

α∈Ic

ui,αE

(
ψα(θ(ω))ψβ(θ(ω))

∫

X

∇xφi(x)κ(x, ω)∇xφj(x)dx

)
=

E

(
ψβ(θ(ω))

∫

X

f(x)φj(x) dx

)
∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , NX}, β ∈ Ic.

(2.56)

κ is discretised by a truncated PCE in the first paragraph and by a truncated KLE

in the second paragraph. In both cases the resulting linear systems are derived. The
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linear system corresponding to a KL discretisation of the hydraulic conductivity is

computationally more practical. Both discretisations are considered in the numerical

experiments in Section 4.1.

The Discretisation of κ by a Truncated PCE The truncated PCE κcγ for the

hydraulic conductivity κ is represented by (see Section 2.1.1.1)

(2.57) κ(x, ω) ≈ κcγ (x, ω) :=
∑

γ∈Icγ

κγ(x) ψγ(θ(ω))

with the set of stochastic polynomials indexed by Icγ . A substitution of κ by κcγ in

Eq. (2.56) [129] leads to

∑

γ∈Icγ

NX∑

i=1

∑

α∈Ic

ui,αE (ψα(θ(ω))ψβ(θ(ω))ψγ(θ(ω))) ·
∫

X

∇xφi(x)κγ(x)∇xφj(x) dx =

E

(
ψβ(θ(ω))

∫

X

f(x)φj(x) dx

)
∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , NX}, β ∈ Ic.

(2.58)

The integral terms on the left-hand side associated with the geometrical

space can be summarised by the stiffness matrix Kγ with [Kγ ]i,j :=∫
X
∇xφi(x)κγ(x)∇xφj(x) dx (the stiffness matrix may be obtained by a sim-

ulation code based on deterministic finite elements). Then the coefficients

{ui,α}i∈{1,...,NX} may be composed to a vector uα := (u1,α, . . . , uNX,α)
T for all

α ∈ Ic to express the sum in Eq. (2.58) associated with the geometrical discretisa-

tion. The geometrical coefficients of the right-hand side may also be composed to

a vector fX := (
∫
X
f(x)φ1 dx, . . . ,

∫
X
f(x)φNX

dx)T . Consequently, Eq. (2.58)
becomes

∑

γ∈Icγ

∑

α∈Ic

E (ψα(θ(ω))ψβ(θ(ω))ψγ(θ(ω))) Kγuα

= E (ψβ(θ(ω))) fX ∀ β ∈ Ic.
(2.59)

Analogously, the sum which results from the stochastic discretisation of the solu-

tion may be written in a matrix notation. Then the integral terms on the left-hand

side (associated with the stochastic space) are summarised by a matrix ∆γ with

[∆γ ]α,β = E (ψα(θ(ω))ψβ(θ(ω))ψγ(θ(ω))). The coefficients of the solution are
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described by vector u := (uT
α1
, . . . ,uT

αNS
)T . The right-hand side can be sum-

marised by vector f = (fT
β1
, . . . ,fT

βNS
)T with fβ := E (ψβ(θ(ω))fX). The tensor

product between the geometric and the stochastic spaces is expressed by the Kro-

necker product ⊗ [85] for matrices. Consequently, Eq. (2.59) becomes a linear sys-

tem [129]
(
∑

γ

∆γ ⊗Kγ

)
u = f .(2.60)

In practice the Kronecker product is usually not performed, as the resulting coeffi-

cient matrix may become too large. Therefore, another notation [85] for the Kro-

necker product is preferred for numerical schemes:
∑

γ

KγU∆γ = F(2.61)

with U := [uα1 , . . . ,uαNS
] ∈ R

NX×NS , F := [fβ1 , . . . ,fβNS
] ∈ R

NX×NS .

The Discretisation of κ by a Truncated KLE The discretisation of the hy-

draulic conductivity κ by a truncated KLE κl (see Section 2.1.1.2) leads to a linear

system, which is computationally more practical with respect to both memory and

performance demands [129, 98]. κl is represented by

(2.62) κ(x, ω) ≈ κl(x, ω) :=

l∑

i=0

√
λi κi(x)

∑

γ∈Icγ

ξi,γ ψγ(θ(ω)).

In contrast to Section 2.1.1.2, the expectation κ̄ is implicated in the sum, more pre-

cisely κ0(x) := κ̄(x), λ0 := 1, as well as ξ0,0 = 1 and ξ0,γ = 0 for γ 6= 0 hold.

κl now substitutes κ in Eq. (2.56). The derivation of the linear system in matrix

notation is abbreviated here, as it is analogous to the one in the previous paragraph.

The linear system can be written as [129]



l∑

i=0

∑

γ∈Ic

√
λi ξi,γ ∆γ ⊗ Ki



u = f

(
l∑

i=0

∆i ⊗ Ki

)
u = f(2.63)

l∑

i=0

Ki U ∆i = F(2.64)
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with ∆i :=
∑

γ∈Ic

√
λi ξi,γ ∆γ . The vectors u and f as well as the matrices

∆γ , U , and F are defined as in the previous paragraph. The stiffness matrixKi is

defined by [Ki]j,k :=
∫
X
∇xφj(x)κi(x)∇xφk(x) dx with eigenfunction κi (when

i > 0) or expectation κ0 (when i = 0).

2.6.3 Solving the Linear System

The discretisation of the stochastic stationary groundwater flow problem in Eq. (2.34)

ff. by the stochastic Galerkin method leads to a linear system to be solved. The linear

system is presented in Eqs. (2.60) and (2.61) — where the hydraulic conductivity

is discretised by a PCE — or in Eq. (2.64) — where the hydraulic conductivity is

discretised by a KLE. Each linear system is positive-definite (when enough terms are

included) and symmetric [129, 98].

The linear system may be solved in different ways [129, 205, 183, 98, 130, 13, 103,

158, 111]. It may be solved directly, but the system is usually too large. Efficient iter-

ative solvers may be used like the preconditioned conjugate gradient method [184],

which searches for the minimum of the residual in conjugate directions. The in-

volved preconditioner establishes a reduction of the condition number to improve

the convergence. In [129] a block-Jacobi preconditioner is applied. In contrast, a

preconditioner which uses information of the entire coefficient matrix is proposed

in [205] and displays a better convergence. A huge number of degrees of freedom

may require even more sophisticated iterative schemes like the multilevel methods

[30, 203]. These schemes operate on discretisations of different granularity to reduce

the low-frequency error on coarse grained discretisations and the high-frequency er-

ror on fine grained discretisations. This is applied in [98] for the discretisation of the

stochastic space and in [183] for the discretisation of the geometrical space.

Other approaches search for a low-rank approximation of the solution [130, 13, 103,

158, 111]. In [130, 13, 103] the low-rank representation is embedded in an iterative

solver; in each iteration a rank increase happens, which is then handled through a

rank truncation algorithm. In [158, 111] successive rank updates are proposed which

minimise the expectation of the total potential energy. A solution space adaption is

additionally performed in our technical report [111] and presented in the next sec-

tion.

All of these different schemes to solve the SGM-discretised problem are summarised

under the term “SGM-based schemes”. This term is especially used in Chapter 3.
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2.7 A Successive Rank-One Update and a

Solution Space Adaption in the SGM

This section focuses on successive rank update schemes [158, 111] to approximate

a low-rank representation for the solution of a stochastic partial differential equation

discretised by the SGM. A rank update is obtained under the proposition to minimise

the expectation of the total potential energy of the problem. However, an approx-

imation is suboptimal when it is achieved by successive rank updates only [158].

Therefore, a global update of a low-rank approximation may be performed. In [158]

a more general approach is actually presented namely for a successive rank-r update
or an approximation of a fixed rank — that includes of course a successive rank-one

update. It is published under the term generalized spectral decomposition (GSD). In

our technical report [111] we construct a successive rank-one update scheme (it can

be identified as a special configuration of the GSD). Further, an optimisation scheme

for a rank-r approximation is developed in [111], which is based on the algorithm

of the proposed rank-one update. Additionally, an adaptive construction of the solu-

tion space is presented in [111], which is comparable to the idea in [143] (and was

simultaneously developed). The approaches in [111] are a contribution of this thesis

and summarised here under the term variational low-rank approach with successive

rank-one updates, abbreviated by VLR-SR1U.

The successive rank update schemes provide a kind of a greedy approximation [200],

because a next rank update tries to extract most of the remaining energy. The con-

vergence of greedy rank-one update schemes is recently proved for linear systems of

full rank in [7].

The GSD and the VLR-SR1U scheme are presented for the stochastic stationary

groundwater flow problem (see Eq. (2.34) ff). Thus, the starting point of both

schemes is the SGM-discretised problem in form of the linear system (compare

Eq. (2.64))

(2.65)

l∑

i=0

Ki U ∆i = F ⇐⇒ A(U) = F .

This problem is now reformulated in a minimisation problem of its total potential en-

ergy (the expectation is intrinsically involved in that system), which is also identified

as the variational formulation in the literature:

(2.66) E(U) :=
1

2
A(U) : U − F : U −→ min .
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The involved inner product A : B :=
∑

i,j AijBij with A,B ∈ R
n1×n2 is the

so-called Frobenius product.

The GSD from [158] is addressed in Section 2.7.1. The basic VLR-SR1U scheme,

the hereupon based optimisation scheme and the adaptive construction of the solution

space to obtain a sparse PCE of low rank are discussed in Section 2.7.2.

2.7.1 The Generalized Spectral Decomposition

The motivation of [158, 157, 156] is to find a spectral decomposition for the solution

of a stochastic partial differential equation. The scheme proposed in these publica-

tions is based on a minimisation of the expectation of the total potential energy prin-

ciple, referred to as the generalized spectral decomposition (GSD). It is described in

the following.

A low-rank ansatz U = GHT (see Eq. (2.31)) is chosen for the solution in

Eq. (2.66). Then, by using the trace operator and its properties the operator E can be
rewritten as

E(GHT ) =
1

2
A(GHT ) : GHT − F : GHT

= tr

(
1

2

l∑

i=0

GT Ki GH
T
∆iH − GTFH

)
.

To follow the minimisation problemmeans on the one hand to differentiate E(GHT )
with respect to G and on the other hand with respect to H (δG and δH are the

appropriate variations):

∂E(GHT )

∂G
(δG) = tr

(
l∑

i=0

δGT Ki GH
T
∆iH − δGTFH

)

=

l∑

i=0

Ki GH
T
∆iH : δG − FH : δG

∂E(GHT )

∂H
(δH) = tr

(
l∑

i=0

δHT
∆i HG

T KiG − δHTF TG

)

=

l∑

i=0

∆i HG
T KiG : δH − F TG : δH .
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To find its root respectively implies
∂E(GHT )

∂G
(δG) ≡ 0 and

∂E(GHT )
∂H

(δH) ≡ 0.
The denoted orthogonality to each variation δG and analogously δH identifies the

left-hand side of each inner product to be the zero matrix. As a consequence, the

following coupled system has to be solved, the first equation to getG and the second

one to getH :

G(G) = F(F )

with G(G) :=

l∑

i=0

Ki GH
T
∆iH , F(F ) := FH ,

H(H) = F̄(F )

with H(H) :=

l∑

i=0

∆i HG
T KiG, F̄(F ) := F TG.

(2.67)

The coupled system is expressed in form of operators acting on the particular un-

known for the left-hand sides and on F for the right-hand sides. This notation is

introduced to simplify subsequent algorithmic descriptions. Another notation clar-

ifies the coupling. To do this the functions τG : H 7→ G and τH : G 7→ H

are introduced [157]. Then the coupling may be formulated as τ := τG ◦ τH or

τ̄ := τH ◦ τG, so thatG = τ(G) = τG(τH(G)) orH = τ̄ (H) = τH (τG(H)).

In [157] different numerical iterative schemes are presented to solve the coupled

system in Eq. (2.67): a subspace iteration algorithm (SI-GSD), an Arnoldi type algo-

rithm (A-GSD), and a restarting algorithm. SI-GSD computes a representationGHT

of fixed rank r by solving Eq. (2.67) alternatingly in an iterative process; at this, the

updated geometrical partG is orthonormalised in the Euclidean space in each itera-

tion step. The resulting low-rank representation is optimal in the sense of minimising

the expectation of the system’s energy in comparison with all other representations

of the same rank.

Finding the optimal representation of rank r is equivalent to solving an eigenprob-

lem in which G contains the most significant eigenvectors. In this regard, A-GSD

[157] tries to find these r eigenvectors and then computes H in the same manner

as SI-GSD. It may happen that the r eigenvectors are not the most relevant ones,

so that the resulting low-rank representation becomes only an approximation of that

optimal one from the SI-GSD. However, the A-GSD has computational advantages

compared to the SI-GSD. The quality of the A-GSD output can be increased by com-

puting more than r eigenvectors and then choosing the r most significant ones. For

both schemes rank r is predefined. When the resulting rank-r representation is of in-
sufficient accuracy of course the schemes can be applied again for a higher rank, but
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that means to recompute the whole low-rank representation. This can be inefficient,

so an efficient alternative is discussed next.

An existing low-rank representation GrH
T
r of rank r may be updated to higher

rank by another low-rank representation Ĝr̂Ĥ
T
r̂ of rank r̂, so that the simple con-

catenation [Gr, Ĝr̂][Hr, Ĥr̂]
T =: Gr+r̂H

T
r+r̂ delivers a representation of rank not

more than r + r̂. Ĝr̂Ĥ
T
r̂ is computed in [157] by solving the coupled system in

Eq. (2.67), in which F (the original right-hand side) is replaced by the residual in-

duced byGrH
T
r (see notations in Eqs. (2.65) and (2.67), too):

G(Ĝr̂) = F(F −A(GrH
T
r )),

H(Ĥr̂) = F̄(F −A(GrH
T
r )).

(2.68)

This procedure may be applied for an adaptive rank control to reach a final rank,

which is as low as possible to get a desired accuracy. However, a computed represen-

tationGr+r̂H
T
r+r̂ is suboptimal in the sense that it does not minimise the expectation

of the total potential energy in comparison with all other rank r + r̂ representations
[158, 157]. The author of [157] proposes a global update of Hr+r̂ in a successive

step that means to compute a new stochastic part H̄r+r̂ := τH(Gr+r̂) which results
in representationGr+r̂H̄

T
r+r̂. The global update improves the accuracy of the solu-

tion. Nevertheless, the solution usually remains to be suboptimal. (Analogously, a

global update ofGr+r̂ can be done by computing Ḡr+r̂ := τG(Hr+r̂).)

The restarting algorithm of the GSD [157] is described by Algorithm 2.1. It starts

here with empty matrices as an initial setting forG andH and successively applies

the mentioned rank update approach introduced by the coupled system in Eq. (2.68).

The SI-GSD is applied to solve these equations and is located in lines 5–10 of Al-

gorithm 2.1. Alternatively, the A-GSD may be used. The global update proposed in

[157] focuses only onH and, as a consequence, the final result is usually not optimal;

it is optionally embedded and located in lines 15–17. The orthonormalisation of the

geometrical part Ĝr̂i of the rank-r̂i update in iteration i provides numerical stability

for the scheme. An additional orthonormalisation of the corresponding stochastic

part Ĥr̂i is not necessary, and does not have any influence on the final low-rank rep-

resentation. The imax many updates of rank r̂i result in the low-rank representation

GHT of rank
∑imax

i=1 r̂i.

Alternatively to [158, 157, 156] a low-rank approach with successive rank-one up-

dates, which is directly derived from the minimisation problem in Eq. (2.66), was in-

troduced in our technical report [111] under the name VLR-SR1U and is discussed in

Section 2.7.2. The VLR-SR1U algorithm is equivalent to the restarting algorithm of
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Algorithm 2.1 Restarting algorithm of the GSD applying SI-GSD and optionally a

global update

1: H ← ∅, G← ∅, F̂ ← F

2: for i = 1 to imax do

3: F̂ ← F̂ −A(GHT )
4:

5: Ĥr̂i ← init, Ĝr̂i ← ∅
6: while not accurate enough and max. number of iterations not reached do

7: Ĝr̂i ← solve G(Ĝr̂i) = F(F̂ )

8: Ĝr̂i ← orthonormalise Ĝr̂i

9: Ĥr̂i ← solve H(Ĥr̂i) = F̄(F̂ )
10: end while

11:

12: G ← [G, Ĝr̂i ]

13: H ← [H , Ĥr̂i]
14:

15: if global update then

16: H ← τH(G)
17: end if

18: end for

the GSD (see Algorithm 2.1) with the setting r̂i = 1 (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , imax}) and with-
out a global update. A global update is also presented for the VLR-SR1U scheme,

see Section 2.7.2.2. It is based on rank-one update matrices and updates both the

stochastic and geometrical parts of a current low-rank approximation in an alternating

iterative process. In contrast to the restarting algorithm of the GSD, the VLR-SR1U

scheme enables one to reach optimal low-rank representations by its global update.

The global update scheme is derived by applying the VLR-SR1U scheme onto pro-

jections of the original system to be solved. Additionally, the VLR-SR1U scheme

optionally provides to construct the solution space adaptively, see Section 2.7.2.3.

2.7.2 Variational Low-Rank Approach with Successive
Rank-One Updates

The schemes presented in this section are contributions of this thesis and were in-

troduced in our technical report [111]. The minimisation problem in Eq. (2.66)

was a motivation to directly derive a successive rank-one update scheme, which
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is named the basic variational low-rank approach with successive rank-one updates

(VLR-SR1U scheme). As already mentioned, this scheme provides suboptimal ap-

proximations [158] and is a greedy one [200], for which the convergence is already

proved in [7] for linear systems of full rank. A rank-one update is performed by

alternating iterations, that means in an iteration one part of the rank-one update is

solved while the other is fixed to the current state and then vice versa. That is com-

parable to the alternating least squares algorithm [22, 21]. The basic VLR-SR1U

scheme is applied onto projections of the considered system to be solved to obtain an

optimisation scheme — the variational low-rank optimisation (VLR-OPT) scheme

also introduced in [111] — for current rank-r approximations. It is an independent

scheme, which is for instance applied to optimise low-rank approximations currently

obtained by the basic VLR-SR1U scheme on the fly or at a final rank. If the oper-

ator of the linear system is linear in the material parameter, then a special — more

efficient — handling is proposed. Furthermore, the proposed residual-based solution

space estimator (RBSSE scheme) — also in [111] — rates how much a stochastic

polynomial which was not yet used contributes for a description of the solution. It

is based on an extended residual and is applied in the basic VLR-SR1U scheme to

adaptively construct the solution space. The VLR-SR1U scheme is (with or without

an application of VLR-OPT) very similar to the PGD methods [159, 42, 41], and

similarly the resulting separated representation is not necessarily orthogonal.

The basic VLR-SR1U scheme is comparable to a special configuration of the restart-

ing algorithm, see Algorithm 2.1 in Section 2.7.1. However, the VLR-OPT scheme

takes into account the back coupling of both the geometrical and the stochastic parts

of the low-rank approximation. The basic VLR-SR1U scheme and the VLR-OPT

scheme are derived in Sections 2.7.2.1 and 2.7.2.2. The RBSSE scheme and its ap-

plication is discussed in 2.7.2.3.

Extensive numerical experiments associated with these schemes are presented in Sec-

tion 4.1.4. An additional application of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme and the VLR-

OPT scheme can be found in Section 4.2.2.4.

2.7.2.1 The Basic VLR-SR1U Scheme

The basic VLR-SR1U scheme from our technical report [111] is derived from the

minimisation problem in Eq. (2.66) for the stochastic stationary groundwater flow

problem discretised by the SGM. At this, the ansatz

(2.69) U = U− + ghT
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describes the rank-one update of a given approximationU− by the dyadic product of

the geometrical update vector g and the stochastic update vector h. Differentiating

the operator E in Eq. (2.66) with respect to U means

(2.70)
∂E(U)

∂U
(δU) = (A(U) − F )︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:R(U)

: δU .

This allows to consider the perturbation ofU by varying once g and once h:

∂U

∂g
(δg) = δghT

∂U

∂h
(δh) = gδhT .

Then, the derivatives of E with respect to g and h are given by

∂E(U)

∂g
(δg) = RU : (δghT ) = δgTRUh

∂E(U)

∂h
(δh) = RU : (gδhT ) = gTRU δh

(2.71)

with RU := R(U). The mentioned minimisation problem is expressed by
∂E(U)
∂g

(δg) ≡ 0 and
∂E(U)
∂h

(δh) ≡ 0. As δg and δh are arbitrary it follows

RUh = 0

gTRU = 0.
(2.72)

Substituting U by the ansatz Ur+1 = Ur + gr+1h
T
r+1 with rank r, inserting this

ansatz into Eq. (2.72), and arranging the resulting equations leads to the coupled

system to be solved:

P gr+1 = b

with P :=

l∑

i=0

hT
r+1∆ihr+1︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:di

Ki, b := (F −A(Ur))hr+1,

Q hr+1 = b̄

with Q :=

l∑

i=0

gTr+1Kigr+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ki

∆i, b̄ := (F −A(Ur))
T
gr+1,

(2.73)

where Ur is of course represented in its sum of dyadic products: Ur =∑r
i=1 gi h

T
i = GHT .
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If the stiffness matrix Ki = K(κi) is linear with respect to its material κi (as in
Eq. (2.34)) the coefficient matrix P can be rewritten, which significantly reduces the

computational costs:

(2.74) P =
l∑

i=0

diK(κi) = K(Σl
i=0diκi).

This more efficient handling is not the only advantage. The sum of the material pa-

rameter realisations satisfy a positive definite structure. In contrast, a single material

parameter κi (i ∈ {0, . . . , l}) may be negative. When a simulation code — available

as a black box — is involved to construct a stiffness matrix for a negative material

realisation the code may crash or stop working.

The coupled system in Eq. (2.73) may be solved by an alternating iterative process,

described in Algorithm 2.2. Empty matrices are chosen as an initial setting for G

andH , but for example the deterministic solution corresponding to the expectation

of the uncertain parameter may be used for an alternative initial setting. The first

loop — specified in lines 2–12 of Algorithm 2.2 — increments the rank. The initial

guess for the geometrical part of a current rank-one update cannot be chosen as a zero

vector, as otherwise the iterative process would stagnate. Here, the guess is chosen

to be random. The second loop — specified in lines 4–9 — performs the alternating

iterations to compute the current rank-one update. The iterating vectors are simply

normalised to keep them bounded. The alternating iterative process is comparable to

the alternating least squares algorithm [22, 21].

Algorithm 2.2 Basic VLR-SR1U

1: H ← ∅, G← ∅
2: while not accurate enough and max. number of iterations not reached do

3: h← rand, g ← 0

4: while not accurate enough and max. number of iterations not reached do

5: h← normalise h

6: g ← solve P g = b
7: g ← normalise g

8: h← solve Q h = b̄
9: end while

10: G ← [G, g]
11: H ← [H ,h]
12: end while

The break criterion of the loop specified in lines 4–9 of Algorithm 2.2 is met when
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a maximum number of iterations is reached or the error of the current approximation

of the rank-one update falls below a threshold. Before the corresponding error esti-

mation is formulated another notation is introduced for the coefficient matrices and

the right-hand sides of Eq. (2.73): the dependency of P on hr+1 is expressed by the

new notation Phr+1 for P . Analogously, bhr+1 ,Qgr+1 , and b̄gr+1 replace b,Q, and

b̄. The index of the current iteration in the loop is considered additionally: gr+1 and

hr+1 in iteration j are expressed by g
(j)
r+1 and h

(j)
r+1. Then the estimated error of the

rank-one update at the end of iteration j is defined by ǫghT :=
√
ǫ2g + ǫ2h with

ǫg := ‖ P
h

(j−1)
r+1

g
(j−1)
r+1 − bh(j−1)

r+1

‖2,

ǫh := ‖Q
g
(j)
r+1

h
(j−1)
r+1 − b̄g(j)

r+1

‖2.
(2.75)

Thus, outputs of iterations j − 1 and j are used to estimate the errors ǫg and ǫh of

g
(j)
r+1 and h

(j)
r+1.

The estimated error ǫGHT of a current low-rank approximationGHT for the break

criterion in line 2 can be obtained by the Euclidean norm (or, more sophisticated, a

problem-related norm) of the residual: ǫGHT := ‖R(GHT )‖2 (see Eq. (2.70)).

A rank-one update ghT for a solution U is orthogonal to the residual R(U) of the
original system to be solved (see Eq. (2.72)), but it is not necessarily orthogonal toU

with respect to the energy norm, that means it usually holds that A(U) : ghT ≈ 0.
In other words, a low-rank representation obtained by the basic VLR-SR1U scheme

is suboptimal in the sense that it is not the minimiser of the expectation of the total

potential energy in comparison with all other representations of the same rank (like

it is the case for the restarting algorithm of the GSD [158, 157]). That is obvious in

the numerical experiments of Section 4.1.4.1. According to the opinion of the author

of this thesis the suboptimality is traced back to the fact that the first equation of the

coupled system in Eq. (2.73) to be solved is nonlinear in h and the second equation

is nonlinear in g. The problem of the suboptimality is addressed in the next section

by an optimisation process.

2.7.2.2 The VLR-OPT Scheme for an Optimisation

The VLR-OPT scheme from our technical report [111] optimises a given approxi-

mation of rank r for the solution of Eq. (2.65) through alternating iterations on the

geometrical and stochastic subspaces, so that the approximation becomes the min-

imiser of the expectation of the total potential energy in comparison with all other
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representations of the same rank. It applies the algorithm of the basic VLR-SR1U

scheme on projections of the system (see Eq. (2.65)) to be solved to obtain rank-one

matrices to update the geometrical part G and the stochastic partH of an approxi-

mation U = GHT of rank r (see Eq. (2.31)). These rank-one matrices are simply

added to the parts (that means, an update does not increase the rank). The VLR-OPT

scheme is applied to optimise current low-rank approximations in the basic VLR-

SR1U scheme on the fly or at a final rank.

The idea of the VLR-OPT scheme is to determine rank-one matrices gvT and hwT

to obtain updates forG andH :

(2.76) G = G− + gvT and H =H− + hwT .

For this purpose the algorithm of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme is applied onto pro-

jections of the system (see Eq. (2.65)) to be solved.

When theH of U = GHT is fixed Eq. (2.66) becomes the following minimisation

problem in G: 1
2A(U)H : G − FH : G → min. Instead of solving the system

in Eq. (2.65) the minimisation problem solves the projection of that system on the

column space ofH :

(2.77) A(U)H = FH ⇐⇒ AH(G) = FH .

Analogously to Section 2.7.2.1, the basic VLR-SR1U algorithm can be applied on

that projected system to obtain a rank-one update gvT forG. The application leads

to the coupled system to be solved:

PH gr+1 = bH

with PH :=

l∑

i=0

vTr+1H
T
∆iHvr+1︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:d̄i∈R

Ki

and bH := (FH −AH(G)) vr+1,

QH vr+1 = b̄H

with QH :=

l∑

i=0

gTr+1Kigr+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ki∈R

HT
∆iH

and b̄H := (FH −AH(G))T gr+1.

(2.78)
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In the same manner, the basic VLR-SR1U algorithm can be applied onto the projec-

tion of the system in Eq. (2.65) on the column space ofG:

(2.79) GTA(U) = GTF ⇐⇒ AG(H) = FG.

The resulting coupled system which has to be solved to obtain a rank-one update

hwT forH is given by

PG hr+1 = bG

with PG :=
l∑

i=0

wT
r+1G

TKiGwr+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:k̄i∈R

∆i

and bG :=
(
F T
G −AT

G(H)
)
wr+1,

QG wr+1 = b̄G

with QG :=

l∑

i=0

hT
r+1∆ihr+1︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:di∈R

GTKiG

and b̄G :=
(
F T
G −AT

G(H)
)T
hr+1.

(2.80)

Solving the coupled systems in Eqs. (2.78) and (2.80) provides rank-one update ma-

trices forG andH , which are then added to the geometrical and stochastic partsG

and H of the current approximation of rank r. Consequently, all rank-one update

vectors of G and H are updated. The VLR-OPT scheme performs a sequence of

such updates to optimise a given approximation of rank r.

The VLR-OPT scheme to optimise a given approximation Ũ = G̃H̃T of rank r is
described in Algorithm 2.3. The energy minimisations in lines 3 and 5 exactly mean

to solve the coupled systems in Eqs. (2.78) and (2.80). This is done by applying the

alternating iterative process of the basic VLR-SR1U algorithm (see Algorithm 2.2)

on each of the mentioned coupled systems. That results in the two rank-one update

solvers described by Algorithms 2.4 and 2.5. The tensor products and additions in

lines 4 and 6 of Algorithm 2.3 are performed to update all rank-one update vectors

globally without increasing rank r.

The definition of the break criteria for the two rank-one update solvers in Algo-

rithms 2.4 and 2.5 are analogous to the definition of the break criterion for a rank-

one update in the basic VLR-SR1U scheme, see line 4 in Algorithm 2.2 and the

corresponding explanations in Section 2.7.2.1. Consequently, a new notation is in-

troduced for the coefficient matrices and right-hand sides of the coupled systems
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Algorithm 2.3 VLR-OPT

1: G← G̃, H ← H̃

2: while not accurate enough and max. number of iterations not reached do

3: g,v ← minimise E((G + gvT )HT )
4: G ←G+ gvT

5: h,w ← minimise E(G(H + hwT )T )
6: H ←H + hwT

7: end while

Algorithm 2.4 minimise E((G + gvT )HT )

1: g ← rand, v ← 0

2: while not accurate enough and max. number of iterations not reached do

3: g ← normalise g

4: v ← solve QH v = b̄H
5: v ← normalise v

6: g ← solve PH g = bH
7: end while

Algorithm 2.5 minimise E(G(H + hwT )T )

1: h← rand, w ← 0

2: while not accurate enough and max. number of iterations not reached do

3: h ← normalise h

4: w ← solve QG w = b̄G
5: w ← normalisew

6: h ← solve PG h = bG
7: end while

in Eqs. (2.78) and (2.80): P
H,v

(j)
r+1

expresses that PH of Eq. (2.78) is defined by

vr+1 obtained in iteration j of the loop in Algorithm 2.4. Analogously, further no-

tations are b
H,v

(j)
r+1

,Q
H,g

(j)
r+1

, and b̄
H,g

(j)
r+1

for the coupled system in Eq. (2.78) and

P
G,w

(j)
r+1

, b
G,w

(j)
r+1

,Q
G,h

(j)
r+1

, and b̄
G,h

(j)
r+1

for the coupled system in Eq. (2.80). The

estimated error of a rank-one update at the end of iteration j in Algorithm 2.4 is

defined by ǫgvT :=
√
ǫ2g + ǫ2v with

ǫg := ‖ P
H,v

(j−1)
r+1

g
(j−1)
r+1 − bH,v

(j−1)
r+1

‖2,

ǫv := ‖Q
H,g

(j)
r+1

v
(j−1)
r+1 − b̄H,g

(j)
r+1

‖2.
(2.81)
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Accordingly, the estimated error of a rank-one update at the end of iteration j in

Algorithm 2.5 is defined by ǫhwT :=
√
ǫ2h + ǫ2w with

ǫh := ‖ P
G,w

(j−1)
r+1

h
(j−1)
r+1 − bG,w

(j−1)
r+1

‖2,

ǫw := ‖Q
G,h

(j)
r+1

w
(j−1)
r+1 − b̄G,h

(j)
r+1

‖2.
(2.82)

The estimated error ǫGHT of GHT at the end of an iteration in the loop of Algo-

rithm 2.3 is defined by ǫGHT :=
√
ǫ2G + ǫ2H , where the estimated errors ǫG and ǫH

are obtained by the Euclidean norm of the residuals of Eqs. (2.77) and (2.79):

ǫG := ‖ AH(G)− FH ‖2,
ǫH := ‖ AG(H)− FG ‖2.

(2.83)

The basic VLR-SR1U scheme is extended by an application of the VLR-OPT

scheme. This is done in different ways. In one configuration VLR-SR1U uses VLR-

OPT after each rank-one update to optimise the current low-rank approximation on

the fly. VLR-OPT is then located between lines 11 and 12 of Algorithm 2.2. This

configuration is referred to as VLR-SR1U-OPT(1). Another configuration uses the

VLR-OPT scheme only as a post-processor, that means at the final rank. In that case

VLR-OPT is located after the last line 12 of Algorithm 2.2. That is referred to as

VLR-SR1U-OPT(2). Table 2.2 summarises the two configurations.

name configuration

VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) VLR-SR1U+ VLR-OPT after each rank-one update

VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) VLR-SR1U + VLR-OPT only at the final rank

Table 2.2: Used combinations of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme and the VLR-OPT

scheme.

2.7.2.3 The RBSSE Scheme for an Adaptive Solution Space
Construction

A low-rank approach provides a possibility to reduce the computational costs and

memory usage. Advantages of the same kind can be additionally obtained if a small
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solution space can be found, which represents the solution well. A residual-based so-

lution space estimator (RBSSE) is proposed, which tries to identify relevant stochas-

tic polynomials for the description of the solution and was introduced in our technical

report [111]. It considers an extended residual corresponding to the current approx-

imation of the solution and stochastic polynomials not yet used. This is similar to

[143] and in the main idea comparable to [56]. The residual is transferred to an in-

dicator which has the same unit of measurement as the solution, so that the relevant

stochastic polynomials can be identified. The RBSSE scheme is applied in the basic

VLR-SR1U scheme to adaptively construct the solution space [111].

The RBSSE scheme uses the residual of the discretised problem with respect to the

current approximation of the solution. It is explained in the following by means of

the SGM-discretised groundwater flow problem in Eq. (2.65). The corresponding

residual is defined as

(2.84) R := F −
l∑

i=0

Ki U ∆i.

The set of the current stochastic polynomials {ψα}α∈Ic (|{ψα}α∈Ic | = NS) is now
extended by additional ones {ψα+}

α+∈Ic+ (|{ψα+}
α+∈Ic+ | = N+

S ). The influence

of these new stochastic polynomials on the quality of the solution is estimated by

artificially extending the residual. For this purpose each stochastic matrix∆i results

in:

∆
⊕

i :=

(
∆i ∆

⊳
i

∆
⊲
i ∆

+

i

)
.

The matrix ∆
+

i only captures the additional polynomials. The matrices ∆
⊳
i

and ∆
⊲
i = (∆⊳

i )
T describe the coupling between the current and the addi-

tional stochastic polynomials. The new matrices are defined by [∆+

i ]α+,β+ :=∑
γ∈Ic

√
λi ξi,γ [∆γ ]α+,β+ and [∆⊳

i ]α+,β :=
∑

γ∈Ic

√
λi ξi,γ [∆γ ]α+,β (see

Eq. (2.64)). Matrix∆⊕

i allows to consider the extended residual:

R⊕ := F⊕ −
l∑

i=0

Ki U
⊕
∆

⊕

i .

The coefficients of the extended solution U⊕ associated with the added stochastic

polynomials are set to zero: U⊕ := [U ,0] with a NX -by-N+

S zero matrix 0. The

extended right-hand side (RHS) F⊕ results from the concatenation of F and F +:

F⊕ := [F ,F +]. F + is the RHS corresponding to the added stochastic polynomials.
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The added zero coefficients of the extended solution allow to simplify the computa-

tion ofR⊕:

R⊕ := F⊕ −
l∑

i=0

Ki U ∆
⊎
i with ∆

⊎
i := [∆i,∆

⊳
i ].

R⊕ may be considered as the concatenation of R and R+: R⊕ = [R,R+].
R+ is the residual associated with the additional stochastic polynomials: R+ :=

F + − ∑l
i=0 Ki U ∆

⊳
i , R

+ ∈ R
NX×N

+
S .

R+ is used to interpret the rating of the additional stochastic polynomials. However,

R+ is not directly used for that purpose, as — physically speaking — R+ does not

have the same unit of measurement as the solution. Therefore, it may not fulfil the

conditions of an “ideal” rating indicator regarding the accuracy of the solution. An

indicator i of the same unit of measurement as the solution can be obtained by the

product:

(2.85) i := (A+)−1 r+ with A+ :=

l∑

i=0

∆
+

i ⊗ Ki,

see Eq. (2.63). r+ ∈ R
NX ·N+

S is the proper vectorisation of matrix R+. In practice

the symmetric matrix (A+)−1 is not computed. The indicator should be combined

here with schemes which emphasise performance and, as a consequence, it should

be computed with little costs. Instead of using (A+)−1, the matrix

J := (diag(A+))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:D

−1

is used known as the Jacobi preconditioner in the context of preconditioning [74].

The matrixD is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal ofA+ and consequently easily

invertible. Its computation can be simply performed by

[D]j,k =

l∑

i=0

[∆+

i ]k,k [Ki]j,j ,

where [B]j,k marks the entry of a givenmatrixB at the j’th row and the k’th column.

The hereby obtained indicator iJ := J r+ can also be written in matrix notation

IJ := Ĵ ⊙R+,

where Ĵ is the proper matrix notation of the diagonal of J , and ⊙ is the Hadamard

product [85] for matrices.
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For each stochastic polynomial the indicator IJ contains as many values as geo-

metrical DoFs. These values are reduced to one value by the Euclidean norm to

rate the corresponding stochastic polynomials. This is reflected by the function

r(IJ ) := [ ‖(IJ)1‖2 , . . . , ‖(IJ )N+
S
‖2 ] ∈ R

N
+
S , where (IJ )j means the j’th

column of matrix IJ .

Algorithm 2.6 describes the RBSSE scheme. The list of required input arguments is

not complete but shows the essential ones. There are different possibilities to define

the preconditioner, the reduction function r, or the selection of relevant additional

stochastic polynomials in line 7. The Jacobi preconditioner and the previously de-

fined reduction function r are chosen here. The selection function could for instance
select 10% of the best rated additional stochastic polynomials.

Algorithm 2.6 RBSSE

Require: Ic, Ic+ , F +

1: {∆⊳
i }i∈{0,...,l} ← construct( Ic, Ic+ )

2: {∆+

i }i∈{0,...,l} ← construct( Ic+ )

3: R+ ← compute( {∆⊳
i }i∈{0,...,l},F

+ )

4: Ĵ ← compute( {∆+

i }i∈{0,...,l} )
5: IĴ ← compute( J ,R+ )

6: r(IJ )← reduce( IJ )

7: I+ ← select( r(IJ), Ic
+

)

8: return I+

The RBSSE scheme is now applied inside Algorithm 2.2 of the basic VLR-SR1U

scheme to obtain an adaptive construction of the solution space. That results in Al-

gorithm 2.7 and is referred to as VLR-SR1U-ADAPT. The input arguments are given

by an initial set Ic of already accepted stochastic polynomials and a set Ic+ of po-

tentially relevant stochastic polynomials. Ic+ should not be too large as otherwise

the rating of the set of additional stochastic polynomials may become too memory-

and time consuming. As a consequence and in contrast to Algorithm 2.7, Ic+ may

be individually generated for each rank-one update. The set I+ contains the cur-

rent best rated stochastic polynomials, which are added to the current set Ic for the
next rank iteration (see line 5). The adaptive construction of the solution space is

presented in lines 4–7 of Algorithm 2.7. The system update in line 6 means to ex-

tend the entire system to the added stochastic polynomials. The rating and selection

of the additional stochastic polynomials happen in lines 19–21 of Algorithm 2.7.

Optionally, the VLR-OPT algorithm (see Algorithm 2.3) can be invoked also for in-

stance in line 18 of Algorithm 2.7 for an OPT(1) configuration or after line 22 of
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Algorithm 2.7 for an OPT(2) configuration. A combination is also demonstrated in

Section 4.1.4.3.

Algorithm 2.7 VLR-SR1U-ADAPT

Require: Ic, Ic+
1: I+ ← ∅
2: H ← ∅, G← ∅
3: while not accurate enough and max. number of iterations not reached do

4: if I+ 6= ∅ then

5: Ic ← [Ic, I+]
6: update system

7: end if

8:

9: h← rand, g ← 0

10: while not accurate enough and max. number of iterations not reached do

11: h← normalise h

12: g ← solve P g = b
13: g ← normalise g

14: h← solve Q h = b̄
15: end while

16: G ← [G, g]
17: H ← [H ,h]
18:

19: F + ← compute( Ic+ )

20: I+ ← RBSSE( Ic, Ic+ ,F + )

21: Ic+ ← Ic+\I+

22: end while

The residualR+ may be primarily used to interpret the rating of the additional poly-

nomials. However, there may be an interplay between the two single residuals of the

mentioned composed residual R⊕ = [R,R+]. This is exemplified by considering

algorithmVLR-SR1U-ADAPT. The case ‖R‖ > ‖R+‖ (with a suitable matrix norm

‖ · ‖) may identify that the basic VLR-SR1U scheme needs to iterate more inside the

current rank to reach a more reasonable accuracy before adapting the stochastic so-

lution space to more stochastic polynomials. In contrast ‖R‖ < ‖R+‖ may identify

that the chosen additional stochastic polynomials would provide a better accuracy of

the solution. In this way a mutual utilisation of the different errors may be conceiv-

able. Certainly, also in this consideration, it may be advantageous to translate the

residualsR andR+ to the unit of measurement of the solution — as already done in

Eq. (2.85) ff. forR+ — before comparing them.
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2.7.2.4 Conclusion

A successive rank-one update scheme — the basic VLR-SR1U scheme [111] — is

derived in this section for a stochastic elliptic problem to provide an error controlled

low-rank approximation of the solution. It tries to minimise the expectation of the

total potential energy of the problem. However, its approximations are suboptimal

(which is known for such kind of schemes [158]). A corresponding optimisation

for approximations of rank r is provided by the developed VLR-OPT scheme. It

is derived by applying the algorithm of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme on projected

systems. The VLR-OPT scheme is combined with the basic VLR-SR1U scheme to

optimise current approximations on the fly or at a final rank. A further scheme— the

RBSSE scheme — is constructed to rate the contribution of not yet used stochastic

polynomials for a description of the solution. It is combined with the basic VLR-

SR1U scheme to enable an adaptive construction of the solution space.

The numerical behaviour of all these schemes is demonstrated in Section 4.1 on the

basis of a stochastic stationary groundwater flow problem. The basic VLR-SR1U

scheme and the VLR-OPT scheme are also applied for a laminated composite struc-

ture with a linear constitutive law and a partially uncertain material in Section 4.2.

2.8 Conclusion

Different numerical schemes are available for the simulation of probabilistic models.

Desired statistics about the solution of the model may be directly formulated by

integrals, which are then approximated by numerical integration schemes [37, 124,

126, 123, 71, 170, 52, 99]. Other approaches project the model onto a solution space

spanned by stochastic basis functions [145, 122, 11, 153, 66, 216, 20, 26, 208, 62].

The stochastic Galerkin method [73, 128, 12, 217, 127, 3, 57] is such a scheme with

promising convergence behaviour, too.

Schemes to find a sparse set of stochastic basis functions [201, 54, 23, 26, 56, 66,

153, 111, 143, 87] or a subspace of low-rank [158, 130, 111, 143, 122, 55, 103] were

recently developed and are a vivid area of research. In contrast, combined approaches

are still rare [111, 143]. The approach presented here was initially developed in our

technical report [111]. It is an SGM-based scheme which provides a successive rank-

one update, global optimisation, and an adaptive construction of the solution space.

It is presented in Section 2.7.2, corresponding numerical experiments are discussed

in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
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Chapter 3

Distributed Generic
Component-Based Software
Architecture to Simulate
Probabilistic Models

The software system proposed and developed in this thesis to simulate probabilistic

models is described in this chapter by its architectural structures, namely its software

architecture. It was already introduced in [109, 108, 110]. The application of dis-

tributed generic software components indicates the main architectural concept. This

concept enables one to combine the strengths of a generic programming and a dis-

tributed component-based approach and expresses itself in the following way. On the

one hand a distributed generic component is located somewhere in a heterogeneous

computational environment and, as a consequence, is flexibly bound at runtime. On

the other hand such a component is accessed through a generic interface, that is to

say an interface with generic types; as a result, a source code with generic type decla-

rations is able to keep the abstractions of its own generic types, even if it instantiates

a component. Furthermore, the generic idea on the implementation level can in fact

be transferred to the runtime level. (Distributed generic software components and

their mentioned properties are discussed in detail in Section 3.3.4.)

This chapter is structured as follows: frequently used programming languages in

the field of scientific computing are outlined in Section 3.1. The general concept

of a software architecture is clarified in Section 3.2. Software reuse in general,

generic programming, distributed software components, and generic distributed soft-

ware components in particular are focused in Section 3.3. The distributed generic

component-based software architecture proposed in this thesis to simulate probabilis-
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tic models is discussed in Section 3.4. Its characteristics are in the end summarised

in Section 3.5.

3.1 Programming Languages in the Field of

Scientific Computing

Programming languages can be divided into compiled, semi-compiled, or interpreted

ones. The source code of a compiled language is transferred to a native code be-

fore execution; that allows fast processing. Code of a semi-compiled language is

at first compiled into a binary code before execution and then interpreted to native

instructions at runtime; that usually leads to slightly slower processing speed. In-

terpreted languages transfer the source code to native instructions at runtime usually

resulting in slower processing. Prevalent compiled languages are Fortran [112],

C [102], and C++ [195]. Java [27] is a present semi-compiled programming lan-

guage in the field of scientific computing, but far more popular outside of this field.

MATLAB [79], Octave [174], and recently Python [113] mark the popular inter-

preted languages. Software for symbolic computations is not applied in this thesis,

nevertheless well-established representatives should at least be named: Maple [179]

and Mathematica [213]. Programming languages in the field of scientific com-

puting are more comprehensively discussed in [204].

International standards have been established for each of the compiled languages.

The consequence is a wide portability. Nowadays C and C++ belong to the most pop-

ular languages, Python is steadily gaining popularity, while Fortran is falling

back [1]. Nevertheless, Fortran is still used in scientific computing. This goes

back to many basic, well-tried, and widely-used Fortran software packages for

scientific computing providing high performance: these are, for instance, the linear

algebra packages BLAS [117] and LAPACK [8], and the package ARPACK [119] for

solving large eigenvalue problems. Corresponding application programming inter-

faces (APIs) for C are usually available. Fortran, C, and C++ are known for their

high performance: Fortranmay exhibit slight advantages for special applications,

but C++ seems to maintain its performance over a large range of different applica-

tions [2]. More and more software packages in the field of scientific computing are

implemented in C/C++, see for instance [65, 207, 75, 186]. The increasing value

of C++ can be explained by its high performance and its powerful high level mech-

anisms to abstract complexity. C++ is based on the procedural programming lan-

guage C and adds object-orientation; as a consequence, C code is mostly compatible
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with C++ (see [196] for incompatibilities). A high level C++ binding to Fortran

packages is discussed in [137]. A survey of C/C++ software packages and tools is

presented in [48].

The Java programming language allows to write efficient high level code, which is

frequently almost as fast as native code [2]. Recent packages for scientific computing

are for instance proposed in [210, 10].

MATLAB provides a commercial higher level environment especially for scientific

computations and corresponding visualisations with its own interpreted program-

ming language and a comprehensive collection of packages; it can interface with

C/C++, Fortran, and Java code. Octave is a comparable environment but un-

der the terms of a free software license; MATLAB code is partly compatible to the

Octave environment [174].

Python has recently become a promising and attractive programming language in

scientific computing [113, 140, 168, 19, 46, 59]. The performance of Python code

is far behind compiled code [2]. Strengths of Python are its high level structures

and a rich variety of existing packages including also bindings to many different

programming languages. As a consequence, a Python code may be used as a kind

of administrative code for scientific computing; such a code strongly reduces the

software complexity and interfaces native code to establish high performance. A

Python based alternative for MATLAB, Maple, and Mathematica is proposed in

[59].

3.2 Software Architecture

A software architecture describes the structure of a software system; the descrip-

tion includes the software units (elements) composing the software system, their in-

terfaces, their mutual relations and interactions [17], and their physical distribution

[15]. An interface is understood here to be specified by its syntactical and seman-

tical characteristics; the latter may contain performance specifications as well. The

physical distribution can be understood as the physical infrastructure — hardware

specifications and network topology—, the distribution of software units within this

infrastructure, and the used network protocols. The mentioned structures focus dif-

ferent views of the software system: one structure may for instance concentrate on

a static view — the implementation —, while another one may concentrate on the

runtime — the processes.
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A software architecture reflects the details of software units concerning their inter-

actions, and hides the details not affecting the interactions [17, 15]. In other words:

it states the public (external) information and suppresses the private (internal) infor-

mation of software units. In this sense a software unit is treated more like a black

box (see also Section 3.3.1). Software units may be considered on different abstrac-

tion levels, from subsystems, components, and frameworks to packages and classes

[15]. Software architecture facilitates the reuse of software units [68] namely on each

abstraction level, see Section 3.3.

A software architecture may be based on distributed software components to realise

a distributed software system, see Section 3.3.3. For more general details on soft-

ware architecture refer to [17, 15]; different definitions of software architecture are

discussed in [17].

3.3 Software Reuse

Regarding the software development an overall wish is to decrease costs by improv-

ing quality. As software systems have steadily increased in size and complexity, the

call for software reuse has become louder. Generic programming and a decomposi-

tion of a software system into distributed software components are disjunct concepts

to factor reusability into the software design and its development. While generic pro-

gramming is a paradigm purely applied on the implementation level (and resolved

at compile-time), distributed software components reveal their complete potential at

runtime. The strengths of both concepts are combined in distributed generic software

components.

Section 3.3.1 discusses software reuse in general, while Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3

centre on generic programming and distributed software components. Section 3.3.3

addresses distributed generic software components.

3.3.1 Software Reuse in General

Software reuse is not a recent idea. In 1969 Douglas McIlroy recommended to use

reusable routines in software industry motivated by the paradigms in industrial elec-

tromechanics and mechanical engineering [135]. As a vision for the future he pro-
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posed large collections of reusable routines in a black box sense categorised in fam-

ilies to allow comfortable choices, and to offer reliable and efficient software units.

One proposition is to provide these routines for several abstraction levels — from

general to tailored. This directly leads to automated code generation. Furthermore,

he noted, that a user with a (domain-)specific interest may feel lost or may be an-

noyed by strong generality — which is sometimes disregarded. In many respects

these ideas are still up-to-date.

A common technique is the opportunistic reuse [187], in which external code is

copied and pasted into the internal one. Obviously, this approach causes trouble

in maintenance, as bugs must be fixed over all of the technically redundant copies.

A promising approach is the systematic reuse, in which code reuse is organised by

sophisticated techniques and analysed already before and/or during the development

process, see [187, 64].

So far the term software reuse has not been defined. Software reuse means the reuse

of software or of the knowledge to produce a specific software [64]. As a con-

sequence, software reuse has many levels of granularity, for example the reuse of

ideas, concepts and patterns, algorithms, classifications, interfaces, implementations,

libraries, subsystems, or whole software systems. For any of these items the term

reusable asset may be used; the reusability of such an asset characterises its prob-

ability to be reused [64]. The more these assets are designed with respect to reuse,

the higher the ability to reuse them in other contexts or systems. Of course an item

which uses a reusable asset is preferentially a reusable asset too, because also when

the item is not reused until now it may be reasonable to reuse it in the future.

Reusable code assets may be distinguished into white box and black box assets, see

e.g. [176]. The code of white box assets is accessible and may be modified to sat-

isfy the needs. Apparently, for modification one needs to be familiar with the source

code. For in-house assets this may be ensured, but for third-party assets this might

not be the case. Obviously an adequate documentation is essential and a long period

of vocational adjustment needs to be scheduled. A black box asset hides its imple-

mentation and captures all required knowledge for its invocation in its interface. It

is noted that signatures (of methods) alone do not make up the interface. Beside

its syntax, the semantics — what a function means and in which order it has to be

called — needs to be clear. The code of a black box asset may be accessible, but

its modification is not intended, and knowledge about the internals is not necessary

for its invocation. The flexibility of a black box asset depends on its abstraction or

its adjustable parameters/switches. To realise assets of high flexibility a designer or

developer is required to be highly experienced and to have a broad knowledge [187].
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Black box assets are usually developed by experts in the proper topic. For a concrete

application of a black box asset the parameters/switches need to be specified.

Unfortunately, software reuse is complicated and may also become risky: one can

imagine a reused third-party library which after a while is not maintained anymore

or restricts the software— which uses the library— to be ported to another machine.

As a consequence, the asset to be reused needs to satisfy many (non-functional) prop-

erties which are mentioned in the following (see also [187]). It should be reliable,

meaning that it works as it is specified. It should be maintainable so that e.g. run-

or compile-time problems can be solved as desired in an easy manner. From a spe-

cial asset complexity upwards it should be maintained by a third-party community

— which needs to be also reliable. The asset should be extensible so that desired

additional features can be realised, and it should be portable to allow a usage in a

different environment. Additionally, it needs to be flexible so that it is reusable at all.

When it exhibits a high flexibility or the desired context is close to the original one of

the asset an embedding may be possible directly or with modifications at acceptable

costs. Last but not least an asset has to be well-documented, otherwise the amount of

vocational adjustment may become too high and the intrinsic sense of software reuse

to reduce development time is lost. Haphazard or no documentation at all may reflect

weakness in the whole software development and maintenance processes and is not

professional. The better an asset satisfies the previously mentioned properties the

more had been invested for this purpose. The properties may be considered with dif-

ferent priorities in the design and development process of an asset, or when choosing

an asset for reuse.

Software reuse can be complicated, risky, and time-consuming, but it is a promis-

ing possibility to handle the increase of software size and complexity and improves

software quality at the same time. For instance, concepts of modern programming

languages have already made a contribution to software reuse. The object-oriented

approach allows a more intuitive perspective on programming. Classifications of

objects and their properties provide a real-world point of view. Inheritance cap-

tures similarities in structure or behaviour. Polymorphism allows data/operators to

be of/work on different types. Exception handling allows to classify and react on

abnormal program flow. Generic data types allow to implement an algorithm for

many different specific data types without the demand of an inheritance relation

between them, see Section 3.3.2. These concepts enable a better human readabil-

ity of source code by simultaneously reducing the lines of code compared to vin-

tage programming languages. Another idea is to separate a software system into

preferably many reusable software components. An architectural composition of

software components may notice a software component to be a black box asset, see

Sections 3.2 and 3.3.3.
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3.3.2 Generic Programming

There is no single definition for generic programming [144, 45, 180]; different defini-

tions are discussed in [45, 180] and vary from broader to more precise notions. It can

be understood as a paradigm in which an algorithm is abstracted into its data types

to gain a reusable algorithm. This leads to an abstraction of the data types and indi-

cates the abstracted algorithm to be independent of specific data types. An abstracted

data type is known as a generic type or a kind of a generic parameter; for formal

reasons the abstracted algorithm and its implementation may also be called generic.

The generic types act like placeholders with specific constraints. The constraints are

prescribed by the generic algorithm and comprise the syntactical and semantical use

of the generic types inside the algorithm.

A corresponding generic implementation is an image of the generic algorithmwritten

in a programming language. Specific data types are realisations/specialisations for

the generic types if they fulfil the constraints. Accordingly, the generic implemen-

tation can be used for all the specific data types which satisfy the constraints. This

ability is called parametric polymorphism [45].

In contrast to parametric polymorphism, the (subtype) polymorphism in object-

oriented programming (OOP) is induced by a family relationship between data types.

However, implementations like container classes should match a wide variety of spe-

cific data types which do not exhibit a natural family relationship. That is exactly

the fundament for parametric polymorphism [49]. A generic code is specialised by

specific data types to allow its compilation. As a consequence, a member function

call is plain (non-virtual) at runtime. In contrast, a virtual member function call (by

a subtype polymorphic object) is resolved at runtime usually by a virtual function

table; this costs twice as much as a plain call [45]. That is significant when functions

of small content need to be called many times.

Generic programming obviously increases the reusability of a code. A very popular

generic library is the C++ Standard Template Library (STL) [194]. C++

supports generic types by the principle of templates [195]. A template class enables

one to implement an algorithm on generic types, the so-called template parameters.

The constraints of these template parameters are called their concept [78]. A C++

template class Vec for a vector representation is for instance explained in Listing 3.1

with template parameter real. real may be specialised by a fundamental type for

a real number, for exampledouble or float. Templates are used in many software

packages in the field of scientific computing, see for instance [207, 75, 186]. How-

ever, other programming languages enable generic programming as well [67].
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1 t emp l a t e<c l a s s r e a l> c l a s s Vec { /∗ . . . ∗ / } ;

Listing 3.1: A C++ template class Vec for a vector representation.

3.3.3 Distributed Software Components

The definition of a software component varies from broad to specific [45, 197, 97,

106], comparisons can be found in [114, 93]. A widely-used definition is published

in [197]. There, a component can be understood as being necessarily stateless [93].

However, a state may be required for performance reasons in scientific computing.

The understanding of a software component in this thesis and associated terms and

definitions are given in the next paragraphs and are partly summarised in framed text

blocks according to their relevance.

Here, a software component is in the first place understood as a black box asset (see

Section 3.3.1). (Other works may also involve white box software components.) It

is a software unit separated in its interface — the component interface — and its

implementation or binary code representation— the component implementation. As

a consequence of the black box appearance the software component is exclusively

specified by its component interface. A component is coupled with other components

(or code in general) to compose a software system. The coupling is loose [164, 14]

due to the exclusivity of the component interface. A software component is reusable,

as it may be coupled many times inside the same or various software systems. The

next framed text block summarises a definition for a software component.

�

�

�


A software component is a reusable software unit exclusively specified by its

interface.

A number of further terms and definitions concerning software components and their

environment will be stated as well, corresponding literature references are for in-

stance [114, 93]. The general representation, composition, and environment of soft-

ware components are described by a component-based software architecture. Its soft-

ware component model defines the technical construction, assembly, and usage of

software components. A corresponding (component-based) framework implements

a software componentmodel and can be used to develop applied (concrete or domain-

specific) component-based software architectures.
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The reusability of a software component does not imply an interchangeability of

components. Nevertheless it is advantageous to allow an interchange of components.

Appropriate reasons for an interchange are, for instance, the following ones: a com-

ponent may need to be interchanged due to upcoming licence conflicts, or simply

because another component implementation is of higher performance. Anyhow, the

question arises when a component can be exchanged for another component. To not

cause formal conflicts, the view onto the component interface needs to be intensified.

The exclusivity of the component interface means its completeness: the component

interface defines all specifications of the software component. These are the neces-

sary ones for the usage and the reasonable ones for the promotion of the software

component. In other words, the specifications can be separated into functional and

non-functional ones. The functional specifications answer the questions about the

actual task of an appropriate software component and how it should be used; these

specifications are described both syntactically and semantically. The non-functional

specifications answer the question why exactly the provided component implemen-

tation should be used; these specifications are, so to speak, special features of the

component implementation and are, for instance, related to the performance or the

robustness. The non-functional specifications are clearly the ones which may mo-

tivate to interchange a component. Conversely, the functional specifications are the

ones which need to match for an interchange. A distinction between functional and

non-functional specifications is obviously required to be able to speak about inter-

changeability of components in a consistent manner. This awareness results in the

following definitions.

�

�

�


The component interface of an interchangeable software component is formally

separated into functional and non-functional specifications.

�

�

�

�

A software component can be interchanged with another software component

when the other component satisfies the functional specifications required in the

appropriate scenario.

The architectural composition of software components usually emphasises the func-

tional specifications and neglects the non-functional ones. The non-functional speci-

fications are an essential argument for the binding of concrete software components

at runtime.

Scientific computing may make additional demands on both the software component

itself and the framework to realise a concrete component-based software system.
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Software components may be distributed to gain from the resources of many com-

putingmachines. Access to a maybe remotely located software component postulates

a late binding (to this component), namely a binding at runtime. As a consequence,

the knowledge about the location is essential only at runtime. (By contrast, the com-

ponent interface is also required at compile-time.) The late binding of distributed

software components enables an easy interchangeability of such components at run-

time.

A software component (for instance from a third-party) may be only available in bi-

nary form on a dedicated machine. However, a software component may be also in-

dependently distributable (for flexibility reasons). In that case the component should

be available by its source code to allow its (re-)compilation on the executing ma-

chine for performance reasons. In this regard, a software component is assumed to

be closed in the sense that code modifications of the component itself are not required

for a distribution. (A software component only available in binary form is by default

closed.) All these demands and ideas will be summarised by the further definition:

�

�

�


A distributed software component is a lately and locally or remotely bound,

closed, and interchangeable software component.

The demands on a corresponding distributed component-based framework can be

named as follows: a framework should provide interoperability between preferably

many programming languages (including the popular ones of scientific computing,

see Section 3.1), and between different operating systems (and maybe hardware).

Last but not least the pure communication overhead induced by the bindings should

be as small as possible to permit high performance computations. Certainly the un-

derlying software component model may already restrict the framework regarding

these features.

Appropriate component-based architectures are for instance the Common Object Re-

quest Broker Architecture (CORBA) [84] and the Common Component Architec-

ture (CCA) [220, 9], for which a number of frameworks exist implementing their

corresponding software component model. The CCA is frequently included for

component-based approaches in scientific computing, see for example [118, 92]. The

Component Template Library (CTL) [151] is an independent framework to realise

distributed component-based software systems. A corresponding software architec-

ture and its software component model can be extracted from the CTL’s communica-

tion protocol [33]. The CTL is a C++ template library, but also binds native binaries

written in C, Pascal, and Fortran; a Java implementation of the communication
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protocol [33], Python and MATLAB bindings [34] are also provided. More about

the CTL can be found in Section 3.4.1. Each architecture specifies its own (usually

programming language independent) interface description language (IDL) to define

component interfaces.

Here a distributed software component is instantiated like an object in object-oriented

programming. (This is comparable to the concept of the remote method invocation

(RMI) introduced by the programming language Java [214].) In this context, a local

object binds an instance of a distributed software component for a possibly remote

interaction at runtime. The local object is a one-to-one reflection of the component

interface. This should be exemplified: rCI is meant to be such a local instance

through which a distributed software component can be instantiated and accessed.

The extension “CI” is an abbreviation for component interface; it is attached to ac-

centuate that the component is accessed through its interface, and that the interface

is reflected by the local object. An invocation of an available method provide is

presented in Listing 3.2 using a C++ notation. It is obvious that the actual complexity

of the possibly remote access is completely hidden.

1 f l o a t f = rCI . p r o v i d e ( ) ;

Listing 3.2: Local instance to access a remote software component.

3.3.4 Distributed Generic Software Components

The strength of a distributed software component is its interchangeability at runtime;

the strength of generic programming is to implement algorithms on generic types so

that the implementation can be directly reused for many concrete data types between

which a family relationship is not necessarily recognisable. Distributed generic soft-

ware components connect both conceptions and possess both mentioned strengths.

The connector is induced by generic component interfaces. A generic component

interface is indicated by generic type declarations. Such a parametric polymorphism

for distributed software components [40, 162, 161, 160] is relatively recent and rarely

addressed. Software support is provided by GIDL (generic interface definition lan-

guage) [162, 40] — a CORBA-IDL extension — and the already introduced CTL. In

the following the need for generic component interfaces is demonstrated. The def-

inition of a distributed generic software component is summarised in a framed text

block at the end of this section.

Generic programming has its strength on the implementation level, while distributed
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software components emphasise their strength at runtime. The generic support van-

ishes at compile-time and is actually not available anymore at runtime. Nevertheless,

a conflict is induced when distributed (non-generic) software components are instan-

tiated in a generic code. This is illustrated by the C++ template class in Listing 3.3,

in which a distributed (non-generic) software component is instantiated and accessed

through its method provide.

1 t emp l a t e<c l a s s r e a l> c l a s s Algor i t hm {
2 /∗ . . . ∗ /
3 r e a l pe r fo rm ( /∗ . . . ∗ / ) {
4 /∗ . . . ∗ /
5 RCI rCI ( /∗ . . . ∗ / ) ;

6 r e a l r = rCI . p r o v i d e ( ) ;

7 /∗ . . . ∗ /
8 }
9 } ;

Listing 3.3: A C++ template class invoking a local instance to access a remote

software component.

It is assumed that the method provide returns a float. Then the variable r can

at most keep the precision of a float. When r has an impact on the response

of method perform the response is as well at the most of float precision inde-

pendent on the specialisation for the template parameter real. Consequently, the

template class Algorithm lost the abstraction of its generic type real. There is

only one possibility to rescue the generic implementation: the object rCI needs to be

an instance of a generic class with a generic type like real, see Listing 3.4. Then,

method provide can return the proper type.

1 t emp l a t e<c l a s s r e a l> c l a s s Algor i t hm {
2 /∗ . . . ∗ /
3 r e a l pe r fo rm ( /∗ . . . ∗ / ) {
4 /∗ . . . ∗ /
5 RCI<r e a l> rCI ( /∗ . . . ∗ / ) ;

6 r e a l r = rCI . p r o v i d e ( ) ;

7 /∗ . . . ∗ /
8 }
9 } ;

Listing 3.4: A C++ template class invoking a local instance to access a remote

generic software component.

This postulates the interface to be generic in terms of types. In summary, the follow-

ing definition can be formulated:
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�

�

�

�

A distributed generic software component is a distributed software component

explicitly specified by its generic interface. The interface is called generic, as

it contains generic type declarations.

The question may arise how a generic component interface influences the potential

of a software component at runtime. While compiling the source code of a software

component the generic types of the interface are of course specialised. Here the bi-

nary outcome of a specialisation and compilation is called specialised distributed

software component. It may be represented by an executable. Each other desired

specialisation for the generic types would lead to another specialised distributed soft-

ware component in form of an executable. These executables can be distinguished by

different filenames. As a distributed software component is lately bound it can be as-

sumed that its location identifier also contains the filename of the executable. Then,

software components can be consistently interchanged at runtime (by interchanging

the location identifiers) to change the data type specialisations. This maintains the

generic idea at runtime.

3.4 Distributed Generic Component-Based

Software Architecture to Simulate

Probabilistic Models

Many concerns in the field of probabilistic models and their simulations can be sep-

arated. A concern is implemented here by a single (interchangeable) distributed

generic software component or a composition of such components (depending on the

abstraction level of the concern). The proposed software architecture [109, 108, 110]

describes all these components and their relations with regards to each concern. An

essential concern within the simulation of a probabilistic model is the construction

(and potentially the simulation) of deterministic models. This is implemented by a

proper component, namely a deterministic simulator component. It reflects general

conceptions in its component interface and interfaces an individual simulation code

(probably from a third-party) in its component implementation. As a result the pro-

posed software architecture is invariant to the application-specific semantics of the

probabilistic model and individual simulation codes for deterministic models. Differ-

ent software frameworks are developed for different (kinds of) numerical schemes to

simulate a probabilistic model. A framework is composed by the appropriate compo-

nents. In this context each of the VLR-SR1U, VLR-OPT, and RBSSE algorithms is
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realised through a flexibly configurable generic code. The software components and

frameworks are mostly implemented in C++, using the Component Template Library

(CTL) among others.

The application of the CTL is addressed in Section 3.4.1. Conventions and for-

malisms for the architecture and its graphical illustration within this thesis are fo-

cused in Section 3.4.2. The distributed generic software components and software

frameworks developed for certain concerns are discussed in Section 3.4.3. The gen-

eral conceptions of a deterministic simulator component as well as corresponding in-

dividual component implementations for different application-specific semantics are

presented in Section 3.4.4. The generic implementations of the VLR-SR1U, VLR-

OPT, and RBSSE algorithms are demonstrated in Section 3.4.5. The proposed soft-

ware architecture to simulate probabilistic models is summarised in Section 3.5.

3.4.1 Application of the Component Template Library

The Component Template Library (CTL) — already presented in Section 3.3.3 — is

the framework used to realise the distributed component-based software architecture

proposed in this thesis to simulate probabilistic models. Essential reasons for its

application are quite simple: the CTL is an in-house product and supports generic

types, it enables one to develop distributed generic software components, and also

provides a good performance for scientific computations.

The CTL is a C++ template library and ports many C++ specific features to soft-

ware components, which are inherently innovations for a component-based archi-

tecture. These features are for instance the possibilities to overload operators (to

allow mathematical notations on the implementation level), to declare inheritances

between component interfaces, and — as already mentioned — to declare generic

types. A component interface (CI) is directly written in C++ and linked to standard

C++ headers or implementations; a CI is nothing else than a C++ class, and as a

consequence the concept of RMI is directly induced. This enables one to implement

plain C++ code without a dependency to the CTL but operating on objects potentially

bound to distributed software components; at this, the potential distribution is deliv-

ered by passing inheriting objects or instances of template parameter realisations, see

Section 3.4.5 for illustration. The CTL provides diverse bindings for a software com-

ponent at runtime: a component can be remotely bound as an executable, or it can be

locally bound as an executable or for performance reasons as a thread or a library.

Its support concerning the interoperability between programming languages is out-
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lined in Section 3.3.3. For instance FORTRAN77 does not have object-oriented con-

structs. Nevertheless the CTL understands how to access native code compiled from

FORTRAN77 sources. However, CIs compatible to FORTRAN77 are restricted re-

garding applicable data types.

The CTL predefines an abstract type declaration array<T> for a container, which

can be optionally used inside a CI. Type T is a generic or specific data type;

array<T> is specified through the data serialisation for the (potential interprocess)

communication at runtime. The vector containers std::vector<T> of the STL

(see Section 3.1) and ctl::vector<T> of the CTL are, for example, specific

representations for array<T>, that means their serialisations match the specifica-

tions of array<T>. As a consequence, a code — the caller — instantiating a CI

may use one representation, while the code — the callee — implementing the CI

(namely the software component itself) uses another representation. The serialisa-

tion mechanism enables one to introduce own abstract type declarations, which may

reflect quite complex data types. Section 3.4.4 applies the abstract type declaration

array<T>.

3.4.2 Conventions and Formalisms

In this section conventions, formalisms, and annotations for the proposed distributed

generic component-based software architecture and its graphical illustration are men-

tioned which are henceforth valid. The software components and frameworks are

mostly implemented in C++. On the one hand, C++ is an accepted programming

language in the field of scientific computing (see Section 3.1), on the other hand it is

the most direct link to the CTL (see Section 3.4.1).

A software component is illustrated through abstract representatives, namely a sep-

arated and a non-separated representative. The illustrations are shown in Figure 3.1.

The separated representative considers both the CI and the component implementa-

tion of a software component separately. The non-separated representative merges

the CI and the component implementation. It takes the name of the corresponding

CI. The name of a CI ends with “CI”. The use relation indicates that a component, or

in general a code, uses another component. When one component uses another com-

ponent its component implementation uses the CI of the other component. However,

details about the component implementation are non-essential for an architectural

description, and consequently the non-functional specifications of the CI are as well

non-essential (see Section 3.3.3).
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Figure 3.1: Representatives for a software component: a code interfaces to a soft-

ware component through the component interface (CI); the separated

representative of a software component is shown on the left side, the

non-separated representative is shown on the right. The non-separated

representative merges the CI ScCI and the component implementation

ScImpl of the separated representative and keeps the name of the CI.

As already mentioned in Section 3.3.3, a software component is formally treated as

an object in object-oriented programming. The CI is reflected by a class declaration.

A software component is locally instantiated and accessed through that class decla-

ration and may be executed remotely. The class representation of CIs enables the

definition of inheritance relations between them. At this, a CI can inherit the method

declarations from another CI. The inheritance relation carries a formal order to CIs

and should increase the overall understanding and clarity.

In summary, two different kinds of relations are considered: the use relation between

software components, and the inheritance relation between CIs. All stated specifi-

cations for the representation and handling of software components are conformable

to the CTL. The general elements of architectural diagrams are summarised and ex-

plained in Figure 3.2. The corresponding illustrations are partially motivated by the

Unified Modeling Language UML [163].

Here, a general convention prescribes more fundamental data types inside a CI, that

means complex data types are not allowed both for the arguments of constructor dec-

larations and for the arguments and return types of method declarations. This con-

vention is established to enable interoperability to programming languages which do

not exhibit structured data types (see also Section 3.4.1). However, these more fun-

damental data types are abstracted to generic types. The generic types are real and

integer for a real number and an integer number; for instance valid data type real-
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Figure 3.2: The general elements of architectural diagrams used in this thesis: the

identifier for template parameters can also be attached to software com-

ponents, component interfaces (CIs), or component implementations.

isations for real are float or double, valid data type realisations for integer

may be int or unsigned int. The abstract type declarations string for a

string and array<T> for a vector container — predefined by the CTL (see Sec-

tion 3.4.1) — are as well applied. array<T> is used for each of the previously

named generic types. Operator overloading — supported by the CTL — is not ap-

plied for the same reason of language interoperability.

When a CI is presented in its detailed declaration, it is done in CTL conformable
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C++ syntax. Code in general is presented in C++ notation, generic programming is

realised by C++ templates.

3.4.3 Concerns and Their Distributed Generic Software
Components

Many different concerns can be identified in the simulation of probabilistic models.

These concerns are driven by the demands of the preprocessing step, the simulation

(or solving) step, and the post-processing step, but also by the demands of the dif-

ferent kinds of numerical schemes applied for the proper simulation. Some concerns

and their corresponding distributed generic software components are exemplified in

this section. (Software components are considered through their abstract representa-

tives, a more precise insight into a CI is provided in Section 3.4.4.)

The concerns of a deterministic simulation and a potential geometrical discretisation

are discussed in Section 3.4.3.1; the concern to compute a truncatedKLE is discussed

in Section 3.4.3.2. Developed frameworks using a number of software components

are presented in Section 3.4.3.3. Section 3.4.3.4 summarises the overall content.

3.4.3.1 The Deterministic Simulation and the Geometrical
Discretisation

The numerical schemes to simulate a probabilistic model may be subject to quite

different concepts. Nevertheless, the probabilistic model needs to be usually either

constructed or simulated for samples (realisations) of its intrinsic random variables.

A sample of the random variables carries the probabilistic model over to a determin-

istic one. A deterministic model and its construction or simulation obviously depicts

one concern. The concern is analysed for the different numerical schemes and re-

flected by a set of software components, each of them referred to as a deterministic

simulator component.

Furthermore, a probabilistic model may depend on geometrical variables besides

stochastic ones. If so, these variables are usually discretised. The discretisations

of the geometrical domain for the uncertain parameter and the model solution do not

necessarily need to match. Thus, a discretisation may be applied in the preprocessing

step detached from the simulation (for instance to model an uncertain parameter), but

it may also be applied in the simulation step (and accessed in a post-processing step to
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gain a more readable representation of results). The discretisation of the geometrical

domain is the second concern reflected in a set of software components, each of them

referred to as a discretisation component. When a geometrical domain exists it is an

integral part of the deterministic model and, consequently, the corresponding model

construction and simulation. This dependency is as well reflected by the software

components of both concerns through inheritance relations between the component

interfaces (CIs).

Different numerical schemes may make different demands on the mathematical rep-

resentation of the (discretised) probabilistic model. These demands are transferred

to a proper deterministic simulator component for each different kind of numeri-

cal schemes. Direct integration, projection, or collocation schemes are based on

sampling techniques. An associated deterministic model can be mathematically un-

derstood as a simple black box, which is evaluated (simulated) for a sample of the

uncertain parameter; it does not need to reveal its intrinsic mathematical representa-

tion, and only a minimum of interactions is required for a simulation. Through these

interactions the deterministic model is set and evaluated for a sample of the uncertain

parameter, and the corresponding deterministic solution is provided. The determinis-

tic simulator component matching these demands is referred to as the NISimuCI. In

contrast, numerical schemes based on the SGM already have a detailed understand-

ing of the mathematical representation of the discretised probabilistic model and ask

exactly for that representation: the discretisation of the geometrical domain is done

by finite elements, the discretisation of the stochastic domain is done by a truncated

PCE; as a result the simulation of the probabilistic model solves a system with left-

and right-hand side declarations. This mathematical representation is reflected in the

deterministic model. Therefore, the associated deterministic model can be mathe-

matically understood as a white box. It enables, for instance, the evaluation of the

left-hand side operator corresponding to the mathematical representation of a deter-

ministic model. The deterministic simulator component matching these demands for

the case of a linear model is referred to as the FELinSimuCI.

The use of the term “black box” in the previous passage is mathematically motivated.

It should not be mixed up with the term “black box asset” from software engineer-

ing, see Section 3.3.1. While the deterministic models may mathematically reveal

black box or white box appearances inside the mentioned numerical schemes, their

associated deterministic simulator components are by default black box assets. As

well, in the literature the terms “non-intrusive” and “intrusive” are popular in this

context. These terms are usually motivated by a preceding detailed understanding of

the mathematical representation in the sense of a white box and focus the demands

on a third-party simulation code to enable its application for different kinds of nu-

merical schemes, refer to Section 3.4.4 for further details. Nevertheless, it is already
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stated that the term “NI” in the naming of NISimuCI stands for “non-intrusive”.

Figure 3.3: The inheritance relations between the generic CIs associated to the dis-

tributed generic software components for a discretisation of the geomet-

rical domain and a handling of deterministic models (their construction

and simulation).

The previously discussed concerns are now completely resolved by software com-

ponents. Their CIs and associated inheritance relations are presented in Figure 3.3.

The software component DiscretisationCI provides information on the dis-

cretisation of the geometrical domain, namely its mesh defined by the nodes and the

connectivity. FEDiscretisationCI represents a finite element based discreti-

sation and extends DiscretisationCI by a method to construct a mass matrix;

by this means it comprises the assembly parts of the geometrical discretisation lo-

cated in the computation of a KL representation, see Section 3.4.3.2 for more de-

tails. NIDSimuCI extends the already introduced NISimuCI to supply informa-

tion about the discretisation of the geometrical domain (helpful for a post-processing

step). For this purpose it additionally inherits from DiscretisationCI. The in-

heritance relations enable one to apply each of the three deterministic simulator com-

ponents in conjunction with a direct integration, projection, or collocation scheme.

The generic types real and integer of componentDiscretisationCI spec-

ify the type of a single nodal coordinate and the type of a single nodal id. The generic
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types of the other components have similar meanings. More details about them are

presented in Section 3.4.4.

3.4.3.2 The Computation of a Truncated non-Gaussian KLE

The concern assigned in this section is the computation of a truncated KL repre-

sentation of a non-Gaussian random field geometrically discretised by finite ele-

ments. This concern can be resolved by a number of software components connected

through the use relation. Some components satisfy a more general subject and may

be also interfaced beyond the proposed software architecture.

The truncated KL representation based on a finite element (FE) discretisation of

the geometrical domain is formulated by Eq. (2.15) under the consideration of

Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) in Section 2.1.1.2. The appropriate computation requires to

solve the general eigenvalue problem described by Eq. (2.16) involving a covariance

matrix and a mass matrix. The covariance matrix reflects the covariance function of

the non-Gaussian random field evaluated on the defined FE mesh. Furthermore, the

PC coefficients of the expanded random variables located in the KL representation

need to be determined; the latter is formulated by Eq. (2.17).

Figure 3.4 illustrates the generic software components connected through their use

relation to compute a FE-discretised truncated non-Gaussian KL representation. The

software component KleCI uses CovCI and MIGenCI. CovCI constructs the as-

sembly parts of the general eigenvalue problem and solves it. In this context, it

obtains the information about the FE mesh and the appropriate mass matrix from

FEDiscretisationCI. The software component CovFCI implements the co-

variance function; CovCI uses CovFCI to evaluate the covariance function on the

FE mesh to construct the covariance matrix. EvSolverCI solves the constructed

general eigenvalue problem. The software component MIGenCI generates multi-

indices indicating the stochastic polynomials of the truncated PCEs which discretise

the random variables located in the KL representation.

The provided component implementation of EvSolverCI interfaces the package

ARPACK [119] (or more precisely ARPACK++, a C++ wrapper of ARPACK) and

uses ARPACK’s reverse communication interface (RCI). The RCI provides a mech-

anism to embed own matrix representations. Among others, the RCI asks for a linear

solver. The latter is provided by the software component LinSolverCI. However,

another component implementation of EvSolverCImay not ask for a linear solver,

so that LinSolverCI is then not interfaced. EvSolverCI and LinSolverCI

are software components which may also be used beyond the proposed software ar-

chitecture.
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Figure 3.4: Generic software components connected through the use relation to

compute a truncated non-Gaussian KL representation geometrically dis-

cretised by finite elements.

3.4.3.3 Frameworks

Several frameworks are implemented to simulate a probabilistic model [109, 108,

110]. Each of them realises a different numerical scheme or a different kind of nu-

merical schemes. Figure 3.5 compares the frameworks, which implement direct in-

tegration, stochastic collocation, and SGM-based schemes.

The frameworks for direct integration and stochastic collocation simply interface

the deterministic simulator component NISimuCI, while the SGM-based frame-

work interfaces the deterministic simulator component FELinSimuCI, for more

details on the different kinds of deterministic simulator components see Sec-

tions 3.4.3.1 and 3.4.4. The stochastic collocation and SGM-based schemes represent

the solution of the probabilistic model in a truncated PCE. For this the corresponding
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of different frameworks to simulate a probabilistic model

in respect of their involved generic software components.

frameworks use the software componentMIGenCI; it is a generator for multi-indices

indicating the stochastic basis polynomials. The SGM-based framework addition-

ally uses a software component SBasisCI; this component constructs the parts

of the operator introduced by the SGM through a stochastic discretisation, namely

the matrices ∆γ in Eq. (2.61) of Section 2.6.2 (or, analogously, the matrices ∆i

in Eq. (2.64)). The SGM-based framework implements the algorithms VLR-SR1U,

VLR-OPT, and RBSSE. These implementations are focused on in Section 3.4.5.

3.4.3.4 Conclusion

Probabilistic models and their simulation possess various concerns on different ab-

straction levels. In this manner, a concern may include a sub-concern, which is even-

tually shared by other concerns. Addressed concerns are for instance the modelling

of an uncertain parameter through a KL representation, and the construction or sim-

ulation of deterministic models. The first, and potentially the second concern, are
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based on a discretisation of the geometrical domain which identifies a shared sub-

concern.

The computation of the KL representation is divided into several tasks, and each of

them is executed by a distributed generic software component. Some of these com-

ponents are quite obviously reusable beyond the field of probabilistic models and

their simulation, see Section 3.4.3.2. A parameterised deterministic model and its

simulation is provided by a distributed generic software component, namely a deter-

ministic simulator component. The different numerical schemes may have different

demands for the deterministic models. These different demands are reflected by dif-

ferent component interfaces (CIs) for deterministic simulator components. The CIs

exhibit inheritance relations which express an order from low to high demands (and

vice versa) of different numerical schemes, see Section 3.4.3.1. The discretisation

of the geometrical domain is represented by other distributed generic software com-

ponents. Such a discretisation component is once used in the computation of the

KL representation, and once bound in the mentioned inheritance relations, see Sec-

tion 3.4.3.1.

Frameworks are implemented for the direct integration, a stochastic collocation, or

an SGM-based simulation. Each framework uses a number of distributed generic

software components, see Section 3.4.3.3.

3.4.4 Deterministic Simulator Components

The simulation of a probabilistic model may implicate deterministic models associ-

ated with samples of the uncertain parameter. Probabilistic models may be subject to

quite different application-specific semantics, and consequently this applies for the

deterministic models as well. Here, for instance, the subjects are groundwater flow,

structural mechanics, and the preliminary design of an aircraft.

Third-party simulation codes for deterministic models are usually available for each

of the representative subjects. An appropriate code may be built on expert knowledge

and developed in many man-hours. It may be robust, efficient, rich in features, main-

tained, reliable, and hence recommended. So, it is obvious or maybe indispensable

for reasons of time to interface a proper third-party simulation code, rather than to

develop a code from scratch. However, such third-party simulation codes are quite

individual in their structure, handling, and workflow.

The software architecture proposed in this thesis is invariant to the application-
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specific semantics and structurally individual simulation codes for deterministic

models, except at runtime. This is traced back to the introduction of a determin-

istic simulator component. It represents or simulates a deterministic model inside

the software architecture and exhibits the same invariance. The invariance is ob-

tained by the corresponding component interface (CI). The CI reflects the general

conceptions of a deterministic simulator, while the component implementation deals

with the individual conceptions. The component implementation implements the CI

and interfaces the individual simulation code (of course not necessarily from a third-

party) for deterministic models. For this purpose it translates between general and

individual conceptions. In other words, the software architecture allows to replace

the deterministic simulator component— and, consequently, the application-specific

semantics and the interfaced simulation code — at runtime.

Here different kinds of numerical schemes are discussed to simulate a probabilistic

model. As the case may be they make more or less demands on the mathematical

description of the probabilistic model, which are automatically carried over to the

deterministic models. The different demands are reflected in different kinds of deter-

ministic simulator components represented by different CIs. The corresponding CIs

NISimuCI, NIDSimuCI, and FELinSimuCI and their inheritance relations are

already introduced in Section 3.4.3.1. (The names of the CIs are alternatively used

for the corresponding deterministic simulator components.)

This section is structured as follows: the CIs of the deterministic simulator compo-

nents are discussed in Section 3.4.4.1 in respect of syntax and semantics. The separa-

tion of general and individual conceptions is closely examined. The third-party codes

interfaced here to simulate deterministic models of different application-specific se-

mantics are focused in Section 3.4.4.2. A concrete component implementation of a

deterministic simulator component for a preliminary aircraft design is exemplified

in Section 3.4.4.3, and the translation between general and individual conceptions is

demonstrated. Section 3.4.4.4 summarises the overall content.

3.4.4.1 Component Interfaces

The deterministic model — represented by a deterministic simulator component in

the proposed software architecture — can be configured through a parameter of the

component. Accordingly, the deterministic simulator component is a parameterised

simulator. The parameter is a placeholder for a sample of the uncertain parameter

and can be set at the latest at runtime. Here, for instance, the parameter indicates the

hydraulic conductivity in a groundwater flow, the material of a laminated composite
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structure, or physical quantities of an aircraft. It is defined as an input argument of

constructors and methods in the different CIs of the deterministic simulator compo-

nents.

These CIs are NISimuCI, NIDSimuCI, and FELinSimuCI. Inheritance relations

are defined between them, see Section 3.4.3.1. In this section the CIs are exemplified

in their syntax and semantics with an emphasis on the simulation step. NIDSimuCI

simply extends NISimuCI by methods to obtain the nodes and the connectivity

of the discretised geometrical domain. These methods are reasonable for the post-

processing step, but not for the simulation step. As a consequence, NISimuCI and

FELinSimuCI are considered in the following while further explanations about

NIDSimuCI are omitted.

A CI is written by C++ preprocessor directives and its declaration is oriented towards

the declaration of a C++ class. Input and output arguments of constructors and meth-

ods which are declared inside the presented CIs can be distinguished as follows: an

argument with a prefixed const cannot be modified and consequently represents

an input argument; the other arguments are output arguments and understood to be

called by reference (thus one can notionally put the C++ reference operator & in front

of the argument type). As a consequence, a method may provide its output through

arguments and not through the return statement (then void is returned). The call

by reference is emulated by the CTL for remote invocations. The keyword const

may also be declared after the closing bracket of the argument list of a method. That

declaration indicates that the method does not modify class members.

NISimuCI declares the methods to set the parameter, to solve the appropriate de-

terministic model, and to obtain the outcome. These methods (or interactions) only

ask the deterministic simulation code for functionality which usually the code al-

ready provides through its user interface. Therefore, the methods are denoted as

non-intrusive ones. This denotation is also reflected by the “NI” in the naming.

NISimuCI may be used in direct integration, projection, or stochastic colloca-

tion schemes. It is presented in Listing 3.5. The mentioned parameter is of type

array<real>. It can be set by the second constructor — already at the initiali-

sation of the component instance — or later on by the method set param. The

method set param enables one to reuse the same instance of the component when

a different deterministic model should be simulated. This can be utilised for a better

performance. The method solve simulates the deterministic model and reports its

success or failure by a returned four byte integer (error flag). The outcome is of type

array<real> and can be obtained by method get state.
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1 # d e f i n e CTL ClassTmpl NISimuCI , ( r e a l ) , 1

2 # i n c l u d e CTL ClassBegin

3

4 # d e f i n e CTL Cons t ruc to r1 ( c on s t s t r i n g ) , 1

5 # d e f i n e CTL Cons t ruc to r2 ( c on s t s t r i n g , \
6 con s t a r r ay<r e a l> ) , 2

7

8 # d e f i n e CTL Method1 void , s e t pa r am , ( \
9 con s t a r r ay<r e a l> ) , 1

10 # d e f i n e CTL Method2 i n t 4 , so lve , ( ) , 0

11 # d e f i n e CTL Method3 void , g e t s t a t e , ( \
12 a r r ay<r e a l> ) cons t , 1

13

14 # i n c l u d e CTL ClassEnd

Listing 3.5: The component interface NISimuCI in CTL syntax.

The constructors declare a so far unregarded input argument of type string. Nev-

ertheless, this string is the most essential support for a separation between the gen-

eral conceptions of a deterministic simulator component and the individual concep-

tions of its component implementation interfacing a (third-party) simulation code.

The string is actually a filename pointing at a so-called control file. A control file

comprises declarations required for an individual component implementation, and

consequently it is individual, too. It is usually read during the initialisation of the

component instance. A control file may, for example, declare input or output files

corresponding to an interfaced third-party simulation code, or it may declare how the

parameter or the outcome are to be understood. As a consequence, a concrete control

file along with the binding of the corresponding deterministic simulator component

implies at runtime the application-specific semantics of the problem to be solved. A

concrete realisation of a control file in the case of a deterministic simulator compo-

nent for a preliminary aircraft design is presented in Section 3.4.4.3.

FELinSimuCI reflects a detailed understanding of the mathematical description

of the deterministic model: the deterministic model is geometrically discretised by

finite elements, it is linear and, thus, represented by a linear system. The CI may

be used by SGM-based schemes. FELinSimuCI is presented in Listing 3.6. The

non-inherited methods may be denoted as intrusive ones, as they ask for functional-

ity which usually a finite element based third-party simulation code does not provide

through its user interface also when the functionality is probably implemented some-

where inside the code. A setting of the parameter — either through the constructor
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or the inherited method set param — causes the deterministic simulator compo-

nent to reconstruct the linear system: when the parameter for instance indicates the

material of the deterministic model the linear operator— namely the stiffness matrix

— and probably the right-hand side are reconstructed.

1 # d e f i n e CTL ClassTmpl FELinSimuCI , ( r e a l , i n t e g e r ) , 2

2 # d e f i n e CTL Extends ( NIDSimuCI<r e a l> ) , 1

3 # i n c l u d e CTL ClassBegin

4

5 /∗ c o n s t r u c t o r s and methods from ”NIDSimuCI” ∗ /
6

7 # d e f i n e CTL Method1 void , g e t r h s , ( \
8 a r r ay<s c a l a r 1> ) cons t , 1

9 # d e f i n e CTL Method2 void , g e t s t i f f , ( \
10 a r r ay<i n t e g e r > , a r r ay<i n t e g e r > , \
11 a r r ay<r e a l> ) cons t , 3

12 # d e f i n e CTL Method3 void , mu l t i p l y , ( \
13 con s t a r r ay<r e a l > , a r r ay<r e a l> ) cons t , 2

14 # d e f i n e CTL Method4 i n t 4 , s o l v e l i n , ( \
15 con s t a r r ay<r e a l > , a r r ay<r e a l> ) cons t , 2

16

17 # i n c l u d e CTL ClassEnd

Listing 3.6: The component interface FELinSimuCI in CTL syntax.

Iterative numerical schemes require a multiplication of the stiffness matrix with

a vector to solve the system derived by the SGM. Such multiplications are re-

peated within the iterations. The method multiply provides the mentioned mul-

tiplication: the current stiffness matrix is multiplied by the first argument of type

array<real>, the outcome is stored in the second argument of the same type.

Method get stiff provides the stiffness matrix itself in a sparse format: the first

and second arguments of type array<integer> obtain the row and column in-

dices of the stiffness matrix, while the third argument of type array<real> ob-

tains the proper matrix entries. This method can be used for direct schemes to solve

the system derived by the SGM. However, the obtained stiffness matrix can also

be used to determine the matrix-vector product by itself outside of the simulator

component. Obviously, there are two possibilities to perform the matrix-vector prod-

uct. There are reasons to prefer one to the other, commented as follows. For in-

stance, an uncertain material parameter causes the construction of potentially many

stiffness matrices. When the number and dimension of the matrices are relatively

small, so that all matrices can be located in the main memory simultaneously, method
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get stiff could be called to obtain these matrices initially and to store all of them

temporarily. Then, the matrix-vector multiplications repeated within the iterations of

the numerical scheme could be determined quickly without comparably expensive

reconstructions (and remote communications). On the other hand a stiffness matrix

could be of large dimension, so that only few of such matrices could be located in

the main memory simultaneously. Then, the communication overhead is less when

using multiply instead of get stiff because the same matrices are repetitively

invoked within the iterations.

A further method to provide the right-hand side of the linear system by an instance

of type array<real> is get rhs. The right-hand side of the deterministic model

is used to construct the right-hand side of the probabilistic model.

Method solve lin solves a linear system, at which the operator of the left-hand

side is given by the current stiffness matrix. The right-hand side is passed by the first

argument of the method; the outcome is stored in the second argument of the same

type array<real>, and an error flag is returned. This method is especially intro-

duced for the VLR-SR1U implementation. More precisely, it is introduced to solve

the first linear system in Eq. (2.73) of Section 2.7.2.1 for the special case consid-

ered in Eq. (2.74), in which the stiffness matrix is linear in its material: the left-hand

side can be set by set param, the right-hand side would be the input argument of

method solve lin. Then, the communication overhead is kept low, as the linear

operator is not transferred.

3.4.4.2 Interfaced Third-Party Simulation Codes for Deterministic
Models

Concrete component implementations for the CIs of the deterministic simulator com-

ponents applied or developed in this thesis are outlined in this section. Each of them

interfaces a different third-party simulation code for deterministic models. The com-

ponent implementation coFeap [96] implements FELinSimuCI (and therefore also

the inherited CIs NIDSimuCI and NISimuCI) in its functional specifications and

interfaces the finite element based program FEAP (A Finite Element Analysis Pro-

gram) [199]. coFeap is used in the simulation of a groundwater flow problem in

Section 4.1. A further component implementation for FELinSimuCI interfaces the

finite element based program ParaFEP (Parallel Finite Element Program) [152]; an

independent name for this component implementation is not assigned, it is an inte-

gral part of ParaFEP. It is used in the simulation of a laminated composite structure

in Section 4.2.1.
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The component implementation coPrADO implements NISimuCI in its functional

specifications and interfaces the program PrADO (Preliminary Aircraft Design and

Optimisation program) [82, 81] to simulate the design process of an aircraft. In

contrast to the other component implementations coPrADO is the author’s own con-

tribution and therefore discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.4.3. It is applied in the

numerical experiments of Section 4.3.

Application groundwater flow structural mechanics aircraft design

Generic CI FELinSimuCI FELinSimuCI NISimuCI

Implementation coFeap ParaFEP coPrADO

Program FEAP ParaFEP PrADO

Table 3.1: Deterministic simulator components, their CIs, their component imple-

mentations, their interfaced third-party simulation codes (programs), and

their fields of application in the numerical experiments of this thesis.

A code may be compiled for different specialisations of the generic types to obtain

different specialised distributed software components which can be bound at run-

time. Table 3.1 summarises the mentioned component implementations and allocates

them to the implemented CIs and the interfaced deterministic third-party simulation

codes. Figure 3.6 illustrates the simulator components, their CIs, their component

implementations, and their interfaced third-party simulation codes as well as their

embedding in the software architecture; the figure also puts emphasis on the separa-

tion between the general conceptions through the CIs and the individual conceptions

through the component implementations.

3.4.4.3 coPrADO: An Example of a Component Implementation

coPrADO is a component implementation for the deterministic simulator component

specified by the component interface NISimuCI. It interfaces the program PrADO

to simulate a preliminary aircraft design. This section exemplifies how the general

conceptions of the CI are resolved by the individual conceptions of the component

implementation in respect of a PrADO-based simulation. The next paragraph out-

lines parts of the program structure of PrADO relevant for the component implemen-

tation, the subsequent paragraph concentrates on coPrADO. (Numerical experiments

involving coPrADO are presented in Section 4.3. Further information on aircraft

design in general and the preliminary design phase in particular is presented in Sec-

tion 4.3.1.)
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Figure 3.6: Applied component implementations of deterministic simulator com-

ponents: each implementation interfaces another third-party simulation

code.

PrADO: The Program Structure The program package PrADO [82, 81, 190,

211] offers a computer-aided simulation for the preliminary design of an aircraft.

It includes many hundreds of modules, which exclusively communicate via a data

management system called DMS and are executed by system calls. The modularised

structure enables a problem-oriented interconnection of modules. In this context,

modules can be replaced or new ones can be added. This emphasises the flexibility

and expandability of PrADO. An aircraft is described by a parameterised model in

PrADO; the corresponding parameters are henceforth called configuration parame-

ters of the aircraft model. The set of the configuration parameters is thematically

divided into several data banks of the DMS. The parameterised model in PrADO and

its iterative computation is explained in Section 4.3.2.

A data bank of the DMS is based on an ASCII text file. A common entry of a

data bank is a configuration parameter of the appropriate aircraft model. Listing 3.7

presents an extract of a data bank. A configuration parameter is formatted as follows.

It consists of at least three lines. The first line introduces the configuration parameter

by “<-” and its name, followed by its measurement unit and its meaning. The second
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line contains some standard data mostly not relevant for the component implemen-

tation; the fourth integer assigns the size of the actual data vector corresponding to

the configuration parameter. The actual data vector starts in the third line and may

extend over successive lines.

1 <−WOE kg Ope r a t i ng kerb weigh t (w/ c o n t a i n e r s )

2 0 3 1 1

3 23927.7925713

4 <−VTKK1F1 m∗∗3 vo l . d i s t r . ( f u e l t ank 1 , a e r o f o i l 1 )

5 0 3 1 10

6 1.70702240348 1.56984956932 1.36745998131

7 1.15732764562 0.94719531000 0.73706297459

8 0.52693064009 0.31679831532 0.12539989086

9 0 . 0

Listing 3.7: An extract of a data bank of the DMS of PrADO corresponding to

an appropriate aircraft model: WOE and VTKK1F1 are configuration

parameters; WOE is a scalar, while VTKK1F1 is a vector (numbers are

abridged).

For further purposes within the scope of the component implementation, an entry of

a data vector is referenced by row and column indices. A row marks a line, and its

index is declared relatively to the introduction line of the corresponding configuration

parameter. Both the row and column indices start at 1. For instance the entry of

the configuration parameter VTKK1F1 in the fourth row and the third column is

0.73706297459.

coPrADO: The Component Implementation coPrADO is a C++ component

implementation consistent with the functional specifications of the component in-

terface NISimuCI. It was developed by the author of this thesis. coPrADO can

be instantiated to enable a remote access to a PrADO instance. It may be accessed

in concurrency to other coPrADO instances (and consequently PrADO instances),

which may also be located on other remote machines. As long as PrADO keeps

its DMS — that means especially the format of the data banks — in later releases,

coPrADO is invariant to changes within PrADO. That also means that properties of

PrADO, like flexibility and expandability mentioned in the previous paragraph, are

not affected by coPrADO. These features of coPrADO are possible because it works

exclusively on the data banks and executes PrADO by a system call. The overhead

induced by coPrADO is negligible, as system calls and of course the DMS are in any

case integral parts of PrADO, which are usually used many times during an execution

of PrADO. In addition, the actual runtime is typically dominated by the computations

of PrADO.
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The (generally held) parameter of the deterministic simulator component to specify

a deterministic model is passed either through the second constructor or the method

set param of the component interface NISimuCI (see Section 3.4.4.1). It gets

a concrete (individual) application-specific semantics through the component imple-

mentation coPrADO. Nevertheless, this application-specific semantics is only known

by the component implementation and not by the software architecture. In its con-

crete application-specific semantics the parameter encapsulates individual configu-

ration parameters (or parts of them) corresponding to an aircraft model in PrADO.

(These configuration parameters are the uncertain ones inducing the probabilistic air-

craft model.) A corresponding control file — already introduced in Section 3.4.4.1

— specifies how the parameter of the CI encodes configuration parameters of the

appropriate aircraft model. Analogously, a control file specifies which individual

configuration parameters of the aircraft model form the outcome provided by the

method get state of the CI. (A control file additionally enables one to specify a

validation of the outcome, which is then reflected by the error flag returned through

method solve of the CI; however, this is not further regarded in this section.) Dur-

ing the initialisation phase coPrADO reads the control file to understand the overall

individual specifications.

A control file is an ASCII text file. It exhibits a special format, so that especially the

parameter and the outcome of the deterministic simulator component are individually

configurable concerning the aircraft model. Each file which satisfies that format is a

valid control file. A valid control file (or more precisely an extract of it) is presented

in Listing 3.8 (it is used in the numerical experiments of Section 4.3).

Some entries in the control file are not otherwise specified here. These are path

declarations for the home directory and input and output files (the data banks) of

PrADO, as well as the specification for the outcome validation. The parameter of

the CI is represented by a vector with an index starting at 0. The entries of the

parameter vector are specified in lines 9–13, each line means one entry (some lines

are left out for reasons of clarity). Line 9, for instance, assigns the entry at the third

row and the first column of configuration parameter ERRWFL to the entry at index 0
of the parameter vector. The size of the parameter vector is 14; each of the entries

corresponds to an individual scalar configuration parameter of the aircraft model.

Consequently, fourteen configuration parameters are considered to be uncertain. The

flexibility of a control file is obvious: it enables one to set an individual sequence

of configuration parameters of the aircraft model, each configuration parameter can

be set partially or completely. Nevertheless, this also reveals a weakness: when a

configuration parameter shall be set completely and its size is quite large many lines

are required in the control file. This weakness could be solved by an automatic
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1 # . . . p a t h d e c l a r a t i o n s i n g e n e r a l . . .

2 # . . . p a t h d e c l a r a t i o n s f o r i n p u t f i l e s . . .

3

4 # ===============================================

5 # | PrADO i n p u t f i l e s | CI |
6 # ===============================================

7 # | key | row | column | i dx ( params ) |
8 # ===============================================

9 ERRWFL 3 1 0

10 ERRWR 3 1 1

11 ERRWAT 3 1 2

12 # . . . more s p e c i f i c a t i o n s f o l l ow . . .

13 ERRTET 3 1 13

14

15

16 # . . . p a t h d e c l a r a t i o n s f o r o u t p u t f i l e s . . .

17 # . . . v a l i d a t i o n s p e c i f i c a t i o n s . . .

18

19 # =================================

20 # | PrADO ou t pu t f i l e s |
21 # =================================

22 # | key | row | column |
23 # =================================

24 IITVMAX 3 1

25 R2 3 1

26 POTW 3 1

27 # . . . more s p e c i f i c a t i o n s f o l l ow . . .

28 MPKTBLCLD 3 1

Listing 3.8: A control file for coPrADO: a concrete application-specific semantics

of the parameter declared in the component interface NISimuCI is

defined in lines 9–13 for an appropriate aircraft model; lines 24–28
analogously do the same for the outcome. Some lines are left out for

reasons of clarity.

generation of control files. The specification of the outcome provided by method

get state of the CI is analogously stated in lines 24–28.

Now the general process of coPrADO is commented. The integral parts of coPrADO

are demonstrated in Figure 3.7. The path of a valid control file is passed through a

constructor of the component interface NISimuCI. During the initialisation phase a

coPrADO instance reads the control file. When the second constructor or the method
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Figure 3.7: Component implementation coPrADO embedded in a framework of the

software architecture.

set param is called the provided sample of the parameter corresponding to the

deterministic simulator component is written to the proper entries in the data banks

of the DMS. In this manner the configuration parameters of the aircraft model are set.

Method solve executes PrADO by a system call to simulate (solve) the configured

deterministic model of an aircraft. The method get state reads the configuration

parameters — which form the outcome of the simulation — from the data banks of

the DMS and stores them in its output argument.

3.4.4.4 Conclusion

The simulation of a probabilistic model implicates the construction and potentially

the simulation of deterministic models. The simulation of deterministic models is

not a recent discipline (compared to probabilistic models). As a consequence, a rec-

ommended corresponding simulation code is usually available for the application-

specific field of interest and probably developed by a third party. However, the struc-

ture and handling of such codes are quite individual.
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A deterministic simulator component is a distributed generic software component

which reflects the general conceptions of a deterministic model and its handling

through the CI. Its component implementation reflects the remaining individual con-

ceptions, and interfaces a proper (third-party) simulation code. This component in-

duces the proposed distributed generic component-based software architecture to be

invariant to the application-specific semantics of the probabilistic model and struc-

turally individual deterministic simulation codes until runtime. The individual con-

ceptions are configured through a control file locally accessible for the determin-

istic simulator component. A pointer to this file is passed at the instantiation of

the component. A concrete configuration of the control file and the binding of the

corresponding specialised deterministic simulator component at runtime induce the

concrete application-specific semantics and interface a concrete (third-party) simu-

lation code. Furthermore, different CIs for deterministic simulator components are

providedwhich exhibit an inheritance hierarchy. The inheritance hierarchy expresses

an increasing demand (or increasing preconditions) on the deterministic model and

its handling made by different kinds of numerical schemes. Direct integration or

stochastic collocation schemes only ask for a configuration and simulation of a de-

terministic model. In this context, the deterministic model is — in a mathematical

sense — understood as a black box. These demands are usually satisfied by each

(third-party) simulation code. In contrast, an SGM-based numerical scheme postu-

lates a detailed understanding about the mathematical description of the determinis-

tic model and asks for more internal access. Section 3.4.4 discusses the component

interfaces of deterministic simulator components and the technical separation of gen-

eral and individual conceptions in more detail. (The inheritance relations are mainly

addressed in Section 3.4.3.1.)

In this thesis, different third-party simulation codes are used for probabilistic models

concerning different application-specific semantics, see Section 3.4.4.2. The imple-

mentation of a deterministic simulator component interfacing a third-party simula-

tion code is exemplified for a preliminary aircraft design, see Section 3.4.4.3. In this

context, the realisation of the individual conceptions is demonstrated, and a concrete

realisation of the control file is presented.

3.4.5 Generic Implementation of the VLR-SR1U, VLR-OPT,
and RBSSE Algorithms

Each of the VLR-SR1U, VLR-OPT, and RBSSE algorithms is implemented by a

template class. The appropriate template parameters of such a template class reflect

disjunct concerns among themselves. Furthermore, the concepts for the template
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parameters are defined such that the template classes are invariant to different rep-

resentations for matrices — corresponding to the system to be solved — and their

specific handling as well as different discrete representations of an uncertain location-

dependent material parameter. These conceptions — of disjunct concerns and par-

ticular invariance— enable one to configure the template classes at compile-time, so

that the implementation is individually adapted to a specific runtime environment or

specific properties of the system to be solved (which can be exploited for an efficient

processing). A configuration happens through specialised classes satisfying the con-

cepts for the template parameters. The template classes are part of the SGM-based

framework presented in Section 3.4.3.3.

The algorithms are designed for a stationary linear elliptic boundary value prob-

lem with an uncertain location-dependent material parameter, which is structurally

similar to the stationary groundwater flow problem with an uncertain hydraulic con-

ductivity in Section 4.1, or the laminated composite structure with an uncertain ma-

terial in Section 4.2. The mentioned stationary groundwater flow problem is de-

scribed by Eqs. (2.34)–(2.36) in Section 2.2. Its discretisation — or the discreti-

sation of structurally similar problems — by the SGM yields a linear system as in

Eq. (2.61) or (2.64) of Section 2.6.2. The difference of these two linear systems

is simply caused by different discrete representations of the hydraulic conductivity.

The linear system in Eq. (2.64) is representatively considered in this section, unless

otherwise stated. Its known integral parts are the operator and the right-hand side F .

The operator is separately described by integral parts following from the geometric

(spatial) discretisation — namely the matrices {Ki}i∈{0,...,l} — and parts following

from the stochastic discretisation — namely the matrices {∆i}i∈{0,...,l}.

The algorithms — in which way ever — operate with the matrices {Ki}i∈{0,...,l},
{∆i}i∈{0,...,l}, and {F }. The operations on one of these sets indicate one concern,

so that in whole three disjunct concerns are considerable. The template parameters

of the implemented template classes encapsulate these operations. The encapsulation

of basic operations, on which more complex operations are depending, and the men-

tioned possibility of an individual configuration are demonstrated in Section 3.4.5.1.

The relations between the template classes and the encapsulation of more complex

operations are presented in Section 3.4.5.2. Section 3.4.5.3 summarises the overall

content.

3.4.5.1 Encapsulation of the Basic Operations

Template class VLR SR1U implements the VLR-SR1U algorithm in its basic and

extended forms (the extended forms are induced by the internal use of the VLR-
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OPT and RBSSE algorithms). It defines the template parameters Gop, Sop, and

F. Each of these template parameters encapsulates the basic operations — mainly

matrix-vector multiplications— with the matrices of its concern. In that regard, Gop

encapsulates the basic operations with the matrices {Ki}i∈{0,...,l}. Analogously,

Sop focuses on the matrices {∆i}i∈{0,...,l}, and F focuses on matrix F . The con-

cept for each of these template parameters reflects the corresponding basic operations

through method declarations. These method declarations do not reveal matrix repre-

sentations. Quite the contrary, the matrices and of course their actual handling are

hidden in the implementation of specialised classes satisfying the concept for Gop,

Sop, and F.

The disjunct concerns and the independence from matrix representations and their

specific handling result in a quite flexible implementation of VLR SR1U, which is

individually configurable at compile-time in each concern separately, so that an indi-

vidual adaption to a specific runtime environment or specific properties of the system

to be solved is possible. In other words, the implementation of a specialised class —

satisfying the concept for a template parameter — is motivated by the wish or need

to configure VLR SR1U concerning the mentioned circumstances. This motivation is

clarified in the next paragraphs by discussing some specialised classes satisfying the

concept for Gop and F. The considered specialised classes for Gop are motivated by

an adaption to the runtime environment, while the specialised classes for F are moti-

vated by different specific properties of the system to be solved. Specialised classes

for Sop are comparable to the ones for Gop and shortly addressed in the paragraph

for Gop.

Specialisations for the Template Parameter Gop of Template Class
VLR SR1U Different specialisations for the template parameter Gop of template

class VLR SR1U are provided through template classes SGM gop and SGM gop fr.

The motivations for these specialised classes relate to a configuration of VLR SR1U

in terms of different runtime environments. In this regard, SGM gop assumes a set

of large-sized matrices {Ki}i∈{0,...,l} not anymore storable in the local hard disk

drive, while SGM gop fr assumes this set to be at least storable in the local hard

disk drive but not in the main memory. These individual characteristics are reflected

by the constructor declarations and, needless to say, the implementations of the spe-

cialised classes, whereas the method declarations match the concept for template

parameter Gop. First of all, the template class SGM gop is discussed, then — at the

end of this paragraph — the motivation for each specialised class is considered in

more detail.

Listing 3.9 shows the declaration of template class SGM gop in extracts. While

template parameter Gop of VLR SR1U administrates the handling of each of the
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potentially numerous matrices {Ki}i∈{0,...,l}, template parameter Op of SGM gop

only handles exactly one of these matrices. Nevertheless, the concept for Op also

declares a method set param to reconfigure the matrix. The component interface

FELinSimuCI — discussed in Section 3.4.4 — includes the method declarations

prescribed by the concept for Op. As a consequence, a corresponding deterministic

simulator component is a specialisation for template parameter Op. In this man-

ner the possibility of a distribution of processes enters the proposed implementation

of the VLR-SR1U algorithm. The second template parameter VVr of SGM gop is

meant to be a vector of vectors of real values. Vr is its value type. When VVr is,

for instance, specialised by std::vector<std::vector<double> > Vr is

std::vector<double>.

1 t emp l a t e<c l a s s Op , c l a s s VVr> c l a s s SGM gop {
2

3 t y p e d e f typename VVr : : v a l u e t y p e Vr ;

4 t y p e d e f typename Vr : : v a l u e t y p e r e a l ;

5

6 p u b l i c :

7 SGM gop ( c on s t VVr∗ mparams , Op∗ op ) ;

8

9 uns i gned long g e t n ( ) c on s t ;

10 vo id mu l t i p l y ( un s i gned long i , c o n s t Vr& x ,

11 Vr& y ) c on s t ;

12 vo id s o l v e l i n ( c on s t Vr& mparam , c on s t Vr& y ,

13 Vr& x ) c on s t ;

14

15 /∗ . . . Some o t h e r methods and a t t r i b u t e s . . . ∗ /
16 } ;

Listing 3.9: An extract of the declaration of template class SGM gop: the template

class SGM gop is a specialisation for the template parameter Gop of

template class VLR SR1U.

The constructor of SGM gop has two arguments. The second argument points at an

object op of type Op. The first argument mparams comprises the deterministic vec-

torial parameters corresponding to a discrete representation of an uncertain location-

dependent material parameter. The discrete representation may be a truncated KL or

PC representation. Then, the vectorial parameters are either the KL eigenvectors or

the PC coefficient vectors. The vectorial parameters are indexed from 0 to n− 1 and
accessed through that index in the method declarations prescribed by the concept for

Gop. As a consequence, (the concept for) the template parameter Gop is invariant to
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different discrete representations of the material parameter, and so is VLR SR1U.

Method get n of SGM gop returns the number of deterministic vectorial parameters

corresponding to the discrete representation of the material parameter. The method

multiply enables the multiplication y :=Ki · x, at which the matrixKi is spec-

ified by the vectorial parameter indexed through method argument i. The method

solve lin solves a linear systemKmparam ·x = y, at which the operator is spec-
ified by a discrete material sample passed through the argument mparam (the sense

of this method is explained in Section 3.4.4.1 in the context of component interface

FELinSimuCI.)

As already mentioned, SGM gop follows a concrete motivation. It assumes that the

size of a stiffness matrixKi is so large that the capacity of the local hard disk drive

is not big enough to store all of them. Whenever a stiffness matrix is required — for

instance when invoking method multiply — it is reconstructed by the — maybe

remotely located — instance op.

In contrast, template class SGM gop fr assumes that the size of a stiffness matrix

Ki is only too large to keep all of them in the local main memory. Stiffness matrices

{Ki}i∈{0,...,l} are precomputed and separately stored in files. The constructor of

SGM gop fr obtains the corresponding filenames. Whenever a stiffness matrix is

required it is read from a file. A further specialisation for template parameter Gop is

obvious: when the size of a stiffness matrixKi is relatively small all of them can be

kept in the main memory. Hence, various motivations are conceivable to implement

specialisations for Gop.

Specialisations for template parameter Sop are likewise implemented. The soft-

ware component SBasisCI — introduced in the SGM-based framework (see

Section 3.4.3.3) — takes on the role for the specialisations of Sop, while

FELinSimuCI takes on the role for the specialisations of Gop.

Specialisations for the Template Parameter F of Template Class
VLR SR1U Different specialisations for the template parameter F of template class

VLR SR1U are provided by template classes SGM f and SGM f debc. These spe-

cialised classes are only shortly presented, as they are structurally comparable to

the ones in the previous paragraph. However, the motivations for them relate to a

configuration of VLR SR1U in terms of different specific properties for the right-

hand side of the system to be solved. In this regard, SGM f concerns homogeneous

essential boundary conditions of value zero, a deterministic source/sink term, and
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deterministic natural boundary conditions. This configuration of the right-hand side

implicates the first column of F to be the only non-zero column. This enables an

efficient implementation of the basic operations with F . In contrast, SGM f debc

concerns deterministic inhomogeneous essential boundary conditions and assumes

the source/sink term and the natural boundary conditions to be zero.

3.4.5.2 Template Classes

The VLR-SR1U, VLR-OPT, and RBSSE algorithms are implemented by template

classes VLR SR1U, VLR OPT, and RBSSE. The template parameters of each of

these template classes encapsulate operations with the integral parts of the system

to be solved, so that the template classes are invariant to matrix-representations and

their specific handling. The template parameters of VLR SR1U encapsulate the basic

operations on which more complex operations are depending — this and the associ-

ated strengths are explicitly discussed in Section 3.4.5.1. The template parameters

of the other template classes encapsulate the already signified more complex oper-

ations. Further template classes are introduced to handle similarities between the

algorithms. Figure 3.8 points out the instantiations between the involved template

classes and emphasises proper specialisations for the appropriate template param-

eters. The VLR-SR1U and VLR-OPT algorithms are exclusively considered, the

template implementation of the RBSSE algorithm follows an analogous structure.

The VLR-OPT algorithm applies the conception of the VLR-SR1U algorithm onto

projected systems instead of the original system. Nevertheless or precisely because

of that both algorithms share the mechanism of a rank-one update. Template class

VLR SR1U r1u undertakes the implementation of a rank-one update and is instan-

tiated by VLR SR1U and VLR OPT. The different systems — if original or projected

— are encapsulated through the template parameter of VLR SR1U r1u.

In other words, VLR SR1U r1u is a key template class for VLR SR1U and

VLR OPT. The concept for the template parameter Op of VLR SR1U r1u prescribes

the methods solve for lv and solve for rv. Method solve for lv ap-

proximates the left vector corresponding to the approximated right vector of the cur-

rent rank-one update; analogously, method solve for rv approximates the right

vector corresponding to the approximated left vector of the current rank-one up-

date. VLR SR1U r1u alternatingly invokes both methods to determine a rank-one

update.

VLR SR1U instantiates VLR SR1U r1u with the proper specialisation
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Figure 3.8: Template classes implementing the VLR-SR1U and VLR-OPT algo-

rithms: a template class is connected to another template class when

it instantiates the other one; a template specialisation and multiple in-

stantiations may be declared next to a connector.

VLR SR1U op for the template parameter Op to realise the basic VLR-SR1U

algorithm. The method solve for lv of VLR SR1U op solves only the first

equation in Eq. (2.73), analogously method solve for rv of VLR SR1U op

solves only the second equation in Eq. (2.73) (see Section 2.7.2.1). The template

parameters of VLR SR1U op themselves match with the ones of VLR SR1U already

discussed in Section 3.4.5.1.

VLR OPT instantiates VLR SR1U r1u twice times: Op of VLR SR1U r1u is

specialised once by template parameter OpL and once by template parameter

OpR of VLR OPT. The corresponding concept prescribes for OpL the methods

solve for lv and solve for rv — but in contrast to VLR SR1U — with

the emphasis on the original system projected onto the right rank-one update vec-

tors. In other words, the methods solve for lv and solve for rv declared

by template parameter OpL of VLR OPT solve the first and second equations in

Eq. (2.78) (see Section 2.7.2.2). Analogously, the methods solve for lv and

solve for rv of template parameter OpR focus the original system projected onto

the left rank-one update vectors; consequently, the methods solve the first and second

equations in Eq. (2.80).
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Template class VLR SR1U implements the basic VLR-SR1U algorithm, but also en-

ables one to optionally apply VLR-OPT and RBSSE; for this purpose, VLR SR1U

instantiates VLR OPT and RBSSE. (VLR OPT and RBSSE are independent of

VLR SR1U and may be used beyond the implementation of the VLR-SR1U algo-

rithm.) VLR SR1U instantiates VLR OPT to enable an optimisation of a current low-

rank approximation so that the expectation of the total potential energy can be really

minimised. In that regard, proper specialisations for the template parameters OpL

and OpR are the template classes VLR SR1U opL and VLR SR1U opR. The tem-

plate parameters of VLR SR1U opL and VLR SR1U opR themself match with the

ones of VLR SR1U already discussed in Section 3.4.5.1.

3.4.5.3 Conclusion

The implementations of the VLR-SR1U, VLR-OPT, and RBSSE algorithms include

a number of template classes. (The implementations are used in the developed SGM-

based framework introduced in Section 3.4.3.3.) The known integral parts of the

mathematical system to be solved are divided into three disjunct concerns, namely

for the right-hand side, the parts of the operator associated with the discretisation of

the geometrical domain, and the parts of the operator associated with the discretisa-

tion of the stochastic domain. Each integral part identifies a matrix. The mentioned

algorithms operate with the integral parts. Template parameters are introduced to

encapsulate these operations and hide matrix representations and their specific han-

dling.

Template class VLR-SR1U implements the VLR-SR1U algorithm. It declares tem-

plate parameters separately for the disjunct concerns. A template parameter encapsu-

lates the basic operationswith the integral parts of its concern, see Section 3.4.5.1. As

a consequence, the implementation is invariant to the representation and specific han-

dling of the matrices. The concept of the disjunct concerns and the invariance enable

one to configure the template class quite individually at compile-time in each dis-

junct concern through the template parameters. A special configuration may address

a particular runtime environment, or it may address particular properties of known

integral parts of the mathematical system which can be exploited for an efficient pro-

cessing. Different specialised classes for the template parameters are presented to

clarify the motivation for an individual configuration.

Further template classes share the template parameters of VLR-SR1U and implement

more complex operations with the integral parts. These classes are in turn special-

isations of the template parameters declared in the template classes implementing
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the algorithms VLR-OPT and RBSSE, see Section 3.4.5.2. By so doing a strongly

individual configuration is maintained also for these template classes.

3.5 Conclusion

Chapter 3 discusses the major characteristics of the distributed generic component-

based software architecture developed in this thesis to simulate probabilistic models

[109, 108, 110]. A key feature is the application of distributed generic software com-

ponents. These components support a generic programming on the implementation

level, and their compiled representatives are interchangeable at runtime. In this man-

ner they carry over the generic support from the implementation level to the runtime

level. A distributed generic software component is specialised by concrete data types

for the generic types before compilation. The compilation results in a specialised

distributed software component bound at runtime. Distributed generic software com-

ponents are discussed in Section 3.3.4.

The simulation of probabilistic models identifies many different concerns. These are,

for example, the modelling of uncertain parameters or the simulation or construction

of deterministic models. Both — an uncertain parameter and a deterministic model

— may introduce another concern, namely a discretisation of a potentially existing

geometrical domain. Distributed generic software components are proposed to ad-

dress these concerns. Familiar relations between component interfaces are expressed

by inheritances. The developed distributed generic software components are used to

compose frameworks. Each framework implements a special numerical scheme or a

special class of numerical schemes. Frameworks for a direct integration, a stochastic

collocation, or an SGM-based simulation are described here. The mentioned con-

cerns, the associated distributed generic software components and composed frame-

works are discussed in Section 3.4.3.

The simulation or construction of deterministic models is an essential integral part to

simulate a probabilistic model. Recommended simulation codes — probably from a

third-party — are usually available to process a deterministic model, but the exter-

nal (and internal) handling of such codes may be quite individual. Nevertheless, the

proposed software architecture is invariant to such individual simulation codes and

even invariant to the application-specific semantics of the probabilistic model at least

until runtime. This is achieved by a deterministic simulator component. It reflects the

general conceptions for the handling of deterministic models through the component

interface. Its component implementation handles the individual conceptions. The
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application-specific semantics is introduced at runtime by the binding and configura-

tion of a compiled specialised deterministic simulator component. In other words, an

individual third-party code and, as a consequence, the application-specific semantics

can be interchanged at runtime. Different third-party simulation codes are applied

in this manner for simulating probabilistic models of different application-specific

semantics. Deterministic simulator components in general and in particular are dis-

cussed in Section 3.4.4, the mentioned inheritance relations are separately addressed

in Section 3.4.3.1.

The VLR-SR1U algorithm approximates a low-rank solution of a mathematical sys-

tem. This system is also the basis for the VLR-OPT and RBSSE algorithms. Its

known integral parts can be divided into three disjunct concerns, namely the right-

hand side, the geometric part of the operator, and the stochastic part of the operator.

The integral parts are matrices with which the algorithms operate. The algorithms are

implemented by template classes and used in the provided SGM-based framework.

The template parameters encapsulate operations with the integral parts and reflect the

disjunct concerns. In doing so, the implementations are configurable in each disjunct

concern separately. A configuration may simply enable the use of another internal

matrix representation, or it may handle matrices remotely instead of locally. A con-

figuration for the right-hand side may exploit special properties caused by the actual

setting of the boundary conditions or the source/sink term. The implementations of

the VLR-SR1U, VLR-OPT, and RBSSE algorithms are discussed in Section 3.4.5.
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Chapter 4

Numerical Experiments

The numerical experiments in this chapter comprise problems regarding different

application-specific areas. A groundwater flow problem with an uncertain hydraulic

conductivity is chosen to demonstrate the promising convergence behaviour of the

VLR-SR1U scheme in its different configurations and in comparison with direct in-

tegration schemes like (Q)MC methods and the Smolyak algorithm. For the other

areas more emphasis is put on the modelling of corresponding uncertain parameters,

which drive the uncertainty inside the corresponding problems to be solved. A model

for a laminated composite material in a three-dimensional geometrical domain is dis-

cussed, which gets its input statistics from photographic images of a test specimen.

A corresponding laminated composite structure is simulated, and resulting statistics

demonstrate the need for the consideration of uncertainty. Finally, uncertain param-

eters are introduced to a design of a future civil aircraft to examine its robustness.

Statistics are computed and an efficient surrogate model is constructed for the prob-

abilistic model of the aircraft. The distributed generic component-based software

architecture in Section 3 is used for the numerical experiments in this chapter; ran-

dom numbers for an MC sampling are obtained by the generator RANDLIB [32].

Section 4.1 addresses the simulation of the uncertain groundwater flow problem. The

laminated composite material and a corresponding structure are focused on in Sec-

tion 4.2, and the uncertain aircraft design is discussed in Section 4.3. A conclusion

is presented in Section 4.4.

4.1 A Stationary Groundwater Flow Problem

A stationary groundwater flow problem with uncertain hydraulic conductivity is sim-

ulated in this section through different numerical schemes which are compared with
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respect to their convergence. The schemes are direct integration schemes like a basic

MC method, a QMC method, and the Smolyak algorithm, but also the VLR-SR1U

scheme. Here, a special emphasis is put to the VLR-SR1U scheme and its different

configurations. It is demonstrated that this scheme belongs to the efficient ones.

The setting of the problem and general information on the simulation and the output

handling are commented on in Section 4.1.1. Direct integration schemes are applied

in Section 4.1.2. The basic SGM is used in Section 4.1.3 to obtain references with

which the convergence of the VLR-SR1U scheme can be explored up to machine

precision. The convergence of the VLR-SR1U scheme in its different configurations

is in detail discussed in Section 4.1.4. A conclusion is presented in Section 4.1.5.

4.1.1 The Problem Setting and the Simulation in General

The stationary groundwater flow problem is presented in Eq. (2.34) ff. with an un-

certain hydraulic conductivity κ. Here it is considered on a rectangular domain, see

Figure 4.1. Deterministic inhomogeneous essential boundary conditions are applied

on the left and right boundaries, natural conditions equal zero anywhere else. The

source/sink term is assumed to be zero.

Figure 4.1: The rectangular domain of the considered groundwater flow problem

with deterministic inhomogeneous essential boundary conditions on the

left and right boundary, natural boundary conditions equal zero any-

where else, and a zero source/sink term.

The setting for the uncertain parameter κ is commented on in the next paragraph.

Some general remarks about the simulation follow in the second paragraph. Outputs

and corresponding references are discussed in the third and fourth paragraph.
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Input Setting The uncertain parameter κ is lognormally distributed and repre-

sented in different ways, see Table 4.1. The first representation is g := exp (γm),
at which γm is a truncated KLE of a Gaussian field γ. A truncated PCE κc of κ is

determined from g (see Section 2.1.1.5), and a truncated KLE κl is then constructed

from κc. As a consequence of the truncations, κc and κl are only approximations

of g.

Representation g is applied in the direct integration schemes. Either κc or κl is used
within the basic SGM, at which the resulting linear system is directly solved. Finally,

κl is chosen for the VLR-SR1U scheme.

symbol explanation application

g exponentiation of a Gaussian field repre-

sented by a KLE withm modes

(Q)MC, Smolyak

κc PCE of g truncated under condition c SGM

κl KLE of κc with l modes SGM, VLR-SR1U

Table 4.1: Representations of the uncertain parameter κ and their applications.

The input for γ is the expected value γ̄ and the covariance function

covγ(x,y) := σ2 e−
(‖x−y‖2)2

L2

with variance σ2 = 1.0 and correlation length L = 20.0. γm contains five terms

(expectation excluded), that means m = 5. (m identifies the stochastic dimension

of the problem.) Unless otherwise stated, κl contains as many terms, so that ap-

proximately 99.99% of the energy of κc is conserved: the energy conservation is

estimated through the relation between the sum of the corresponding l eigenvalues
and the trace tr (MC ), at whichM is the mass matrix andC the covariancematrix,

see Section 2.1.1.2 for more details.

The number of geometrical DoFs is NX = 21 × 11 = 231 (equal to the number

of FE nodes). The small stochastic dimension and the coarse discretisation of the

geometrical domain allow to directly solve the linear system derived by the SGM. In

this manner references for solutions are obtained which enable one to examine the

convergence behaviour of the VLR-SR1U scheme up to machine precision.

Solution The CTL component coFeap [96] is used as the deterministic simulator

component for all experiments. Up to 144 distributed instances of that component

are involved.
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Output Setting Stochastic moments — like the first four absolute moments and

the variance — are computed in the following numerical experiments. A moment is

defined on the entire geometrical domain throughNX basis functions and the corre-

sponding coefficients. A reduction function operates on a moment to obtain a scalar

value for convergence considerations. Such a function may integrate the moment

over the entire geometrical domain or a partial area, it may determine the arithmetic

mean of corresponding coefficients, or may extract a specific coefficient. These dif-

ferent kinds of reductions are described by the set of functions {Ti}i∈{1,...,5} with

Ti : RNX → R, see Figure 4.2 for a graphic understanding. Function T1 or T2 calcu-
lates the arithmetic mean over the entire domain (marked in green) or at the vertical

middle of the domain (marked in yellow). T3 or T4 integrates over the entire domain

or over the mentioned vertical middle of the domain. T5 simply extracts the geomet-

rical DoF (marked in light blue), which is most nearly located to 5
8 of the horizontal

domain size and 3
4 of the vertical domain size. Table 4.2 summarises the functions

and offers compact descriptions.

Figure 4.2: Considered areas and locations of the rectangular domain of the ground-

water flow problem: the entire domain (marked in green), the vertical

middle (marked in yellow) and the location at 5
8 of the horizontal domain

size and at 3
4 of the vertical domain size (marked in light blue).

function operation area/location

T1 average entire domain

T2 average vertical middle

T3 integration entire domain

T4 integration vertical middle

T5 extraction 5
8 and 3

4 of horizontal and vertical domain sizes

Table 4.2: Functions to reduce a stochastic moment — defined on the geometrical

domain — to a scalar value.
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References The convergence of the considered numerical schemes is displayed

through the relative errors of the scalar outputs described in the previous paragraph.

The references for these scalars are obtained in different ways, depending on the

context. The overall references — valid for all applied numerical schemes — are

obtained through a basic MC method and 328, 195, 000 sample-points. These refer-

ences are referred to as the MC references in the following sections. An empirical

analysis by means of the central limit theorem (CLT) [4] estimates the error of a con-

sidered stochastic moment for each of the NX spatial coefficients separately which

leads to NX separated errors. The probability that the computed errors are below a

given threshold is larger than 0.9999. The maximum error of the separated errors

is used as an error estimate for the scalar references corresponding to the stochastic

moment. The CLT reveals that the error of a reference corresponding to one of the

absolute moments is less than 5 · 10−5; the error of a reference corresponding to the

variance is less than 3 · 10−4. As a consequence a consideration of relative errors is

only meaningful up to the appropriate error bound. The function 1√
n
or 1

n
defined on

the number n of sample-points may be displayed in convergence plots as an aid to

orientation. 1√
n
reflects the Monte Carlo convergence rate while the display of 1

n
is

motivated by the Quasi-Monte Carlo convergence rate, see Section 2.3.1.

Another two sets of references are determined through the basic SGM, once with

parameter representation κc, and once with κl. In both cases the linear system —

resulting from the SGM with a basic finite set of stochastic basis polynomials — is

directly solved. As the system matrix grows immensely when increasing the dimen-

sion or the maximum order of the stochastic polynomials, direct solutions are only

available for coarsely discretised problems. In this thesis the direct solving processes

caused a main memory utilisation of up to 32 Gigabytes. The first three absolute

moments and the variance are analytically computed from the direct solutions. The

mentioned reduction functions are applied onto these moments to get scalar refer-

ences. As a consequence of the direct solutions and the analytical computation of

stochastic moments, these references enable one to consider the convergence be-

haviour of iterative SGM-based schemes — like the VLR-SR1U scheme — up to

machine precision.

4.1.2 Direct Integration Schemes

The applied direct integration schemes are a basic MC method, the QMC method

based on the Halton point sequence, and the Smolyak algorithm with different un-

derlying one-dimensional quadrature rules. The Smolyak algorithm with the one-

dimensional Kronrod-Patterson quadrature rule reveals the best convergence: while
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for instance only a few hundred sample-points are enough to reach the reference solu-

tion, the QMC method requires ten thousands of sample-points, and the MC method

even more.

.
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Figure 4.3: Convergence of a basic MC method with respect to the first four abso-

lute moments: the convergence is shown for reduction functions T1 in

Figure (a) and T2 in Figure (b) (see Table 4.2). The MC references are

used to compute the relative errors.

The MC references — described in Section 4.1.1 — are used to compute relative

errors in this section. The corresponding error bounds indicate the accuracy limits

up to which a consideration of relative errors is meaningful. Below these limits no

reasonable statement can be made.

The convergence of the MC method is presented in Figure 4.3. The QMC method

based on the Halton point sequence is considered in Figure 4.4. The QMC method

seems to be more robust with slightly better convergence than the MC variant.

The Smolyak algorithm is considered with respect to several underlying one-

dimensional quadrature rules. The best convergence is obtained by applying the

one-dimensional Kronrod-Patterson rule: this Smolyak configuration is abbreviated

by “S-KP”. It provides excellent convergence behaviour for all reduction functions

and all four absolute moments (which are considered here). This is demonstrated in

Figures 4.5(a) and (b). Mostly, the relative error of the scalar values extracted from

the expected value is directly below the error bound — even with only one sample-

point. S-KP requires a maximum of 1, 471 sample-points to reach the accuracies of

all references. The previously discussed MC and QMC schemes are not competitive
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Figure 4.4: Convergence of the QMC method based on the Halton point sequence

with respect to the first four absolute moments: the convergence is shown

for reduction functions T1 in Figure (a) and T2 in Figure (b) (see Ta-

ble 4.2). The convergence of the QMC method in comparison to the one

of the basic MC method is demonstrated in Figure (c) for T1 and in Fig-

ure (d) for T2 by considering in both cases the third absolute moment.

The MC references are used to compute the relative errors.

in these numerical experiments: the QMC method needs ten thousands to hundred

thousands of sample-points, and the MC method needs even more sample-points.

The second best results are provided by the one-dimensional Gauss-Hermite quadra-

ture rule. It shows slightly inferior convergence and requires 7, 778 sample-points at

the most to reach the accuracies of all references. A comparison with the S-KP is

demonstrated in Figures 4.5(c) and (d).
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Figure 4.5: Convergence of the Smolyak algorithm: the convergence with respect

to the first four absolute moments is shown for reduction functions T1
in Figure (a) and T2 in Figure (b) (see Table 4.2) by using the Kronrod-

Patterson rule (S-KP). The convergence of the Smolyak algorithm (S-GH)

using the Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule in comparison to the one of

S-KP is demonstrated in Figure (c) for T1 and in Figure (d) for T2 by

considering in both cases the third absolute moment. The MC references

are used to compute the relative errors.

Convergence plots for further Smolyak configurations are neglected here, but some

annotations are made. The delayed Kronrod-Patterson quadrature rule delivers ac-

ceptable convergence. It requires a maximum of 38, 303 sample-points to reach the

accuracies of all references. A Clenshaw-Curtis configuration is only acceptable for

some scalars, which are extracted from the first two absolute moments. For other
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moments it requires hundreds of thousands of sample-points. The Smolyak algo-

rithm based on Gauss-Legendre quadrature displays the slowest convergence and is

not competitive at all.

The fast convergence of some Smolyak configurations may be traced back to the

relatively small stochastic dimension of five. (Experiments which were carried out

in higher dimensions (but are not reflected here) showed slower convergence of the

Smolyak algorithm. Additionally, the Smolyak algorithm tended to non-robust be-

haviour, which may arise from negative weights occurring inside the algorithm.)

4.1.3 The Basic SGM

The SGM with a basic finite set of stochastic basis polynomials is applied to discre-

tise the groundwater flow problem. The resulting linear system is solved by a di-

rect scheme. Two different representations, namely a truncated PCE and a truncated

KLE, are used for the description of the uncertain parameter κ. The corresponding
convergence of the basic SGM is considered with regard to an increase of the max-

imum order for the polynomials which span the stochastic solution space. A rating

of the stochastic polynomials demonstrates that a few of them describe most of the

solution.

This section actually comprises a preparation for the VLR-SR1U scheme in Sec-

tion 4.1.4. On the one hand the solutions obtained in this section are used as ref-

erences in Section 4.1.4 to consider the convergence behaviour of the VLR-SR1U

scheme up to machine precision. On the other hand the rating of the stochastic

polynomials reveals the advantage of an adaptive solution space construction by the

VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme.

The stochastic solution space is spanned by the polynomials which are indicated

through the set Imod of multi-indices, see Eq. (2.22) in Section 2.1.1.3. The consid-

eration of the convergence is divided in two paragraphs. The PC representation κc
(see Table 4.1) for the uncertain parameter is used in the first paragraph. In contrast,

the KL representation κl is applied in the second paragraph.

PC Representation κc In this paragraph the uncertain parameter is discretised

by the PC representation κc. The convergence of the basic SGM is presented in

Figure 4.6. As already mentioned in the previous section, the error bounds inside the
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plots identify the limits up to which a consideration of the appropriate relative error

is meaningful.
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Figure 4.6: Convergence of the basic SGM for the groundwater flow problem with

parameter representation κc when the maximum order for the polyno-

mials which span the stochastic solution space is increased: reduction

functions T1 and T2 are applied onto some stochastic moments in Fig-

ures (a) and (b) (see Table 4.2). The MC references are used to compute

the relative errors.

The significance of each stochastic polynomial in describing the solution in a given

solution space is measured here by the fractional variance which is contributed

by each stochastic polynomial. The fractional variance σ̂2
i contributed by the i’th

stochastic polynomial is defined as

(4.1) σ̂2
i :=

‖σ2
i ‖2∑NS

j=1 ‖σ2
j‖2

.

σ2
i is the contribution to the spatial point variance; the latter is composed by the

variances at the discrete FE nodes. It is assumed that the NS stochastic polynomials

are sorted with respect to the fractional variances that means σ̂2
i ≥ σ̂2

j for i < j.
Then the cumulative fractional variance function can be formulated by

(4.2) q(i) :=

i∑

j=1

σ̂2
j .

Figure 4.7(a) shows the decline of the sorted fractional variances. The cumulative

fractional variances are presented in Figure 4.7(b). It is obvious that few stochastic
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Figure 4.7: The decline of the sorted fractional variances in Figure (a) and the in-

crease of the cumulative fractional variances in Figure (b): the frac-

tional variances are computed for PC representations of the solution up

to fourth polynomial order.

polynomials describe the most of the variance which the solution space is capable to

resolve.

KL Representation κl In this paragraph the uncertain parameter is discretised

by the KL representation κl. A truncation is done for different accuracies. The

accuracy of a truncated KL representation is measured through the percentage of

the conserved energy. On the one hand it is influenced by the number of largest

eigenvalues. On the other hand it is also influenced by the maximum order for the

polynomials of the truncated PCEs which describe the uncorrelated random variables

inside the truncated KLE. This is exemplified in Table 4.3.

Figure 4.8(a) shows the convergence of the SGM for different truncations of the KLE

when the stochastic solution space is spanned by polynomials up to fourth order. The

truncations of the KLE satisfy an energy conservation from 99% to 99.999999% (in

decimal powers). At this, each of the seven truncated KLEs is represented by the

minimum number of eigenvalues required for the specified percentage.

The energy conservation of 99.99% is now fixed for the upcoming numerical exper-

iments (in the next section). Figure 4.8(b) presents the convergence when the maxi-

mum order of the stochastic polynomials is increased from the first to the fifth.
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XXXXXXXXXX
p

energy in%
99 99.9 99.99 99.999

1 10 14 16 17

2 11 19 29 39

3 11 20 30 42

4 11 20 30 42

Table 4.3: Truncation in the KL representation κl: the number of eigenvalues is pre-
sented, which is at least required to satisfy an energy conservation from

99% to 99.999%, and its dependency to the maximum order p of the poly-
nomials for the truncated PCEs of the uncorrelated random variables in-

side the truncated KLE.
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Figure 4.8: Convergence of the basic SGM with parameter representation κl with
respect to reduction function T5 (see Table 4.2): Figure (a) shows the

relative error over the number of eigenvalues in the truncated KLE while

the maximum order for the polynomials of the stochastic solution space

is fixed to four (the references are analytically computed from the direct

solution with κc for the uncertain parameter); Figure (b) shows the con-
vergence when the maximum order for the polynomials of the solution

space is increased from the first to the fifth while κl stays fixed at 99.99%
of energy conservation (the references are analytically computed from the

direct solution based on the same κl and basis polynomials up to order

six).
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4.1.4 The VLR-SR1U Scheme

The numerical behaviour of the VLR-SR1U scheme in its different configurations

(see Section 2.7.2) is demonstrated in this section. The configurations comprise

the basic VLR-SR1U scheme, the VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) and VLR-SR1U-OPT(2)

schemes, and the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme. The basic VLR-SR1U scheme com-

putes low-rank approximations for the solution. The VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) and VLR-

SR1U-OPT(2) schemes optimise the accuracy of already computed low-rank ap-

proximations, and the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme constructs the solution space

adaptively. The optimisation in VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) and VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) is per-

formed by the VLR-OPT scheme. Independently, the VLR-OPT scheme is applied

to optimise the solution obtained by the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme.

The setting of the experiments in this section is specified in the following. The KL

representation κl (see Table 4.1) with an energy conservation of 99.99% is used to

describe the uncertain parameter. Unless otherwise stated the stochastic solution

space is spanned by polynomials up to order four. The corresponding set of stochas-

tic polynomials is indicated by Imod (see Eq. (2.22) in Section 2.1.1.3), which has

a cardinality of |Imod| = 126. Reference solutions are obtained through the basic

SGM and a direct solving of the corresponding linear system, as well as by an ana-

lytical computation of the stochastic moments. As a consequence relative errors are

valuable up to machine precision.

The actual task of the VLR-SR1U scheme in practise is to provide low-rank approx-

imations. Nevertheless, the convergence behaviour is here considered up to the full

rank where an accuracy of machine precision is possible. This is done to analyse the

behaviour of the VLR-SR1U scheme.

An in-depth numerical analysis is carried out in the subsequent sections separately

for the different configurations of the VLR-SR1U scheme: the basic VLR-SR1U

scheme is discussed in Section 4.1.4.1, the VLR-SR1U-OPT schemes follow in Sec-

tion 4.1.4.2, and the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme is demonstrated in Section 4.1.4.3.

A comparison between the convergence of the VLR-SR1U scheme and the direct

integration schemes is focused in Section 4.1.4.4. The results are summarised in

Section 4.1.4.5.

4.1.4.1 The Basic VLR-SR1U Scheme

The numerical experiments of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme are presented in this

section. Figure 4.9 shows the convergence of relative errors and the residual (more
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tolerance bound

10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6

sum 683 2, 777 5, 423 7, 275 9, 507 12, 228

Table 4.4: The sum of iterations for all rank-one updates up to full rank 126 for

different tolerance bounds.

precisely its 2-norm) as well as the process of energy minimisation with respect to

successive rank-one updates. Additionally, the number of required iterations within

a rank-one update is displayed.

An iteration means to update once the current left vector (for the geometrical domain)

and once the current right vector (for the stochastic domain) of the rank-one update.

The iteration loop within a rank-one update is beginning in line 4 of the VLR-SR1U

algorithm, see Algorithm 2.2 in Section 2.7.2.1. The break criterion of this itera-

tion loop is specified by a maximum number and a tolerance bound. The tolerance

bound is set to 10−3. The maximum number is chosen so that the tolerance bound

is always breaking the loop (this is done consistently in Section 4.1.4). Obviously,

the updated approximations in Figure 4.9 finally reach only an error bound approx-

imately between 10−4 and 10−6, depending on the considered stochastic moment.

“Finally” means here that the last approximation is of full rank 126. This identifies
the approximations as suboptimal. In other words, successive rank-one updates dis-

play redundancy in their combined sum. The rank-one update could be of course

continued beyond that full rank. However, this is not done here because the full rank

is not desirable in practise, it is only covered for analytical reasons. The problem

that a current rank approximation is less accurate than possible is addressed by the

optimisation scheme VLR-OPT in Section 4.1.4.2.

Next, the influence of the tolerance bound on the quality of the VLR-SR1U scheme

is studied. For this purpose the tolerance bound is changed from 10−1 to 10−6 in

decimal powers. Figure 4.10 compares the interesting quantities for the different

bounds. An impact of the tolerance bound on the considered relative errors is not

noticeable. The convergence of both the residual and the energy is only slightly

inferior in the case of the largest bound of 10−1. A clearly huge difference is given

by the number of iterations per rank-one update. The sum of iterations for all 126
rank-one updates and a tolerance bound of 10−6 is 12, 228. In contrast, the sum of

iterations for the bound 10−1 is 683, see Table 4.4. One can say that a choice of 10−2

may be a good one.
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Figure 4.9: Convergence of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme with tolerance bound 10−3:

the relative error over the current rank is shown in Figure (a) with re-

spect to T3, and in Figure (b) with respect to T5 (see Table 4.2). The

number of iterations, the residual, and the energy are plotted in Fig-

ures (c), (d), and (e) over the current rank.
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Figure 4.10: Convergence of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme for tolerance bounds 10−1

– 10−6: Figures (a) and (b) show the relative error over the current rank

for T3 and T5. Figure (c) shows the number of iterations over the current
rank for the tolerance bounds 10−1 and 10−6. Figures (d) and (e) show

the residual and the relative error of the energy.
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4.1.4.2 The VLR-SR1U-OPT Scheme

The previous section demonstrates that the basic VLR-SR1U scheme provides sub-

optimal low-rank approximations. In this section current low-rank approximations

are optimised either on the fly — meaning during each rank-one update — by algo-

rithm VLR-SR1U-OPT(1), or in a post-processing step at the end of the preferred

rank by algorithm VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) (see Table 2.2 in Section 2.7.2.2).

Figure 4.11 presents the results for both configurations. Figures (a) and (b) com-

pare the VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) scheme with the basic VLR-SR1U scheme. The

VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) scheme is compared to the VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) scheme in Fig-

ures (c), (d), and (e). The entire number of iterations — occurring in the last three

figures — needs a detailed explanation. This is done in the next passage. The set-

ting of the break criteria and a discussion of the observed convergence behaviour are

presented afterwards.

One single iteration includes here to update the left vector and the corresponding

right vector of a rank-one update. In the case of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme these

vectors are g (for the geometrical domain) and h (for the stochastic domain). The

corresponding single iteration is located in lines 5 – 8 of the VLR-SR1U algorithm,

see Algorithm 2.2 in Section 2.7.2.1. This iteration is named IT1. A single iteration

of a rank-one update inside the VLR-OPT scheme means either to update the vectors

g and v by one iteration, or the vectors h andw. These two iterations are located in

lines 3 – 6 of Algorithm 2.4 and lines 3 – 6 of Algorithm 2.5 in Section 2.7.2.2 and

are referred to as IT2 and IT3. The counter which counts the number of iterations

increments by one when IT1, IT2, or IT3 is passed. The three different kinds of iter-

ations are summarised in Table 4.5. In the exterior loop VLR-SR1U additionally it-

erates over the rank (see line 2 in Algorithm 2.2), and VLR-OPT additionally iterates

over the optimisation steps (see line 2 in Algorithm 2.3). In conclusion, the number

of iterations inside a complete rank-one update of the VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) scheme

contains the number of IT1 iterations, and for each optimisation step the number of

IT2 and IT3 iterations. The number of iterations for the VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) scheme

comprises the number of IT1 iterations passed by the basic VLR-SR1U scheme to

reach the final rank approximation, and the number of IT2 and IT3 iterations inside

the subsequent VLR-OPT scheme for each optimisation step.

At first, the comparison between the VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) scheme and the basic VLR-

SR1U scheme is discussed. This means to consider Figures 4.11(a) and (b). The

used break criteria are defined in the following. The break criterion of the basic

VLR-SR1U scheme for each rank-one update is defined by a tolerance of 10−3 (the
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iteration algorithm explanation

IT1 VLR-SR1U one update of g and h

IT2 VLR-OPT one update of g and v

IT3 VLR-OPT one update of h andw

Table 4.5: Different kinds of iterations in VLR-SR1U configurations (algorithms):

the iteration counter increments by one, when IT1, IT2, or IT3 is passed.

chosen maximum number of iterations is never reached). The VLR-SR1U-OPT(1)

scheme is considered in two settings for the break criterion. Both settings contain the

same setting for the involved VLR-SR1U scheme: the tolerance of the break criterion

is set to 10−3 with a maximum of ten iterations. The break criteria for the optimisa-

tion steps of the internal VLR-OPT scheme are chosen differently. One setting uses

the tolerance of 10−4 and a maximum of ten optimisation steps. The corresponding

plots in Figures 4.11(a) and (b) show that this setting leads to a better convergence

behaviour only up to rank 20. Then the scheme seems to lose its optimisation charac-

ter, which is actually the case here: the specified tolerance of 10−4 is already reached

after one optimisation step for all rank approximations after rank 20; consequently,
the optimisation is almost not performed. The second setting of VLR-SR1U-OPT(1)

uses the tolerance 10−15 and the same maximum number of ten optimisation steps.

This enforces the passing of all ten optimisation steps in each rank-one update except

the first (the rank-one approximation of the involved VLR-SR1U scheme is already

of high precision). For this better convergence can be observed, but the initially ex-

cellent convergence is slightly less fast for higher ranks. The reason may be that the

demand concerning the optimiser VLR-OPT increases for higher ranks. The max-

imum number of ten is then not enough anymore. This can be confirmed by the

discussion of the next figures in the next passage.

Figures 4.11(c), (d), and (e) compare the VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) and VLR-SR1U-

OPT(1) schemes. The last mentioned setting with a tolerance of 10−15 and a maxi-

mum number of ten optimisation steps is used here for representing the VLR-SR1U-

OPT(1) scheme. The VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) scheme applies the basic VLR-SR1U

scheme with a large tolerance bound of 10−1 to quickly obtain an approximation

of full rank (the specified maximum number of iterations is never reached). The

accuracy of that approximation is then improved in a post-processing step by the in-

volved VLR-OPT scheme. The overall performed 1, 250 optimisation steps finally

leads to a precision of approximately 10−11.
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Figure 4.11: Convergence of VLR-SR1U-OPT: Figures (a) and (b) show the rela-

tive error over the rank for the second moment and the variance (T3).
There, VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) is compared to the basic VLR-SR1U (toler-

ance bound of 10−3). In VLR-SR1U-OPT(1), the tolerance bound 10−4

or 10−15 is chosen for an optimisation step with up to ten iterations.

Figures (c), (d), and (e) show the relative error over the entire number

of iterations for the expectation, the second moment, and the variance

(T3). There, VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) with a tolerance bound of 10−15 is

compared to VLR-SR1U-OPT(2).
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In summary, the VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) scheme shows better convergence than the

VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) scheme. Certainly and in contrast to the VLR-SR1U-OPT(1)

scheme, the VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) scheme needs to know the final rank a priori.

4.1.4.3 The VLR-SR1U-ADAPT Scheme

The VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme constructs the stochastic solution space adaptively

and is described by Algorithm 2.7 in Section 2.7.2.3. Its ability to select essential

stochastic basis polynomials is demonstrated in this section.

Here, the adaptive construction underlies some chosen properties. The initial stochas-

tic solution space is only spanned by the constant polynomial and is considered by the

rank-one approximation. When the rank is incremented by one, a stochastic polyno-

mial is added to the set of current stochastic polynomials. The additional stochastic

polynomial is the one which is rated by the involved RBSSE scheme (see Algo-

rithm 2.6) as the best. As a consequence, the resulting VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme

constructs at rank r a solution space which is spanned by r many stochastic poly-

nomials. Figure 4.12 presents the corresponding convergence experiments. At this,

VLR-SR1U-ADAPT is compared to the basic VLR-SR1U scheme. Further settings

and the results are discussed in the following passages.

The stochastic polynomials are indicated by the set Imod (see Eq. (2.22) in Sec-

tion 2.1.1.3), like in the previous sections. The basic VLR-SR1U scheme uses

56 stochastic polynomials up to third order. In contrast, the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT

scheme chooses stochastic polynomials from a set of 126 stochastic polynomials up

to fourth order. The references — for the computation of relative errors — are ob-

tained by a direct solution of the corresponding system using a maximum polynomial

order of six. The break criteria for the basic VLR-SR1U scheme and the VLR-SR1U-

ADAPT scheme are chosen equally: the tolerance bound is set to 10−3, the chosen

maximum number of iterations is never reached.

Figures 4.12(a) and (b) plot the convergence of both schemes. The amount of infor-

mation of the solution means the number of floating point variables required to store

the low-rank representation of the solution. It is defined as a function of rank r:

(4.3) a(r) :=






r(NX +NS) : fixed solution space

rNX +
∑r

i=1 i : solution space successively

incremented by one.

The first case of this definition concerns the low-rank representations provided by the
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Figure 4.12: Convergence of the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme: the relative error over

the current amount of information (see Eq. (4.3)) with respect to the

function T5 (see Table 4.2) is shown in Figures (a) and (b) for the second
absolute moment and the variance. In these figures the basic VLR-SR1U

scheme with a stochastic solution space with polynomials up to third

order is compared to the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme with a stochastic

solution space with polynomials up to fourth order. The references are

obtained by the direct solution of the problem using a stochastic solu-

tion space with polynomials up to order six. In Figures (c) and (d) the

VLR-OPT scheme is applied onto the final rank approximations corre-

sponding to Figures (a) and (b). The schemes — extended by the VLR-

OPT scheme — are declared as VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) and VLR-SR1U-

ADAPT-OPT(2). The relative error is presented over the current entire

number of iterations with respect to function T5 (see Table 4.2) in Fig-

ures (c) and (d) for the second absolute moment and the variance. (p is
the maximum polynomial order.)
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basic VLR-SR1U scheme. The second case matches the previously described adap-

tive construction inside the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme, in which the solution space

is extended by one additional stochastic polynomial per rank increment. The VLR-

SR1U approximation has the smallest number of involved stochastic basis polyno-

mials, namely 56. As the comparison between the two schemes is done up to the

full rank of that approximation the following specification holds: NS = 56 and

r ∈ {1, . . . , NS}.

The convergence in Figures 4.12(a) and (b) is quite similar for the basic VLR-SR1U

scheme and the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme. Table 4.6 presents the number of

stochastic polynomials at the final rank which share the same order. Obviously,

VLR-SR1U-ADAPT also chose stochastic polynomials of the higher — the fourth

— order and, in exchange, left out some polynomials of third order. We remember

that the approximations of VLR-SR1U are suboptimal. Thus the question arises if

the stochastic polynomials of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme or the ones chosen from

the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme have the higher potential to describe the solution.

For this purpose the rank-56 approximations of both schemes are considered. As

already mentioned the solution spaces of both schemes are spanned by 56 stochas-

tic polynomials. The question can be answered by applying the VLR-OPT scheme

onto these final approximations. Thus, VLR-OPT is used in a post-processing step.

This leads to the already introduced configuration VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) for the ba-

sic VLR-SR1U scheme. The combination of VLR-SR1U-ADAPT and VLR-OPT

as a post-processor is referred to as the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT-OPT(2) scheme. Fig-

ures 4.12(c) and (d) show the relative error over the entire number of iterations (see

Section 4.1.4.2 for the definition). The figures indicate the advantage of the VLR-

SR1U-ADAPT scheme: the chosen set of 56 stochastic polynomials describes the

solution more accurate than the set corresponding to the basic VLR-SR1U approxi-

mation.

order of stochastic basis polynomials

0 1 2 3 4
basic VLR-SR1U 1 5 15 35 0

VLR-SR1U-ADAPT 1 5 15 26 9

Table 4.6: The numbers of stochastic basis polynomials at the final rank, categorised

through their order: the basic VLR-SR1U scheme operates on a stochastic

solution space spanned by polynomials up to third order, the VLR-SR1U-

ADAPT scheme also selected stochastic basis polynomials of fourth order.
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4.1.4.4 The VLR-SR1U Scheme versus Direct Integration Schemes

The convergence of the VLR-SR1U scheme and the direct integration schemes are

compared in this section. It can be observed in the following that the VLR-SR1U

scheme operates slightly worse than the most efficient direct integration scheme,

namely the Smolyak algorithm with the one-dimensional Kronrod-Patterson quadra-

ture rule (abbreviated by S-KP).

A common validation for the convergence of direct integration schemes answers the

question howmany samples of the probabilistic model need to be simulated to reach a

specific relative error. This validation can also be applied for the VLR-SR1U scheme.

Each iteration inside the basic VLR-SR1U scheme or each iteration inside an opti-

misation step of the VLR-SR1U-OPT schemes indicates one of these simulations.

The basic VLR-SR1U scheme with a tolerance bound of 10−1 and 10−3 (see Sec-

tion 4.1.4.1) and the VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) scheme with a tolerance bound of 10−4 are

considered. The latter is chosen because it performs well during the first rank-one

updates, see Section 4.1.4.2; the suboptimal behaviour at higher ranks is not visible

here because the limits for the validity of relative errors are too large (see next pas-

sage). Figure 4.13 presents appropriate convergence plots for the expectation and the

third absolute moment.

The relative errors are computed with respect to the MC references. On the one

hand these references are only valuable up to the stated accuracies. On the other

hand the stochastic solution space spanned by polynomials up to fourth order and the

KL representation of the uncertain parameter limits the accuracy which is reachable

for the VLR-SR1U scheme. The limit for the relative error of the expectation, for

which a consideration is valuable, is declared by the MC reference; the one for the

relative error of the third absolute moment is declared by the result of the SGM in

Section 4.1.3 for the mentioned stochastic solution space and the KL representation

of the uncertain parameter with an energy conservation of 99.99%.

The most efficient configuration for the VLR-SR1U scheme is the basic one with a

tolerance bound of 10−1. This is not surprising. It is observed in Section 4.1.4.1 that

on the one hand the basic VLR-SR1U scheme performs well especially at the first

ranks, and on the other hand its accuracy is almost invariant with respect to the tol-

erance bound. As the tolerance bound of 10−1 requires very few iterations per rank

increase, the number of required samples is also small. Nevertheless, that configura-

tion of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme quickly reaches higher ranks: each plotted dot
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the convergence of the VLR-SR1U scheme and

the Smolyak algorithm (with the one-dimensional Kronrod-Patterson

quadrature rule) for the reduction function T1: the convergence with re-
spect to the expected value is shown in Figures (a) and (b), at which Fig-

ure (b) also displays the best configuration for the VLR-SR1U scheme;

analogously, Figures (c) and (d) show the convergence with respect to

the third absolute moment.

of the corresponding (linearly interpolated) convergence graph in Figure 4.13 means

a rank increase for the VLR-SR1U scheme. In contrast, the VLR-SR1U-OPT(1)

scheme requires more samples of the probabilistic model but keeps the rank low.

Obviously, the VLR-SR1U scheme cannot compete with S-KP with respect to the
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convergence of the expectation, see Figures 4.13(a) and (b). However, the basic

VLR-SR1U scheme with tolerance bound 10−1 already reaches the limit of accu-

racy at 304 samples of the probabilistic model, while the QMC method based on the

Halton point sequence requires around 50, 000 samples (see Figure 4.4(b) in Sec-

tion 4.1.2), and the basic MC method requires some millions of samples (see Fig-

ure 4.3(b) in Section 4.1.2). The convergence of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme with

tolerance bound 10−1 is a bit inferior than the one of S-KP for the third stochastic

moment, see Figures 4.13(c) and (d): the VLR-SR1U scheme requires 625 samples

in contrast to 351 samples for S-KP and 100, 000 samples for the QMC method.

4.1.4.5 Conclusion

The numerical behaviour of the VLR-SR1U scheme in its different configurations

is discussed in the previous sections. A compact overview about the corresponding

results is provided in this section.

The approximations of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme are suboptimal: at the full rank

the bounds of the relative errors are between 10−4 and 10−6, depending on the con-

sidered quantity, see Section 4.1.4.1. This problem is addressed by an optimisation

of a given low-rank approximation through the VLR-OPT scheme. The VLR-SR1U-

OPT(1) scheme uses VLR-OPT during each rank-one update. In this way the men-

tioned error bound is decreased. It may decrease down to machine precision, but

this depends on the setting of the break criterion for the optimisation loop, see Sec-

tion 4.1.4.2. The VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) scheme applies VLR-OPT only at the final

rank: in comparison to VLR-SR1U-OPT(1) a better convergence can be observed,

see Section 4.1.4.2. The disadvantage of VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) is the requirement of

an a priori specification of the final rank.

The VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme extends the basic VLR-SR1U scheme to an adap-

tive construction of the solution space. While the stochastic basis polynomials for

the basic VLR-SR1U scheme were limited by an order of three, the VLR-SR1U-

ADAPT scheme could also select stochastic polynomials of fourth order. For an ap-

proximation of a fixed rank it was observed that VLR-SR1U-ADAPT chose stochas-

tic polynomials of fourth order by leaving out some of third order. However, the

basic VLR-SR1U scheme and the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme showed similar con-

vergence. Then, the VLR-OPT scheme was applied on both approximations. In

this way it could be shown that the adaptively chosen stochastic polynomials were
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describing the solution more accurately than the a priori fixed ones from the basic

VLR-SR1U scheme, see Section 4.1.4.3.

A comparison between the convergenceof the VLR-SR1U scheme and direct integra-

tion schemes shows in Section 4.1.4.4 that the VLR-SR1U scheme is a bit inferior

to the best direct integration scheme applied here, namely the Smolyak algorithm

with the one-dimensional Kronrod-Patterson quadrature rule. (Q)MC methods are

far behind. The VLR-SR1U scheme cannot compete with that configuration of the

Smolyak algorithm concerning the convergence for the expectation, but only few

hundreds of samples are required, while the QMC andMC methods require ten thou-

sands and millions of samples.

4.1.5 Conclusion

Direct integration schemes and the VLR-SR1U scheme in its different configurations

are applied in this section to simulate a two-dimensional stationary groundwater flow

problem with an uncertain hydraulic conductivity. The convergence of these numer-

ical schemes is compared.

The applied direct integration schemes are a basic MCmethod, a QMCmethod based

on the Halton point sequence, and the Smolyak algorithm. Different kinds of one-

dimensional quadrature rules are chosen for the Smolyak algorithm. The best conver-

gence in the segment of the direct integration schemes is provided by the Smolyak al-

gorithm with the one-dimensional Kronrod-Patterson quadrature rule (S-KP). While

this configuration of the Smolyak algorithm requires only a few hundred samples

for higher moments, the QMC or MC method requires ten thousands or millions of

samples to reach the same accuracy.

It can be demonstrated that the VLR-SR1U scheme provides slightly inferior conver-

gence than S-KP, but it is far better than (Q)MC methods. Furthermore, the VLR-

SR1U-OPT(1) and VLR-SR1U-OPT(2) schemes can be successfully applied to op-

timise a low-rank approximation with respect to the expectation of the total potential

energy so that higher accuracies can be reached. The VLR-SR1U-ADAPT scheme

is used to construct the solution space adaptively. It is shown that the constructed so-

lution space leads to higher accuracies than a non-adaptively constructed one when

stochastic polynomials of higher order can be chosen by the VLR-SR1U-ADAPT

scheme.
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4.2 A Laminated Composite Material

This section addresses the modelling of a fully anisotropic and uncertain carbon-

fibre-reinforced composite material of a three-dimensional rigid body. The model

is constructed from statistics which are obtained through the processing of photo-

graphic images of a three-dimensional test specimen which is not externally loaded.

Here, the statistics are the input, nevertheless the process to obtain them is shortly

discussed; a corresponding overview is given in [94].

The model for the composite material is divided into uncertain interlayers. Each

interlayer is separately considered by its own model and described through a non-

Gaussian random field, which is defined on a vector of standard Gaussian random

variables. The first obtained representation of the random field is simply called

the “generator”. Further representations are derived on the basis of this generator,

namely a PCE and a KLE. These three representations are numerically constructed

for a selected interlayer from the photographic input. Six hundred Gaussian random

variables are required to get an adequate description for the interlayer. This com-

paratively large stochastic dimension causes numerical difficulties and integration,

projection, and regression techniques are applied to handle them.

The exemplarily constructed numerical model for the selected uncertain interlayer is

used to describe the material of a laminated composite structure with a linear consti-

tutive law. The structure is simulated by different numerical schemes. A reference

solution is obtained by a basic MCmethod. The basic VLR-SR1U and the VLR-OPT

schemes are applied to search for an accurate low-rank approximation of the solution

in a given solution space. It turns out that, at this, a relatively high rank is required.

The low-rank approximation is compared to the solution of a regression approach,

which is determined in the same solution space.

The carbon-fibre-reinforced composite material and especially its modelling and nu-

merical handling are explained in Section 4.2.1. The mentioned linear problem of

structural mechanics and its simulation are discussed in Section 4.2.2.

The experiments are related to the project “More Affordable Aircraft through eX-

tended, Integrated and Mature nUmerical Sizing” (MAAXIMUS) — see http://

www.maaximus.eu— funded by the European Community’s Seventh Framework

Programme FP7/2007–2013 under grant agreement no213371. (The project is con-
cerned with the simulation of a loaded three-dimensional clipping of a fuselage for

which the naturally inherent uncertainty of the composite material is stochastically

described.) The contributions of this thesis are, on the one hand, an active partici-
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pation in the last conceptual phase of the material modelling and the execution and

preparation of the corresponding numerical computations (this is additionally clari-

fied in the following section) and, on the other hand, the simulation of the laminated

composite structure with a linear constitutive law.

4.2.1 A Model for a Carbon-Fibre-Reinforced Composite
Material

A laminated carbon-fibre-reinforced composite material consists of glued layers of

carbon fibres. The orientation of the fibres within a layer is identical, but the fibre

orientation usually changes from layer to layer. A carbon fibre has a diameter of

around 5–8 micrometres [38]. The adhesive — the so-called “matrix” — builds

intermediate layers between the layers of carbon fibres. It includes air, referred to as

“void”, which disrupts the contact between the layers. In addition it can be observed

that the borders between layers are irregular.

The composite material is divided into virtual interlayers. These interlayers are in-

troduced to especially describe the uncertain characteristics which are induced by

the mentioned voids and irregular borders. The fully anisotropic and uncertain

local material tensor for the composite material is represented by a random field

κ : R3 ×Ω→ Sym(R6×6), and determined for the interlayers separately. κ is spec-

ified by 21 random variables (instead of 36) due to the symmetric structure of the

tensor.

The interlayers are described in detail in Section 4.2.1.1. The numerical model for an

interlayer is constructed in Section 4.2.1.2, and corresponding numerical experiments

are discussed in Section 4.2.1.3. A conclusion is presented in Section 4.2.1.4.

4.2.1.1 The Interlayers of the Composite Material

Photographic images of a test specimen are the input of the composite material model

and are provided by a cooperation partner. The test specimen has a size of sB =
(lB, wB, hB) = (14.875, 14.875, 4.675)with millimetres as the unit of length. It is

grinded and the grinded surface is photographed at the standardised grinding depth of

dg = 100 micrometres. This procedure is repeated with the rest of the test specimen

as many times as possible to obtain a sequence of depth images, see the drawing in

Figure 4.14. The drawing illustrates the physical layered structure of the composite
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material and identifies 63 layers, namely 32 layers of carbon fibres and 31 layers of

adhesive.

Figure 4.14: Systematic depiction of the test specimen of size sB on the left and a

sequence of photographic images resulting from a grinding process on

the right.

The layers of carbon fibres can be categorised according to their fibre orientation.

Figure 4.15 shows a section of two glued layers of carbon fibres with the adhesive

layer in between. The size of the section measures sRVE = (lRVE, wRVE, hRVE) =
(100, 100, 100) with a measurement unit of micrometres for each entry; this size

is used later in the modelling process for a representative volume element (RVE).

Additionally, the depiction shows the already mentioned irregular borders between

the layers.

A virtual layered structure is introduced to capture the uncertainty, which is generated

by voids and irregular borders. The relation between the physical layered structure

and the virtual one is illustrated in Figure 4.16. The virtual layered structure contains

two kinds of layers: the interlayer and the deterministic layer. An interlayer con-

sists of a complete physical adhesive layer plus areas of the neighbouring layers of

carbon fibres above and below that adhesive layer. Accordingly, the interlayers alto-

gether comprise the specified uncertain characteristics. An interlayer has a height of

hinter = hRVE. A deterministic layer contains the remaining area of the carbon fibres

either between the top (or bottom) of the test specimen and the first (or last) interlayer,

or it contains the remaining area of the carbon fibres between two neighbouring inter-

layers. Accordingly, the set of all deterministic layers comprises the remaining area

of carbon fibres; a deterministic layer has a height of hdet = 49.21875micrometres.

Therefore the numbers of physical layers and virtual layers are the same.
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Figure 4.15: Systematic depiction of a section of two glued layers of carbon fibres.

The upper layer exhibits a fibre orientation of 45 degrees; the lower

layer exhibits a fibre orientation of 0 degrees.

Figure 4.16: The relation between the physical (inherent) layered structure and the

virtual layered structure of the test specimen.
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Each virtual layer is geometrically discretised by a plane of hexahedral finite ele-

ments with the height of one finite element. Thus the height of the finite elements

makes up the height of the corresponding layer. The material input for the finite el-

ements of an interlayer is defined onto a two-dimensional plane, which is located in

the centre of the FE plane. This two-dimensional plane is called the reference plane.

Figure 4.17 exemplifies the discretisation for some successive virtual layers.

Figure 4.17: The concept for the discretisation of the virtual layers of the compos-

ite material by hexahedral finite elements: an interlayer in between two

deterministic layers is shown on the left; the reference plane of the in-

terlayer is shown on the right (it marks the material input for the finite

elements of the interlayer).

In summary, the model of an interlayer goes back to the computation of the material

defined onto the related reference plane. Section 4.2.1.2 explains the concepts for

computing this material.

4.2.1.2 A Model for an Interlayer

The reference plane of the k’th interlayer is given by the set Xk :=
{(x, y) | (x, y, zk) ∈ XB}, at whichXB := [0, . . . , lB]× [0, . . . , wB ]× [0, . . . , hB]
is the three-dimensional domain of the test specimen, and zk is the constant z-
coordinate of the two-dimensional reference plane. The random field κk : Xk×Ω→
Sym(R6×6) is introduced to describe the material defined onto that plane. The aim

is to construct concrete representations for κk from the given photographs.

The construction can be divided in two phases. In the first phase the photo sam-

ples are processed to obtain a stochastic description for the interlayer in the form of

marginal distributions and covariance functions. In the second phase these stochastic

quantities are used to construct a generator gk, which is already the first represen-

tation for κk. An elementary event ω ∈ Ω exclusively affects an m-dimensional
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standard Gaussian random vector θ in gk so that the notation gk((x, y), θ) — in-

stead of gk((x, y), ω) — can also be used. Further representations for κk are a PCE

κk,c and a KLE κk,l (c and l indicate truncations). Both representations are based on
a sampling of gk. As a consequence of the truncations, gk carries the most informa-

tion of the input compared to the other concrete representations.

First Phase The first phase in the construction of a material model for an inter-

layer is not a contribution of this thesis. Therefore, that phase is merely outlined in

this paragraph and essential numerical results are mentioned. An overview of the first

phase is published in [94], further publications are in preparation. As the photographs

were only available for a single test specimen an uncertainty quantification for each

location-dependentpixel could not be accomplished. Therefore, a RVE is introduced,

which represents the uncertainty within its geometrical volume. The size sRVE of the

RVE matches the grinding depth dg in y-direction and the interlayer height hinter in
z-direction. A scan-element of size sRVE is now pixel-wise moved from one end of

the k’th interlayer to the other end, see Figure 4.18. Two photos of consecutive grind-
ing depths are read to get the front and back of the scanned volume. (An interpolation

is later performed for the space in between the front and back.) The scanning is done

for each pair of photos corresponding to consecutive grinding depths. Consequently,

plenty of data are obtained for the uncertainty quantification, namely 170, 000 sam-

ples of the RVE. A model reduction and a quantification of the resulting stochastic

coefficients lead to 3, 072 samples, for which the local material tensors are identi-

fied through load tests of RVE-sized models of structural mechanics. A surrogate

model is obtained from these 3, 072 samples, with which the matrix logarithms of

the local material tensors for all 170, 000 samples can be approximated. The matrix

logarithm is introduced to finally assure a positive-definite material representation.

Further model reduction for all these matrix logarithms and a quantification of the

resulting stochastic coefficients lead to two uncorrelated random variables s0 and s1.
As a consequence, the function

(4.4) ς : R2 → Sym(R6×6)

is established, which maps a sample of s0 and s1 to the matrix logarithm Lk =
log(Kk), at which Kk is the corresponding sample of the local material tensor

for the k’th interlayer. The matrix exponentiation can be used to obtain Kk:

Kk := exp(Lk). It assures the positive-definiteness of the local material tensor. (If

the previous model reduction had been directly performed on the local material ten-

sors the positive-definiteness could not have been assured for a final material repre-

sentation.) However, s0 and s1 are not independent. As independence simplifies the

second phase presented in the next paragraph, the Rosenblatt transformation τ [182]
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is applied to transform s0 and s1 to two independent standard Gaussian random vari-

ables r0 and r1:

(4.5) τ : (s0, s1) 7→ (r0, r1).

As a consequence a function ζ can be defined, which maps a sample of the Rosenblatt

variables onto the corresponding local material tensor:

(4.6) ζ(r0, r1) := exp(ς(τ−1(r0, r1))).

Figure 4.18: The concept for scanning an interlayer: the scan-element is pixel-wise

moved over two consecutive photo samples.

The marginal distributions Fr0 and Fr1 and the covariance functions cr0 and cr1 of

r0 and r1 are now extracted for the next phase. The numerical experiments identify

the Rosenblatt variables to be only almost standard Gaussian.

Second Phase In the second phase concrete representations for κk are con-

structed, namely the generator gk and the truncated PCE and KLE κk,c and κk,l.

For this purpose, the random field representations ρ0 and ρ1 are determined, which

hold the Rosenblatt quantities Fr0 , Fr1 , cr0 , and cr1 . The function ζ in Eq. (4.6)

is then used to construct gk. The entire process is discussed in the following and

illustrated by Figure 4.19.

As r0 and r1 are independent, so are ρ0 and ρ1 and their corresponding computations.

ρ0 and ρ1 are non-Gaussian random fields, as r0 and r1 are only almost Gaussian.

The processes to obtain ρ0 and ρ1 are identical so that only one process needs to

be exemplified. The algorithm in [185] is applied as follows to obtain a truncated

PC representation ρ0,c for ρ0 from the input Fr0 and cr0 (analogously for ρ1). The
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Figure 4.19: The process to determine representations for κk from photo samples:

the black dashed lines mark the contributions of this thesis; the grey

dashed lines mark contributions jointly achieved with a cooperation

partner.

Rosenblatt variable r0 is projected onto a set of one-dimensional Hermite polynomi-

als {hi}i∈{0,...,p} defined on a standard Gaussian random variable θ:

(4.7) r0 ≈ r0,p :=

p∑

i=0

r
(i)
0 hi(θ).

p is the polynomial order of the projection. The computation of the coefficients

{r(i)0 }i∈{0,...,p} involvesFr0 . Analogously, ρ0 can be considered as a projection onto
the same Hermite polynomials but defined on a centred Gaussian field γ0 with unit

variance [185]. Then {r(i)0 }i∈{0,...,p} is also the set of coefficients for that projec-

tion:

(4.8) ρ0 ≈
p∑

i=0

r
(i)
0 hi(γ0).

When one follows this analogy a representation for γ0 needs to be found. The trans-

formation from covariance function cr0 of ρ0 to the correlation function cγ0 of γ0 can

be expressed by the coefficients {r(i)0 }i∈{0,...,p}. The corresponding problem can be

identified by the problem to find the roots of an associated polynomial of order p
[185]. Afterwards, cγ0 is used to compute a truncated KL representation γ0,m0 for

γ0, for which m0 is the number of involved standard Gaussian random variables.

γ0,m0 substitutes γ0 in Eq. (4.8) to get an approximation for ρ0. This approxima-

tion is projected onto a set of Hermite polynomials {Hα}α∈Ic , which are defined on
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the m0-dimensional standard Gaussian random vector θ0 to obtain a truncated PC

representation ρ0,c for ρ0 [185].

The randomfields ρ0 and ρ1 can be used to construct the already introduced generator
gk for the local material tensors: gk((x, y), ω) = ζ(ρ0((x, y), ω), ρ1((x, y), ω)).
Here the two computed PC representations ρ0,c and ρ1,c are replacing ρ0 and ρ1 for a
practical application. The resultingm0 +m1 = m-dimensional generator is defined

by

(4.9) gk,c
(
(x, y), θ

)
:= ζ

(
ρ0,c
(
(x, y), θ0

)
, ρ1,c

(
(x, y), θ1

))

with θ := (θ0, θ1). The generator gk,c may already be applied in sampling schemes

like (Q)MCmethods, the Smolyak algorithm, and projection or stochastic collocation

methods. However, gk,c is sampled to obtain a truncated PC representation κk,c for

κk. Subsequently, a truncated KL representation κk,l is computed by using κk,c.

4.2.1.3 Numerical Experiments Concerning an Interlayer

The numerical experiments presented in this section exclusively focus on the second

phase of modelling an interlayer, and are a contribution of this thesis. Essential

numerical results of the first phase were already presented in Section 4.2.1.2.

The second phase determines approximations for κk from the quantities Fr0 , Fr1 ,

cr0 , and cr1 , corresponding to the Rosenblatt fields ρ0 and ρ1. The associated process
is outlined in Figure 4.19 of Section 4.2.1.2. In this section, the third interlayer is

considered, that means k = 3. The interlayer exhibits an upper fibre orientation of

−45 degrees and a lower fibre orientation of 0 degrees. The Rosenblatt input for the

second phase is presented in Figure 4.20: the covariance functions are demonstrated

along the x- and y-directions of the reference plane and along the diagonal direction
between the x- and y-direction with a length of

√
(lB)2 + (wB)2. The geometrical

domain Xk of the reference plane is discretised by Nn := 51 × 51 = 2, 601 nodes

for further numerical experiments. Unless otherwise stated the set of multi-indices

in Eq. (2.22) is used for representing multi-dimensional Hermite polynomials.

Truncated PC Representations for the Rosenblatt Quantities First of all,

truncated PC representations ρ0,c and ρ1,c for ρ0 and ρ1 are computed as explained in

Section 4.2.1.2. This includes the computation of the coefficients {r(i)0 }i∈{0,...,p} and
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Figure 4.20: The Rosenblatt input for the third interlayer: the marginal distribution

and the covariance function of Rosenblatt field ρ0 are shown in Fig-

ures (a) and (b); these quantities are analogously shown for Rosenblatt

field ρ1 in Figures (c) and (d). The particular covariance function is

demonstrated along the x- and y-direction and the diagonal direction

of the corresponding reference plane.

{r(i)1 }i∈{0,...,p} corresponding to the projections r0,p and r1,p of the Rosenblatt vari-
ables r0 and r1 onto a set of one-dimensional Hermite polynomials. The associated

process involves the approximation of an integral for each coefficient (analogously

to Eq. (2.6)). For this purpose, the Gauss-Legendre (GL) and Clenshaw-Curtis (CC)

quadrature rules (see Section 2.3.2.1) are applied and compared with respect to their

convergence. Figure 4.21 exemplifies the convergence of both quadrature rules for

coefficients r
(0)
0 and r

(1)
0 ; the convergence is almost the same with a slight vantage
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for GL, especially at the beginning. Figure 4.22 exemplifies the convergence of the

distribution function of r0,p to Fr0 by increasing the maximum polynomial order p.
Based on these experiments GL quadrature with 500, 000 sample-points and a max-

imum polynomial order of p = 30 are used to obtain accurate approximations r0,p
and r1,p for r0 and r1.

.
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Figure 4.21: Convergence of Gauss-Legendre and Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature rules

for the coefficient r
(0)
0 in Figure (a) or r

(1)
0 in Figure (b). A reference

for the relative error is obtained by Gauss-Legendre quadrature with

1, 100, 000 sample-points.

Next, the truncatedKL representationsγ0,m0 and γ1,m1 for the Gaussian fields γ0 and
γ1 are determined. Figure 4.23 demonstrates the decline of the largest eigenvalues

and the estimated energy conservation. The KLEs are truncated at m0 = 300 and

m1 = 300 eigenmodes for further steps. They conserve 92.25% and 94.4% of the

entire energy.

The PC representations ρ0,c and ρ1,c can now be determined. A comparison between

polynomials up to first order and polynomials up to second order for the PCE re-

veals that the polynomials up to first order are already sufficient: the 2-norm of the

difference between the geometrically discretised covariances of the PC representa-

tions up to first and second polynomial orders is less than 10−4 in its relative value

(for each ρ0,c and ρ1,c). This insignificant difference is accompanied by a large dif-

ference between the numbers of polynomials, namely 301 polynomials up to first

order, and 45, 451 polynomials up to second order. Hence, the polynomials up to

first order are used for ρ0,c and ρ1,c. Figure 4.24 compares the marginal distribution

and the covariance function of ρ0,c with the original input Fr0 and cr0 ; analogous
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Figure 4.22: Convergence of r0,p to Fr0 by increasing the maximum polynomial or-

der p from 1 to 30. Gauss-Legendre quadrature with 500, 000 sample-

points is used for computing r0,p.
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Figure 4.23: Truncated KL representations γ0,m0 and γ1,m1: Figure (a) shows the

decline of the largest eigenvalues; Figure (b) shows the conserved en-

ergy over the number of largest eigenvalues used.

results are obtained for ρ1,c. The quality of ρ0,c or ρ1,c is estimated by comparing

the 2-norm of the approximated spatial point variance with the one of the particular

input variance of ρ0 or ρ1, and by considering the 2-norm of the difference between

the geometrically discretised covariance function of the particular approximation and
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the particular input covariance function cr0 or cr1 . The estimation identifies 99.34%
of variance conservation and 81.99% of covariance conservation for ρ0,c as well as
99.52% of variance conservation and 88.07% of covariance conservation for ρ1,c.
An essentially higher quality for the covariances is only possible when increasing

the numbers m0 and m1 of eigenmodes in the KLEs of γ0 and γ1; however, the
convergence of the conserved energy in Figure 4.23(b) predicts that a quite larger

number of eigenmodes may be required.
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Figure 4.24: The PC representation ρ0,c: Figure (a) compares the marginal distribu-
tion of ρ0,c with the original inputFr0 ; Figures (b), (c), and (d) compare

the covariance function of ρ0,c with the original input cr0 along the x-
and y-direction and the diagonal direction in the reference plane.

The truncated PCEs ρ0,c and ρ1,c with stochastic polynomials up to first order are

in fact Gaussian fields. This raises the question if the Rosenblatt variables r0 and r1
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could not have been simply replaced by standard Gaussian random variables. Then,

the Rosenblatt fields ρ0 and ρ1 could have been directly approximated by truncated

KLEs ρ0,m0 and ρ1,m1 without applying the algorithm in [185]. The question will

be answered shortly. ρ0,m0 and ρ1,m1 are determined form0 = 300 andm1 = 300.
They conserve 94.87% and 96.4% of the entire energy. (The number of terms is

the same in the PC and KL representations, and hence so is their memory require-

ment.) A quality estimation for ρ0,m0 and ρ1,m1 (analogously to the one for ρ0,c and
ρ1,c) reveals a slightly better covariance conservation, namely 83.38% for ρ0,m0 and

89.45% for ρ1,m1 . However, the variance conservation is inferior, namely 91.29%
for ρ0,m0 and 93.15% for ρ1,m1 . These observations are explained in the following

by considering the truncated PC representations ρ0,c and ρ1,c and their process of

computation. The input statistics of the Rosenblatt variables indicate that they are

only almost Gaussian. This disturbance is present, on the one hand, in the eigen-

problems associated with the computations of γ0 and γ1 and, on the other hand, in

the computation of the PC coefficients by Eq. (4.8). This influence is perceptible in

the better variance conservation for ρ0,c and ρ1,c. However, the decline of the eigen-
values is slightly slower leading to a lower covariance conservation than for ρ0,m0

and ρ1,m1 .

The Generator Representation for the Interlayer The truncated PC repre-

sentations ρ0,c and ρ1,c allow to construct the generator gk,c of the stochastic dimen-

sion m := m0 +m1 = 600. gk,c is the first approximated representation obtained

for κk . Figure 4.25 shows Young’s modulus and the shear modulus corresponding

to a sample-point. Estimations ḡ and σ2
g for the expectation and the variance of gk,c

are obtained for each of the twenty-one parameters of the local material tensor by

an MC sampling with 2, 000, 000material realisations. These approximations of the

stochastic moments are later used to estimate the quality of the truncated PC and KL

representations for gk,c.

Truncated PC and KL Representations for the Interlayer The truncated

PC representation κk,c for κk is determined by different ways. Projections (see Sec-

tion 2.4) and a least squares regression approach (see Section 2.5.2) are compared.

All these numerical methods sample the generator gk,c. It turns out that the regres-

sion approach provides the best results.

The projections are based on different integration schemes, namely a basic MC

method, a QMC method based on the Halton point sequence, and a Smolyak algo-

rithm based on Gauss-Legendre or Gauss-Hermite quadrature rules. The regression
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. (a) (b)

. (c) (d)

. (e) (f)

Figure 4.25: A sample of the k’th interlayer obtained by gk,c: Fig-

ures (a), (b), and (c) show Young’s modulus in x-, y-, and z-directions;
Figures (d), (e), and (f) show the shear modulus in the yz-, xz-, and
xy-planes.
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approach uses basic MC samples. The numerical handling is challenging because the

stochastic dimensionm is comparatively large. Also the finite element discretisation

of the geometrical domain and the Np := 21 parameters of the local material tensor

lead to NX := Nn × Np = 2, 601× 21 = 54, 621 purely geometrical coefficients.

The ability of the mentioned numerical methods to determine an accurate κk,c is val-

idated for a truncated PCE with stochastic polynomials up to first order. All of these

methods perform more or less well when only the resulting expectations are com-

pared with ḡ. However, a comparison of the variance with σ2
g reveals weaknesses.

The projection approach with the basic MC integration based on 1, 000 or 10, 000
samples overestimates the variance by a factor of 27 or 4; the projection approach

with the QMC integration based on 1, 000 samples even overestimates the variance

by a factor of 17, 312, which is very probably traced back to the comparatively large

stochastic dimension. The Smolyak algorithm of the second level identifies 1, 201
samples; it undervalues the variance by a factor of 4 when using Gauss-Legendre

quadrature, or by a factor of 1.6 when using Gauss-Hermite quadrature. The regres-

sion approach provides the best results. It overestimates the variance only by a factor

of 1.03 with 1, 000MC samples. In other words, it maintains 96.16% of σ2
g .

Therefore, the regression approach is chosen to determine a truncated PC represen-

tation κk,c with stochastic polynomials up to second order. While the PCE with

polynomials up to first order is described by 601 polynomials, the PCE up to sec-

ond polynomial order already identifies 180, 901 polynomials (concerning the set of

multi-indices Imod in Eq. (2.22)). A representation for the PCE with all polynomials

up to second order contains NX × 180, 901 = 9, 880, 993, 521 coefficients, which

would mean a memory requirement of 73.6 Gigabyte in double precision. However,

it is assumed that many polynomials do not have an essential impact on the entire

PCE of second order. So the idea is to find the polynomials which have the most

impact. The polynomials up to first order have already demonstrated their strong im-

pact. They are chosen as a basic set to measure each of the second order polynomials.

For this the basic set is extended by a single second order polynomial. The result-

ing set of 601 + 1 polynomials is used in the regression approach with 1, 000 MC

samples to obtain an impact measure for the single second order polynomial. The

impact measure is simply the 2-norm of the PC coefficients corresponding to the sec-

ond order polynomial. This process is done for each single second order polynomial

separately. The entire process requires the decomposition of 180, 300 dense matri-

ces of dimension 1, 000 × 602, which were solved NX -times each. The truncated

PC representation κk,c for κk is finally constructed from the 10, 000 second order

polynomials with the highest impact measures, and the polynomials up to first order.

The corresponding 10, 601 terms are determined by a regression approach based on

20, 000MC samples. The computed representation κk,c maintains 99.99% of ḡ and
98.97% of σ2

g . κk,c can be scaled, so that the variance σ2
g is completely maintained:
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. (a) (b)

. (c) (d)

. (e) (f)

Figure 4.26: A sample of the k’th interlayer: Young’s modulus in x-direction (on the
left) and the shear modulus in the xy-plane (on the right) are shown

for the generator gk,c in Figures (a) and (b), the PC representation

κk,c in Figures (c) and (d), and the KL representation κk,l in Fig-

ures (e) and (f); the representations are evaluated at the same sample-

point.
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when σ2
κk,c

is the achieved variance the scale factor is defined as
σ2
g

σ2
κk,c

. However,

such a scaling is not performed here.

Next, the KL representation κk,l for κk is determined. The corresponding eigen-

values and eigenvectors were provided by the cooperation partner and result from

a projection of the available 170, 000 local material tensor samples onto the eigen-

functions of the Fourier transformation; the truncation criterion was set to 99% of

the entire energy, which led to 599 eigenmodes. The uncorrelated random variables

inside the KLE are discretised by truncated PCEs. The corresponding PC coefficients

are computed by Eq. (2.17) using κk,c. The resulting KL representation maintains

99.99% of ḡ and 89.89% of σ2
g . A scaling to completely maintain the variance can

be performed in the same manner as explained in the previous passage, but is also

not done here.

In contrast to the generator the determined truncated PC and KL representations are

not positive-definite anymore (they are still positive-definite in their expectations).

This is caused by the truncations. Figure 4.26 shows a sample of Young’s modulus

in x-direction and the shear modulus in the xy-plane where the latter demonstrates

the loss of the positive-definiteness (also negative values appear). The sample of

the shear modulus obtained by the KL representation is characterised by the spatial

structure which, for instance, occurs for the Young’s modulus in the x-direction. This
structure is simply the energetically predominant one resolved by the eigenmodes.

When the determined truncated PC or KL representation is used for the material de-

scription of a laminated composite structure the application of numerical simulation

schemes based on sampling techniques can be queried because a simulation code

for deterministic problems may demand positive-definiteness. In contrast, SGM-

based schemes may tolerate some infrequently occurring violations of the positive-

definiteness. That is demonstrated in Section 4.2.2.4 for a laminated composite struc-

ture with a linear constitutive law.

4.2.1.4 Conclusion

An approach to model a fully anisotropic and uncertain carbon-fibre-reinforced com-

posite material for a three-dimensional rigid body is presented in Section 4.2.1. It is

based on photographic images of a test specimen which is not externally loaded. It

assumes location-independent marginal distributions and homogeneous covariances

of the twenty-one parameterswhich describe the local material tensor. The composite
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material is divided into a number of interlayers. An interlayer carries the uncertainty,

which is induced by irregular borders between two layers of carbon fibre and the

intermediate layer of adhesive, and by the voids within the layer of adhesive. It is

described by a non-Gaussian random field. The most accurate representation for that

field is provided by a so-called generator which is non-linearly dependent on a set of

standard Gaussian random variables. The positive-definiteness of the generator can

be assured. PC and KL representations are then derived on the basis of the generator.

All these representations are exemplarily determined for a selected interlayer. The

corresponding numerical experiments identify a comparatively large dimension of

six hundred to describe the interlayer in an acceptable manner. As a consequence of

this, the computation of the PC and KL representations is complex. A computation-

ally manageable set of polynomials for the representations is obtained by choosing

the polynomials of most significance for a description of the random field from the

set of Hermite polynomials up to second order. However, the PC and KL represen-

tations determined on the basis of the chosen polynomials are not positive-definite

anymore.

4.2.2 A Laminated Composite Structure with a Linear
Constitutive Law

A laminated composite structure with a linear constitutive law and a fully anisotropic

and partially uncertain material is simulated in this section by different numerical

schemes, namely a basic MC method, a least squares regression approach, and the

VLR-SR1U scheme. The latter scheme indicates that a relatively high rank is re-

quired for an accurate approximation of the solution in the chosen stochastic solution

space.

The problem to be solved is introduced in Section 4.2.2.1. Its numerical simulation

is presented in the subsequent sections. The results of the basic MC method are

discussed in Section 4.2.2.2. The regression approach is applied in Section 4.2.2.3

to obtain an approximation of the solution in the stochastic solution space spanned

by polynomials up to first order. The VLR-SR1U scheme searches for a low-rank

approximation of the solution in the same stochastic solution space in Section 4.2.2.4.

A conclusion is presented in Section 4.2.2.5.
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4.2.2.1 Problem Outline

The mentioned laminated composite structure with a linear constitutive law is de-

scribed by

−∇x · σ(x, ω) = f(x), x ∈ X\∂X(4.10)

n(x) · σ(x, ω) = t(x), x ∈ ∂XN(4.11)

u(x, ω) = uD(x), x ∈ ∂XD(4.12)

σ(x, ω) := κ(x, ω) : ε(x, ω)(4.13)

ε(x, ω) := 1
2

(
∇xu(x, ω) + (∇xu(x, ω))

T
)

(4.14)

with x := (x, y, z) ∈ X ⊂ R
3 and ω ∈ Ω. f and u are the body force and the nodal

displacement in the three spatial directions. The local material is described by the

fourth-order stiffness tensor κ, which is expressed by a 6× 6 matrix and represented

by 21 random variables due to its symmetric structure: κ : R3 × Ω → Sym(R6×6).
ε and σ are the strain and the stress. “:” in Eq. (4.13) indicates the Frobenius product
of two tensors of second order. More about the problem setting is specified in the

following.

The three-dimensional geometrical domain of the rigid body is defined by X =
[0, lX ]× [0, wX ]× [0, hX ] with lX := lB , wX := wB , and hX := 1.094millimetres

(see definitions for lB and wB in Section 4.2.1.1). It is discretised by 23, 205 finite

elements. The height hX results from the layers of the composite material.

The composite material contains fifteen layers, namely eight layers of carbon fibre

and seven interlayers. A layer of carbon fibre measures a height of hdet, the height
for an interlayer is hinter (see definitions in Section 4.2.1.1). In contrast to Sec-

tion 4.2.1 only the third interlayer is stochastically described. The corresponding

stochastic model is the one determined in Section 4.2.1.3. The other interlayers are

deterministic and described through the expectations of their actual stochastic mod-

els. As a consequence, the composite material is defined through six hundred Gaus-

sian random variables, which simultaneously identify the stochastic dimension of the

problem to be solved. The different fibre orientations of the layers are chosen, so that

the problem is preferably symmetric. Approximated representations for the local ma-

terial tensor κ are provided through a generator gc and a truncated KLE κl (c and l
indicate truncations). κl assures the positive-definiteness only in its expectation, that

means single realisations of κl are not necessarily positive-definite. Furthermore, κl

approximately maintains 89.89% of the variance obtained by gc.
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Figure 4.27: The composite material and the area of the delamination corresponding

to the laminated composite structure.

It is assumed that a delamination between the uncertain interlayer and its overlying

layer of carbon fibre occurred during the manufacturing process, that means already

before the composite structure is loaded. The delamination is obtained through an

elimination of the connectivity in an elliptical area of the finite element mesh. Cer-

tainly, that disturbs the symmetry of the problem to be solved. Figure 4.27 illustrates

the problem with an emphasis on the composite material and the delamination.

The solution u := (ux, uy, uz) is discretised by NX := 78, 612 geometrical

DoFs. The essential boundary conditions are deterministic and defined in ∂XD :=
{(x, y, z) ∈ X | x := 0} as follows:

u((0, 0, 0), ω) :=(0, 0, 0)

uz((0, wX , hX), ω) :=0

ux((0, y, z), ω) :=0, (y, z) 6= (0, 0) ∧ (y, z) 6= (wX , hX).

The first and second conditions are defined on two single nodes to fix the rigid body
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Figure 4.28: The essential boundary conditions and the external surface load corre-

sponding to the laminated composite structure.

with regard to a translation and rotation in the geometrical space. The other nodes in

∂XD are free to move in ∂XD. The natural boundary conditions are defined at the

remaining boundary ∂XN and set to zero. f establishes an external surface load of

−1 on the area {(x, y, z) ∈ X | x := lX}. The essential boundary conditions and

the external surface load are illustrated in Figure 4.28.

The deterministic simulator component ParaFEP is used in all numerical experiments

of this section.

4.2.2.2 A Basic MC Method

A basic MC method is applied to simulate the laminated composite structure. Gen-

erator gc is used for the sampling of the composite material. A total of 116, 837
samples are evaluated.

The expectation of the nodal displacement is presented in Figure 4.29. A torsion of

the rigid body can be observed. It is caused by the first and last layers of the compos-

ite material, which both are of the same fibre orientation of 45 degrees. The slight

distortion in the symmetry of the nodal displacement in z-direction (6.19 · 10−4 ver-

sus 6.15 · 10−4) results from the area of the delamination. Figures 4.30(a) and (c)

show the expectation and variance of the normal stress σxx in the stochastic inter-

layer, that means near the area of the delamination. The expectation indicates larger

stresses (in their absolute values) in the area of the delamination. The variance is also

higher in that area. The latter demonstrates the need to model the uncertainty of a
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Figure 4.29: The expectation of the nodal displacement obtained by a basic MC

method with 116, 837 samples: the mesh displays the expectation of the
nodal displacement in all spatial directions and is scaled by a factor

of 3, 000, while the colour plot is not scaled and belongs only to the

expectation of the nodal displacement in z-direction.

composite material, because the larger variance influences a progression of delami-

nation. The changes near the boundary in Figure 4.30(a) are traced back to the finite

element mesh, see Figure 4.30(b).

The 2-norms of the spatial point expectation and the spatial point variance of the

nodal displacement are computed to get reference solutions for comparisons with

further numerical schemes. (The 2-norm of the spatial point expectation means the

2-norm of the expectations at the discrete FE nodes; analogously for the 2-norm of

the spatial point variance.) The central limit theorem provides error estimations for

these references. It predicts a probability larger than 0.9999 that the relative error

for the expectation is smaller than 10−4, and the one for the variance is smaller than

10−2. The reference solutions are also used to display the convergence of the basic

MC method itself, see Figure 4.31.

4.2.2.3 A Least Squares Regression Approach

A least squares regression approach (see Section 2.5.2) is applied to construct a sur-

rogate model for the probabilistic model of the laminated composite structure, which

is based on NS := 601 Hermite polynomials up to first order. As a consequence,

NS × NX = 47, 245, 812 coefficients have to be computed. For the construction

of the surrogate model the regression approach uses basic MC evaluations of the

probabilistic model on the basis of gc; different numbers of evaluations are tried.
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. . (a) (b)

.

.(c)

Figure 4.30: The expectation and variance of the stress σxx in the stochastic inter-

layer obtained by a basic MC method with 116, 837 samples: the expec-
tation is shown in Figures (a) and (b) without and with displaying the

finite element mesh; the corresponding variance is shown in Figure (c).

The spatial point expectation and the spatial point variance are analytically com-

puted from the surrogate model. For the 2-norm of the spatial point expectation

the applied regression approach with 1, 000 evaluations of the probabilistic model

already reaches the accuracy of the MC reference solution which was obtained by

116, 837 evaluations (see Section 4.2.2.2). In contrast, the regression approach with

10, 000 evaluations resolves approximately only 77.7% of the MC reference solution

for the 2-norm of the spatial point variance. However, a strongly higher accuracy for

that quantity does not seem to be reachable in the chosen stochastic solution space

with polynomials up to first order. That can be concluded from the following circum-

stances. On the one hand, both the regression approach and the basic MCmethod use

gc to generate samples of the material. The regression approach, on the other hand,
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Figure 4.31: Convergence of a basic MC method with regard to the relative error

of the 2-norms of the spatial point expectation and the spatial point

variance of the nodal displacement; the reference solution is obtained

by 116, 837 samples.

converges to a 2-norm of the spatial point variance which differs already slightly in

the first digit from the one computed by the basic MC method, see Figure 4.32. In

that figure the 2-norms of the spatial point variances are directly shown instead of

showing relative errors.

The 2-norm of the spatial point variance obtained by the regression approach with

10, 000 evaluations of the probabilistic model is used as a reference solution in the

successive section, because there the VLR-SR1U scheme is applied to compute a

low-rank approximation of the solution in the same stochastic solution space spanned

by Hermite polynomials up to first order.

4.2.2.4 The VLR-SR1U Scheme

The VLR-SR1U scheme is applied to search for an accurate low-rank approxima-

tion for the solution of the laminated composite structure. The stochastic solution

space is chosen as in Section 4.2.2.3. The composite material is described by the

KL representation κl which maintains 89.89% of the variance provided by gc, see

Section 4.2.1.3.

Successive rank-one updates are performed by the basic VLR-SR1U scheme up to

rank 450, which is almost three quarters of the full rank. The convergence for the
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Figure 4.32: Convergence of the regression approach for the 2-norm of the spatial

point variance (absolute values are plotted instead of errors) in com-

parison to the corresponding convergence of the basic MC method.
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Figure 4.33: Convergence of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme with regard to the relative

error of the 2-norms of the spatial point expectation in Figure (a) and the
spatial point variance in Figure (b); the reference solution is obtained

by a regression approach with 10, 000 evaluations of the probabilistic

model.

2-norms of the spatial point expectation and the spatial point variance are shown in

Figure 4.33, where the reference solution to compute relative errors was obtained by

the regression approachwith 10, 000 evaluations of the probabilistic model presented

in Section 4.2.2.3. Because the stochastic solution spaces used for the regression ap-
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Figure 4.34: Convergence of the VLR-OPT scheme with regard to the relative error

of the 2-norm of the spatial point variance: approximations of rank 10,
50, and 100, which are determined by the basic VLR-SR1U scheme, are

optimised in Figures (a), (b), and (c); the reference solution is obtained

by a regression approach with 10, 000 evaluations of the probabilistic

model.

proach and the VLR-SR1U approach are the same there are two circumstances which

decrease the accuracy of the low-rank approximation of the solution in comparison

to the regression approach. These are the application of the KL representation for

describing the composite material and the suboptimality of the basic VLR-SR1U

scheme. It can be observed in Figure 4.33 that 99.79% of the 2-norm of the spa-

tial point expectation and only 68.6% of the 2-norm of the spatial point variance are

reached at the final rank (or 53.4% of the 2-norm of the spatial point variance with re-

spect to the reference solution obtained by the basic MCmethod, see Section 4.2.2.2).

Certainly, the KL representation for the composite material causes an accuracy loss
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for the solution (which may also be of significant impact) but, nevertheless, the slow

convergence of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme remains: the first digit of the 2-norm of

the spatial point variance is not fixed until rank 220, that is approximately one-third

of the full rank.

However, the computed low-rank approximations are not optimal. The VLR-OPT

scheme is applied to optimise some low-rank approximations of different ranks. The

corresponding convergence is presented in Figure 4.34 for the 2-norm of the spatial

point variance. The optimisation of the approximations of rank 10, 50, and 100 only
leads to accuracy gains of approximately 0.13%, 0.98%, and 2.55%. In consideration

of these results it can be concluded that an accurate approximation for the solution

of the laminated composite structure in the chosen stochastic solution space requires

a relatively high rank.

4.2.2.5 Conclusion

The stochastic model determined in Section 4.2.1.3 is used in this section to describe

the third interlayer of a fully anisotropic material of a laminated composite structure

in a three-dimensional geometrical space with a linear constitutive law. The remain-

ing layers of the composite material are assumed to be deterministic. A generator and

a truncated KLE are available representations for the composite material. Further-

more, an area of a delamination between the third interlayer and the overlying layer

of carbon fibre is introduced. The simulation of the composite structure is obtained

by a basic MC method, a least squares regression approach, and the VLR-SR1U

scheme.

The MC method identifies a larger variance of stresses in the area of the delamina-

tion, which influences a progression of delamination. This emphasises the need to

model the uncertain characteristics of a composite material. Additionally, the MC

method provides reference solutions for further numerical methods. The regression

approach is used to project the solution onto a stochastic solution space which is

spanned by Hermite polynomials up to first order. The projected solution maintains

approximately 77.7% of the variance which was computed by the MC method. The

accuracy loss is a consequence of the low polynomial order chosen for the stochastic

solution space. The basic VLR-SR1U scheme is applied to search for a low-rank

approximation of the solution in the same stochastic solution space. Some low-rank

approximations are optimised by the VLR-OPT scheme. However, approximately

one-third of the full rank is already required so that the first digit of the 2-norm of the

spatial point variance is fixed. Consequently, a relatively high rank is needed to ac-

curately approximate the solution of the laminated composite structure in the chosen

stochastic solution space with Hermite polynomials up to first order.
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4.3 Aircraft Design with Uncertain Parameters

This section studies the design of a future low-noise, economically competitive civil

aircraft for short runways and with improved performance characteristics. A high-lift

system is applied which combines a blown flap concept with fuel-efficient turboprop

engines. The aircraft design is strongly influenced by two factors: first, high lift is

required while take-off and landing to cope with a short runway. Second, the blown

flap concept has an impact on the engine design.

An uncertainty description for parameters of the aircraft model, which are essentially

associated with the mentioned factors, is introduced. The outcome is a probabilistic

model for the aircraft design. The simulation code PrADO is used as a black box

to simulate deterministic samples of the probabilistic model. PrADO operates on a

deterministic parameterised model description for the aircraft. The uncertainty prop-

agation is quantified through a basic MC method. An access to many distributed

PrADO instances is established through the component implementation coPrADO

(see Section 3.4.4.3). However, the simulation of a deterministic aircraft sample is

computationally expensive. Therefore, a PC representation is computed to obtain a

surrogate model. A least squares regression approach (see Section 2.5.2) is applied

to compute the PC coefficients. On the one hand the surrogate model can be quickly

evaluated, on the other hand its construction requires far less evaluations of the prob-

abilistic model than the MC method to provide statistics of the same accuracy.

General phases of an aircraft design are outlined in Section 4.3.1. The parameterised

aircraft model and its iterative process in PrADO are discussed in Section 4.3.2. Sec-

tion 4.3.3 describes the reference model of the aircraft, which is the basis for the un-

certainty quantification. The uncertain parameters are expressed through independent

stochastic noise parameters, which are introduced in Section 4.3.4. The MC method

is applied in Section 4.3.5, and a surrogate model for the computationally expensive

probabilistic model is determined. A conclusion is presented in Section 4.3.6.

This section refers to the Collaborative Research Centre (CRC) 880 “Fundamentals

of High Lift for Future Civil Aircraft” funded by the “DFG - Deutsche Forschungsge-

meinschaft” (see http://www.dfg.de). The referencemodel for the aircraft, the

list of uncertain parameters, and an adapted version of PrADO — which enables the

percentage setting of the uncertain parameters — were provided by the cooperation

partner. Ranges for the uncertain parameters were jointly decided.
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4.3.1 Phases in Aircraft Design

Before an aircraft is manufactured a design process needs to be carried out. The pro-

cess may be divided into three phases [177, 173], namely the conceptual design, the

preliminary design, and the detail design, in which the level of detail more and more

increases. The conceptual design draws up main attributes like the performance and

fuel consumption, and the size and weight of the fuselage, the wing, and the tail. The

preliminary design considers these attributes in finer detail; for instance the fuselage

obtains initial values for its length and radius, its skin and stringers are introduced,

and thicknesses are initialised. The detail phase prepares the manufacturing process

by determining the remaining individual characteristics like ribs and spars, and by

designing an assembly plan. In each phase the particularly resulting aircraft configu-

ration needs to meet the requirements of the customer. The uncertainty quantification

carried out in this thesis is positioned in the preliminary design.

4.3.2 PrADO’s Parameterised Aircraft Model

The program structure of PrADO is commented on in Section 3.4.4.3. This section

focuses PrADO’s parameterised model of an aircraft [82, 81]. The parameterised

model is initially an idea of the aircraft to be designed and is iterated to obtain a

substantiated model. An iteration step determines, for instance, the current aircraft

geometry, computes the aerodynamic characteristics, sizes the propulsion, simulates

the entire flight spectrum of the aircraft to estimate the fuel consumption, performs

structural load tests, computes the masses of the component parts, and calculates the

direct operation costs (DOC) for the life-cycle of the aircraft.

The parameterised model consists of independent and dependent design parameters.

The set of independent design parameters is the input given by the user; these pa-

rameters are constants marking the requirements of the aircraft. Independent design

parameters are, for instance, transport-oriented ones like the range, the maximum

runway lengths, the number of passengers, the payload mass, and the cruise speed,

or they are geometry-oriented ones to describe the arrangement and properties of the

aircraft components. Dependent design parameters may depend on independent or

dependent ones. The latter dependency formulates a mutual relation between de-

pendent design parameters. Dependent design parameters are for instance the empty

mass, aerodynamic coefficients, and the demand for thrust and fuel associated to the

entire flight spectrum of the aircraft.
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Figure 4.35: Convergent sizing during the iterative process of PrADO demonstrated

at different dependent design parameters: Figure (a) shows the max-

imum take-off mass; Figure (b) shows the engine thrust in the design

point (see Table 4.7)

PrADO starts with an initialisation of the parameterised model and iterates until the

dependent design parameters reach a specified precision. The iterative process indi-

cates a sizing. When, for instance, the mass and the volume (and consequently the

surface) increase locally (for example of the wing) the corresponding global quanti-

ties increase. Furthermore, this implies more required thrust and, accordingly, more

fuel. The associated mass of fuel rises, therefore the take-off mass increases. In this

manner the dependent design parameters are mutually building up from iteration to

iteration, the so-called “snowball effect”. However, a technically feasible aircraft

configuration leads to a convergent behaviour of the mutual parameters. Usually 5–
10 iterations are required in PrADO to obtain the substantiated model of the aircraft.

Figure 4.35 demonstrates the convergent iterative sizing. The sizing is traced back to

the square-cube law [44, 100, 209]. The square-cube law is exemplified in its sim-

plest case by a square cube: a square cube with massm and volume V is loaded by a

force F (it is assumed that F is proportional to the mass); when the size of the square

cube is varied by the length scale factor s (in each spatial direction), then V , m, and

accordingly F vary with the scale factor s3, while the cross section area — resisting

the load— varies with factor s2, and accordingly the stress varies linearly with factor
s. The resulting variation of the stress has a consequence: the square-cube law limits

the sizing of a loaded physical object (or subject) if a tolerable stress for the object

(or subject) is limited. That is of course the case for aircrafts.
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The iterative process of PrADO leads to a single analysis of an aircraft design. It is

noted in this context and in addition to Section 3.4.4.3 that PrADO also offers math-

ematical methods for other modes: a parameter variation of the independent design

parameters can be performed to analyse sensitivities, an optimisation of the indepen-

dent design parameters can be performed concerning a specific objective function.

4.3.3 The Reference Model of the Aircraft

The requirements for the civil aircraft in the CRC 880 are listed in Table 4.7. The run-

way lengths are more precisely the take-off field length and the landing field length.

A deterministic reference model of the aircraft satisfying the requirements was pro-

vided by the cooperation partner. It is specified by Aref , which is the converged

parameterised aircraft model determined by the iterative process P of PrADO and an

initial guess A0 of the aircraft:

Aref := P(A0).

Figure 4.36 shows the reference model.

4.3.4 The Master Case and Stochastic Noise Parameters

Uncertainty is introduced to the reference model — specified by Aref — through

independent stochastic noise parameters, which act onto design parameters (see Sec-

tion 4.3.2) of the model. As the noise parameters perturb the reference model, Aref

can be denoted as the master case. Table 4.8 summarises the key features of the

master case.

A perturbed master case needs to pass the iterative process of PrADO to result in

a converged aircraft design. That means the noise parameters establish the iterative

process of a stochastic parameterised aircraft model

A(ω) = Ps(Aref , ω)

with ω ∈ Ω. Ps is the iterative process of the preliminary design, which is adapted to

enable the integration of noise parameters. The input model Aref marks the master

case to be perturbed. Fourteen independent uniformly distributed noise parameters
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Design requirements for the aircraft in the CRC 880

First year of operation 2025

Certification according to FAR 25

Comfort standard of Airbus A320

Flight with maximum payload (= design case)

. Range 2, 000 km

. Payload (100 passengers with baggage and 2200 kg 12, 000 kg

. additional freight)

Flight with 100 passengers and without additional freight

. Range ≥ 2, 800 km

Flight with maximum fuel

. Range is determined by the available tank volume in the wing box

Cruise conditions (optimised with respect to minimum DOC)

. Initial cruise altitude 10, 600m

. Cruise Mach number 0.74m

FAR 25 take-off and landing field lengths (SL/ISA) ≤ 800m

Table 4.7: Design requirements for the civil aircraft in the CRC 880 (this informa-

tion is kindly provided by Wolfgang Heinze, Institute of Aircraft Design

and Lightweight Structures, TU Braunschweig). FAR 25, SL, and ISA are

abbreviations for Federal Aviation Regulations — part 25 [61], sea level,

and international standard atmosphere. Direct operating costs (DOC) are

costs which are directly allocated to the aircraft.

θi (i ∈ {1, . . . , 14}) are defined, so that the essential factors for a high lift and the

corresponding influence on the engine design can be stochastically quantified. They

are specified in Table 4.9. The perturbation interval is measured in percentage, for

example θ2 perturbs the mass of the fuselage between −5% and 5%.

Noise parameters θ1 and θ2 affect dependent design parameters. θ3, θ4, and θ5 act

onto design parameters associated with the aerodynamic computation involved inPs.

These design parameters are actually dependent ones, but the aerodynamic compu-

tation is here deactivated for the uncertainty quantification. As a consequence these
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Figure 4.36: The reference design of the aircraft in the CRC 880 (this picture is

kindly provided by Wolfgang Heinze, Institute of Aircraft Design and

Lightweight Structures, TU Braunschweig).

design parameters behave like independent ones, meaning they are perturbed only

once (at the beginning) in Ps. The aerodynamic computation is deactivated to reduce

the runtime for simulating an aircraft sample under the assumption that the influence

of the uncertainty is low concerning aerodynamics. The noise parameter θ6 perturbs
the mass of the propulsion system, which is actually an independent design param-

eter. However, here it is a dependent design parameter because of a possible thrust

adaption which may be required to satisfy the runway lengths. θ7 to θ12, θ13, and θ14
act onto independent design parameters.

The noise can reflect two different kinds of uncertainties, namely in a data assump-

tion or in a method of calculation. Practically speaking, the result of the method is

perturbed in the latter case. Thus the perturbation can be performed repetitively, that

means once in each iteration of Ps. A sample of such a parameter certainly leads

either to an under- or overestimation during the entire iterative process Ps.

Due to the described handling the following holds: when Ps is executed for a sample
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Master case: key features

description value unit of

measurement

Maximum engine shaft power 8, 396.296 kW

Maximum bleed air extraction for

. the aircraft’s systems 0.880 kg/s

. the blown flap system 14.444 kg/s

. Total 15.324 kg/s

Specific fuel consumption during cruising 4.593·10−2 kg/N/h

Maximum lift coefficient, landing configuration 4.5 –

Lift-to-drag ratio during cruising 14.491 –

Operating empty mass:

. Mass of the wing 3, 498.819 kg

. Mass of the fuselage 5, 407.543 kg

. Mass of the propulsion system 4, 541.743 kg

. Mass of the blown flap system 204.564 kg

. Total 23, 927.793 kg

Total fuel mass (design case) 4, 721.758 kg

Maximum take-off mass 40, 649.551 kg

Maximum landing mass 38, 855.217 kg

Range with maximum fuel 8, 012.977 km

FAR 25 take-off field length 779.432 m

FAR 25 landing field length 758.622 m

Approach speed in landing configuration 50.355 m
s

Direct Operating Costs (DOC, design case) 7.951·10−2 USD/skm

Table 4.8: Key features of the master case (CRC 880 reference model from June

2011): the DOC is measured in US Dollar per revenue seat-kilometre

(USD/skm).
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Stochastic noise parameters

No. perturbed design parameter type [min,max]
noise in [%]

Structure:

1 Mass of the wing D,M [−5, 5]
2 Mass of the fuselage D,M [−5, 5]
Aerodynamics:

3 Lift coefficient M [−5, 5]
4 Lift-induced drag coefficient M [−5, 5]
5 Zero-lift drag coefficient (mainly viscous drag) M [−5, 5]
Propulsion system:

6 Mass of the propulsion system M [−5, 5]
7 Polytropic efficiency of the HPC D [−3, 3]
8 Polytropic efficiency of the HPT D [−3, 3]
9 Polytropic efficiency of the LPT D [−3, 3]
10 Combustion efficiency D [−3, 0]
11 Total pressure ratio of the HPC D [−3, 3]
12 Maximum turbine inlet temperature D [−3, 3]
Blown flap system:

13 Mass of the blown flap system M [−50, 100]
14 Mass flow rate for the blown flap system D [−5, 5]

Table 4.9: Specifications for the fourteen independent stochastic noise parameters:

minimum and maximum noises are presented for each design parameter to

be perturbed; types “D” and “M” indicate if an uncertainty is induced by

the data or the corresponding method of calculation. Abbreviations HPC,

HPT, and LPT mean high pressure compressor, high pressure turbine, and

low pressure turbine.

of the noise parameters the independent design parameters (or independently occur-

rent design parameters) exhibit exactly the input perturbance at the end of the pro-

cess, while the dependent design parameters exhibit a stronger decrease or increase

because of the snowball effect inside Ps (see Section 4.3.2).
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4.3.5 Numerical Experiments

The influence of the stochastic noise parameters on the aircraft design is measured

here by means of some design parameters, which are listed as output parameters

in Table 4.10. The first six parameters reflect the influence on the technology, the

last parameter considers the influence on the economic efficiency. Their uncertainty

is quantified through a basic MC method and discussed in the first paragraph. An

efficient surrogate model for the probabilistic model is constructed in the second

paragraph.

Output parameters

No. output parameter

1 Maximum engine shaft power

2 Operating empty mass (total)

3 Total fuel mass (design case)

4 Maximum take-off mass

5 Lift-to-drag ratio during cruising

6 FAR 25 landing field length

7 DOC (design case)

Table 4.10: Output parameters: the corresponding units of measurement can be

found in Table 4.8.

Basic MC Method A basic MC method evaluated 12, 191 samples, from which

four were not converging. (A non-convergence of samples is caused by the fact that

the reference model of the aircraft is close to some constraints.) As a consequence,

the following results are obtained from the 12, 187 converging simulations. The MC

simulation used three computing machines with eight processors working in paral-

lel, thus all in all twenty-four processors were used. Each processor had its own

instance of coPrADO. The expectation and the standard deviation of the runtime of

one simulation were 4.203 h and 1.106 h.

First, a special configuration of Ps is commented, which causes an observable effect

in some quantified data. Then, another (independent) effect is exemplified. Ps is

triggered so that the requirement of the maximum runway lengths (see Table 4.7) is
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Figure 4.37: Effects which occure within the uncertainty quantification of the air-

craft: Figure (a) shows the distribution function concerning the take-off

field length, where the red line marks the thrust adaption; Figure (b)

shows the correlation between the initial noise on the mass of the wing

in percent (induced through the first stochastic noise parameter, see Ta-

ble 4.9) and its resulting change in percent (obtained in the iterative

process of PrADO), where the red dot indicates the master case and the

blue lines mark the boundaries of the noise.

preferably established for the deterministic aircraft samples in the numerical exper-

iments: Ps adapts the thrust appropriately when otherwise the requirement would

not be met. This thrust adaption is activated in approximately 32% of the samples,

and in these cases the maximum take-off field length is exactly met. This has an

effect to stochastic quantities, which concentrate on the take-off, see for instance

Figure 4.37(a). Furthermore, when an aircraft parameter is initially perturbed, then

the snowball effect in the iterative process of PrADO usually causes a larger pertur-

bation of the same parameter. That effect is demonstrated in Figure 4.37(b).

Next, statistics for the output parameters are addressed, a convergence behaviour

of the MC method is considered in the subsequent paragraph. Stochastic mo-

ments are presented in Tables 4.11 and 4.12. The first table also contains error

estimates obtained through the central limit theorem; the errors of the expecta-

tions and the standard deviations vary with a factor of approximately 10−2. Fig-

ures 4.38(a), (b), and (c) present the distribution functions for the maximum engine

shaft power (the first output parameter), the total mass of fuel (the third output pa-

rameter), and the landing field length (the sixth output parameter). It can be seen that
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Statistics and estimated errors

No. master case expectation error

(probability)

standard

deviation

error

1 8, 396.296 8, 537.557 10−3 (0.991) 357.151 10−1

2 23, 927.793 24, 066.826 10−3 (0.999) 362.864 10−1

3 4, 721.758 4, 837.241 10−3 (0.978) 232.404 10−1

4 40, 649.551 40, 904.067 10−3 (0.999) 540.475 10−1

5 14.491 14.519 10−3 (0.999) 3.613 · 10−1 10−1

6 758.622 761.166 10−3 (0.999) 10.150 10−1

7 7.951 · 10−2 8.016 ·10−2 10−3 (0.999) 1.077 · 10−3 10−1

Table 4.11: Statistics and estimated errors: expectations and standard deviations

of the output parameters are compared to the corresponding parameters

of the master case. The output parameters indexed in the first column

are listed in Table 4.10; the corresponding units of measurement can be

seen in Table 4.8. The error of each stochastic moment is estimated by the

central limit theorem. The probabilities that the errors of the expectations

are correct are given in brackets; the probabilities corresponding to the

errors of the standard deviations are all at least 0.999. Probabilities are
always rounded down.

the first output parameter is at the most 7.22% larger than the master case for 90%
of the realisations. Analogously, 8.9% holds for the third output parameter, and even

smaller percentages hold for the other output parameters, for instance 2.52% for the

direct operation costs (DOC, the seventh output parameter). The demanded landing

field length is not met for 0.04% of the samples with a maximum deviation of only

5.06 metres. Some correlations are demonstrated in Figure 4.39; Figure (a) displays

the correlation between the lift coefficient and the maximum engine shaft power. It

is obvious that a reduction of the lift coefficient leads to a stronger increase of the

demanded power. That is indirectly a consequence of the convention to establish the

requirement of the maximum take-off field length. This convention influences also

the DOC and is demonstrated in Figure 4.39(b) through the correlation between the

lift coefficient and the DOC: when a higher lift coefficient is usable a less powerful

(and accordingly less expensive) engine is required. In total it can be concluded that

the reference design of the aircraft proves to be very robust.
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Statistics and estimated errors

No. deviation between master

case and expectation in [%]

std. deviation in [%]

1 1.682 4.183

2 0.581 1.508

3 2.446 4.804

4 0.626 1.321

5 0.188 2.488

6 0.335 1.334

7 0.816 1.344

Table 4.12: Percentage deviations: the deviation between the expectation of the out-

put parameters and the appropriate parameters of the master case are

presented in the second column; the percentage standard deviation is

presented in the third column. The output parameters indexed in the first

column are listed in Table 4.10, corresponding units of measurement can

be seen in Table 4.8.

A Surrogate Model The evaluation of the probabilistic model A(ω) is compu-

tationally expensive. A surrogate model Ã(ω) is constructed from a set of samples

of A(ω). When Ã(ω) is constructed it can be quickly evaluated to obtain statistics.

However, the statistics which are considered here are analytically computed from

Ã(ω) and compared to the ones computed by the basic MC method. It is demon-

strated that Ã(ω) provides as accurate statistics as the basic MCmethod, but requires

less evaluations of A(ω).

Ã(ω) is simply a truncated PC expansion. The stochastic basis polynomials are Leg-

endre polynomials defined on uniformly distributed random variables. The corre-

sponding coefficients are computed by the least squares regression approach — ex-

plained in Section 2.5.2 — on a set of evaluations of A(ω) obtained by the basic

MC sampling. The surrogate model is constructed for different numbers of evalua-

tions and different maximum polynomial orders. The influence of these construction

parameters on the quality of the surrogate model is demonstrated by a comparison

of statistics obtained from the surrogate model and the basic MC method. As al-

ready mentioned, the statistics from the surrogate model are analytically computed.
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Figure 4.38: Distribution functions for some output parameters: Fig-

ures (a), (b), and (c) show the distribution functions for the maximum

engine shaft power, the total mass of fuel (in the design case), and the

landing field length; the references of the master case are marked in

red.

References are provided by the basic MC method with 12, 187 evaluations of A(ω),
presented in the previous section. Figure 4.40 exemplarily shows the convergence of

the expectation and the variance of the first and the third output parameters (see Ta-

ble 4.10); these output parameters exhibit the largest standard deviations in relation

to their expectations (see Table 4.12). The first number of model evaluations, which

is used to construct the surrogate model, is the number of stochastic basis polyno-

mials incremented by one so that the system to be solved in the regression approach

is over-determined. The figures display that a few more model evaluations than the
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Figure 4.39: Correlations for some parameters measured in their percentage change,

the references of the master case are marked in red: Figure (a) shows

the correlation between the lift coefficient and the maximum engine shaft

power; Figure (b) shows the correlation between the lift coefficient and

the direct operation costs (DOC) in the design case.

minimum number are required to reach the accuracy of the MC references. Fig-

ure 4.40(b) shows that a maximum order of two for the stochastic basis polynomials

is necessary to reach an accurate variance for the first output parameter. All in all,

the regression approach with polynomials up to second order achieves the accuracy

of the considered expectations and variances with less evaluations of A(ω) than the

basic MC method requires.

4.3.6 Conclusion

A probabilistic model for an efficient future civil aircraft for short runways is derived

from a deterministic reference model and simulated in the previous sections. Four-

teen independent uniformly distributed noise parameters are introduced to describe

the uncertainty of the aircraft model, see Section 4.3.4. They act onto the relevant

factors, which influence the aircraft design. Statistics of the probabilistic models

are determined through a basic MC method, see Section 4.3.5. The deterministic

simulator component coPrADO is used in many distributed instances and interfaces

with simulation code PrADO. The statistics reveal the uncertain aircraft model to be

robust towards the considered noises.
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Figure 4.40: Convergence of the surrogate model in comparison with a basic MC

method with respect to the number of evaluations of the probabilistic

model: Figures (a) and (b) show the expectation and the variance cor-

responding to the maximum engine shaft power (the first output param-

eter); Figures (c) and (d) show the same for the total mass of fuel in the

design case (the third output parameter). The surrogate model contains

either stochastic basis polynomials up to first (“1”) or second (“2”) or-

der. The confidence limits of the MC references obtained by the central

limit theorem are plotted as well, see Table 4.11. Below these limits

statements about the convergence cannot be made.

The sampling of the probabilistic model is computationally expensive. A truncated

PC representation for the probabilistic model is computed by a least squares regres-

sion approach, and is based on Legendre polynomials. It can be used as a surrogate

model, for instance, to compute statistics. It requires less evaluations of the prob-

abilistic model for its construction to provide statistics of the same quality like the

basic MC method, see Section 4.3.5.
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Chapter 4 Numerical Experiments

4.4 Conclusion

The chapter of the numerical experiments focuses on three different application-

specific subjects, namely a groundwater flow, a laminated composite material (and

a corresponding structure), and an aircraft design. For all cases uncertain parame-

ters are stochastically modelled and corresponding probabilistic problems are simu-

lated. The simulation is performed through the frameworks of the distributed generic

component-based software architecture presented in Chapter 3.

A stationary groundwater flow problem with an uncertain hydraulic conductivity is

considered in Section 4.1. This section emphasises the convergence behaviour of the

VLR-SR1U scheme in its basic form and its extended form through the VLR-OPT

and RBSSE schemes. The VLR-SR1U scheme is compared to direct integration

schemes like MC and QMC methods as well as the Smolyak algorithm. It demon-

strates its potential to be an efficient scheme and exhibits far better convergence than

the (Q)MC methods.

A fully anisotropic and uncertain model for a laminated composite material is pre-

sented in Section 4.2, which is based on photographic images of a three-dimensional

test specimen. It requires a comparatively large stochastic dimension to provide an

acceptable description of the input statistics. A corresponding probabilistic problem

of a laminated composite structure with a linear constitutive law is simulated through

different numerical schemes. Statistics and references are obtained through a basic

MC method. A least squares regression approach projects the solution on a stochas-

tic solution space spanned by polynomials up to first order, which already keeps a

larger percentage of the references. The VLR-SR1U scheme is applied to search

for a low-rank approximation in the same stochastic solution space. However, an

accurate approximation requires a relatively high rank.

Uncertain parameters are introduced to a deterministic model of a future civil air-

craft in Section 4.3 to investigate its robustness. The resulting probabilistic model is

simulated through a basic MC method to gain statistics and references. The statistics

confirm the robustness of the aircraft design. However, the evaluation of the proba-

bilistic model is quite expensive. Therefore, a surrogatemodel is constructed through

a least squares regression approach. It provides statistics in the same quality as the

basic MC method, but requires far less evaluations of the probabilistic model. The

deterministic simulator component— used in the simulation — is also introduced in

this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook

This thesis provides contributions for several challenging issues in an uncertainty

quantification of probabilistic models. These are a meaningful formulation of a

model, efficient numerical schemes for its simulation, and a sustainable software

implementation. The contributions are separately considered in the next paragraphs.

Each paragraph contains the corresponding outlook in the last passage.

A Successive Rank-One Update with a Global Optimisation and an
Adaptive Solution Space Construction Some numerical schemes are con-

tributed, namely the basic VLR-SR1U scheme, the VLR-OPT scheme, and the RB-

SSE scheme. They are associated with the system which results from an SGM

discretisation of a stochastic elliptic partial differential equation. The basic VLR-

SR1U scheme approximates a low-rank representation for the solution of the system

through successive rank-one updates in the assumption that the expectation of the

total potential energy is minimised. It is a kind of a greedy approach in the sense that

a rank-one update tries to extract the most remaining energy. A rank-one update is

obtained by an alternating algorithm, which is similar to the known alternating least

squares algorithm. The successive updates enable an error-controlled rank increase

until a required accuracy is reached. A resulting approximation of rank r is, however,
not the minimiser of the mentioned energy compared to all approximations of rank r.
This suboptimal approximation is addressed by the VLR-OPT scheme. It optimises a

given approximation of rank r through rank-one update matrices so that the approx-

imation becomes the minimiser without increasing the rank. The scheme is derived

from the algorithm of the basic VLR-SR1U scheme. The basic VLR-SR1U scheme

is extended by an application of the VLR-OPT scheme to optimise approximations

either during the process of rank updates or not until a final rank is reached. The

RBSSE scheme rates new stochastic basis polynomials — which are still not used in
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the current representation of the solution — for their ability to describe the solution.

It determines an extended residual for the current solution which already involves

new stochastic polynomials. This residual is transferred to the unit of measurement

of the solution, so that relevant new stochastic polynomials can be identified. The

VLR-SR1U scheme is extended by an application of the RBSSE scheme to adap-

tively construct the solution space. The schemes are presented in Section 2.7.2. The

numerical efficiency of the schemes is demonstrated in Section 4.1.4. The basic

VLR-SR1U scheme and its extension by the VLR-OPT scheme are compared to di-

rect integration schemes. They clearly beat (Q)MC methods, but do not reach the

best configuration of the Smolyak algorithm.

The adaptive construction of the solution space currently follows a straight forward

strategy, for instance 10% more stochastic basis polynomials are used in each rank

update. More sophisticated strategies need to be developed which determine if it is

more reasonable to perform a rank-one update or to extend the solution space.

Distributed Generic Component-Based Software Architecture A soft-

ware architecture is contributed for the simulation of probabilistic models and pre-

sented in Chapter 3. This architecture is based on distributed generic software com-

ponents, so that it gains from the capacity of a parametric polymorphism in dis-

tributed software systems. In this manner, the strengths of a generic programming

and a component-based distribution of processes are combined. It is stated here that

the approach enables one to keep the essence of generic types also at runtime with-

out any need of recompilation. Corresponding software frameworks are developed

for a direct integration ((Q)MC methods, the Smolyak algorithm), an integration-

based projection, several collocation schemes (a sparse stochastic Lagrange inter-

polation and a least squares regression approach), and SGM-based schemes. The

VLR-SR1U scheme, the VLR-OPT, and RBSSE schemes are implemented in this

context as well.

A separation of concerns leads to a number of components, which are reused in

different frameworks and may even be reused beyond an uncertainty quantification.

Components are interchangeable at runtime and may be instantiated in a distributed

system many times. An essential component is the deterministic simulator compo-

nent, which is reused in each framework. Its interface reflects the general conceptions

for a simulation or construction of a deterministic model. Its implementation iden-

tifies individual conceptions, and it usually interfaces with a (third-party) simulation

code. Bindings to actual third-party simulation codes are available for a preliminary

aircraft design and for problems of groundwater flow or structural mechanics. The
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deterministic simulator component may also be used beyond an uncertainty quantifi-

cation, for instance in an optimisation.

Currently, the locations of involved software components need to be set up by the

user. This could be extended to an automatic detection of the locations.

An Uncertain Composite Material Amodel for an uncertain, anisotropic com-

posite material in a three-dimensional geometrical domain is contributed and pre-

sented in Section 4.2. It is constructed from marginal distribution and covariance

functions, which were extracted from photographic images and provided by a co-

operation partner. The composite material is virtually divided in deterministic and

stochastic layers, where each layer corresponds to its own model. The model for a

concrete stochastic layer is numerically constructed in a computationally expensive

process. A comparatively large stochastic dimension of six hundred is required for an

acceptable description of the input statistics. Different representations for the model

are obtained, namely a simple generator, a truncated PCE, and a truncated KLE.

A laminated composite structure with a linear constitutive law and a partially un-

certain material (one stochastic layer) is simulated through a basic MC method to

gain statistics. A least squares regression approach is applied to obtain an approxi-

mation in a stochastic solution space spanned by polynomials up to first order. This

space already resolves a large amount of the variance. The basic VLR-SR1U scheme

and the VLR-OPT scheme are applied to search for a low-rank approximation in the

same space, however an accurate approximation requires a relatively high rank in

that solution space.

On the one hand the results of the simulation reveal the need for an uncertainty quan-

tification in the field of composite materials. On the other hand more than one

stochastic layer would be required to describe a composite material more mean-

ingfully. Accordingly, the resulting stochastic dimension would be the sum of the

stochastic dimensions for all stochastic layers and, as mentioned before, the stochas-

tic dimension of a single stochastic layer is already comparatively large. As a conse-

quence, methods for a dimension reduction may be considered for further steps.

An Uncertain Aircraft Design An uncertainty quantification for a future civil

aircraft is contributed and presented in Section 4.3. For this purpose a probabilistic

model is formulated for a deterministic reference design of the aircraft. It is simu-

lated by a basic MC method to obtain statistics. The evaluation of the probabilistic
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model is quite expensive. A surrogate model is represented by a truncated PCE and

determined by a straight forward least squares regression approach — without de-

tecting a sparse PCE. Its construction requires far less aircraft samples than the MC

method to compute statistics of the same accuracy.

However, a more accurate approximation of the solution can be described in stochas-

tic solution spaces of higher polynomial order. As a sampling of the probabilistic

model is expensive, a straight forward least squares regression approach limits the

applicable polynomial orders. A strategy for a detection of a sparse PCE is the next

step.
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